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SENATOR HARRY Lo SEARS (Chairman)~ Ladies and 

gentlemen u before we .. start, I would just like to say a few 

words about the ground rules of this hearing 0 which I will 

now declare to be in ordero 

First, let me introduce the members of the 

Judiciary Committee who are hereo My name is Harry Sears 

and I am Chairman of the Judiciary Committeeo To my 

extreme righto and to your le.ft looking at us O is Senator 

John Lynch of Middlesex County; next to him is Senator 

John White of Gloucester County; and on my left 0 Senator 

Frank McDermotto the principal sponsor of the Bill that 

we are here to talk about this morning and who also is 

a member of this Judiciary Committee 8 and Senator McDermott 

is from Union Countyo 

I notice that we have a number of.interested people 

in the gallery and we welcome youo This is a public hearing 

and members of the general public are invited. Those of 

youo who have not already done so 0 who might wish to 

testify formally for the record are welcome to do soo You 

simply have to come up here and register O if that Os your 

desire., 

May I say that although this is a public hearing 

our purpose here today is not to have participation by 

anyone other than those whq have formally registered .. You 

folks in the gallery 0 I would ask that you observe the 

basic rule of the hearing which is that no matter which 

way you are inclined to react to any particular statemento 

please do not give .vent to any public demon.strations o This 

will enable us to keep order and.to perform the business of 

the Committee and to expedite the hearing as much as 

possibleo 

Witnesses have been as.ked 0 where possible, to 

give us written statementso If they do not have a written 

statement, we are having the testimony recorded and the re 

will ultimately be a full transcript.of everything that 

is said here todayo 
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For those of you who.have registered, there 

are some people who asked to be heard early. Some are 

officials who have other business herein Trenton or 

elsewhere and 0 to the extent that we can, we will try to 

accommodate the wishes of those people.·· We will be going 

into the afternoono We have 17 witnesses and probably 

we would have to anyhow 0 but the Attorney General, Mro 

Kugler, and Colonel Kelly, Superintendent of the .-State Policee 

both are scheduled, at their request, for this afternoon. 

We will probably take a lunch break at approximately 12: 30 

and reconvene at 1:30, for those of you who are interested 

in that. 

The first witness;· who has asked. to be heard early 

because he does have another hearing, is Mro Glen Miller of 

the SICo Mro Miller, would you take the witness seat here 

and try to talk into the microphoneo 

I would ask you 0 ladies and gentlemen i:ri the 

gallery, if as the first witness testifies you are not able 

to hear him, would you just simply raise your hando I will 

look for that indication as evidence that you 0 re not hearing 

and we will try to do better and get ourselves properly 

wired for 1sound here. 

This public hearing is on Senate Concurrent 

Resolution Noo 74. This is the second hearingo The first 

one was held on December 7 pursuant to a cons.ti tutional 

requirement that a: question'of this kind have such a 

public hearing.. And the purpose of this second hearing is 

to develop further testimony and hear other·people who are 

interestedo And may I point out that these hearings are 

factfinding probeedings. We are here to try to develop for 

the record such facts on either side of this question 0 or any 

given questionu in order that the Committee may conside.r 

the merits of this Billo 

Mr~ Miller 0 if you would please, siro identify 

yourself first and give us your addresso And any of y~:m 

who are testifying for.any official organizatiori 0 please 
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indicate so for _the record. Mr •. · Miller ... 

GLEN· B. MILLER, , JR9: My name is Glen B. 

Miller, Jr. I reside -at 243 Russell ~oad, . Princeton, New 

.::ferseyo I have a written statement which incorporates my 

views and which I will turn ov¢r to you, Senator ·Sears, 

as part of your record .. -· 

My views on this issue are my own and do not 

represent any official.position of- the State Commission 

of Investigation .. , 

As you_. know, . I have been, and s:till .am, an ardent 

proponent of a legal lottery in New Jersey. Becaus.e of 

this,. some people have assumed that I also favor legalized 

gambling casinos. This• is.not true. 

·0ur new lottery is off. to a good start. Never

theless, I still hope that it will eventually become a daily 

lottery which duplicates the numbers game now run· by 

organized crime. My main-reason for supporting a legalized 
-

lottery was to remove .or greatly diminish numbers . income -

the largest single source of income which organized crime 

has. in any state and in th.e nation.. Our new lottery, good 

as it is, does not yet do _this. 

As far as organized crime is concerned;· I believe 

that legalized casinos would worsen rather than help the pres

ent situation.,· To the best of my knowledge there are no 

illegal casino 6perations of--any consequence now being run 

in New Jersey·by·the underworld • 

. I agree with Attorney G,,meral Kugler and Cola 

Kelly that legalized gambling casinons will attract rather 

than repel criminal and unsavory elements whether or not the 

casinos are operated by a governmental unit. Thus, the bill 

would increase rather than decrease the attractiveness of 

our state to the underworld~ 

There is another· aspect of this matter which 

deserves consideration~-· Lottery tickets cost 50¢ each. 

The man-who plays th~ lottery rnay·hever win but betting 

usually costs him no ·-more 'than a pa.ck of cigarettes a day. 
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To the best of my knowledge O it has · never '"wiped out ff a 

playero 

This contrasts with casino gambling which is 

largely centered around roulette 0 dice and blackjacko The 
' stakes are higher., The betting is more frequento Several 

hundred wagers occur within a few hours and, most importanto 

there is a tremendous temptation and opportunity to increase 

wages or double up in order to ''get even 11 o Almost every 

day in the life of a casino some player loses a huge sum 0 

often his life savingso This bankrures the player and his 

family and exposes him to loan sharkso 

If we legalize gambling casinos 0 we should do so 

with the knowledge that we are going to financially destroy 

a large number of human beings and their farnilieso 

Thank you. 

SENATOR SEARS: Mr. Miller, some of the members of 

the. Committee may have questions they would like to ask of 

you concerning your views., I have one Q 

Would you distinguish between legalized casino 

gambling which was operated by private enterprise and that 

which might be operated by and for the State? 

MRo MILLER: No 0 sir, I do not 0 although if I had 

to choose between the two, I would certainly want it to be 

operated by the Stateo 

My view on the various questions of gambling that 
I 

have come up is really that it always harkens back to the 

effect I think it will have on organized crimeo The big 

money, the huge sums that organized crime .. makes, far more 

than on anything else O is an the numbers game which is 

played daily and still is pl&yed daily in this'Stateo 

I feel that if our lottery, which is, I think, a 

good lottery, eventually is supplemented or changed so that 

we operate a daily lottery exactly and precisely as the 

Mafia now operates its lottery 0 we can put them out of 

business and ta1<:e that huge source of income away from themo 

Conversely, I don 1 t see that legalizing casinos 
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will help us with organized.crime because they're not now 

running illegal casinos in thi.s Stateo In fact, if 

anything, because there are always a bunch of hangers-on 

or bad actors around the periphery of any gambling operationu 

I think it would hurt rather than help~ 

SENATOR SEARS: Senator McDermott 8 any questions? 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Yes Q 

Commissioner Miller, - incidentallyo I applaud 

what you are trying to do for daily gambling. I think 

that's the way to fight the organized crime syndicate, 

by using their own weapons • 

. I am sure you are familiar with the testimony of 

former Attorney General Sills and Colonel Kelly before a 

joint committee of this Legislature in 1968 to study crime 

and the system of criminal justice in New Jersey. There 

were two weeks of hearings and I was·Majority Leader in 

the Senate at the time and a member of this group. And 

throughout the testimony here, Colonel Kelly does talk 

about the fact that gambling is almost impossible.to stamp 

out in New Jersey, particularly in industrial.plants 

because of the daily play, And I presume that your support 

of the daily lottery is in keeping with Colonel Kelly I s 

observation that it's almost impossible to stamp out. 

MR.; MILLER: I was not familiar with those 

hearings, Senator McDermott, but I would agree with what 

you have said. I·think that·we 1 re going to have a daily 

lottery or numbers game and, therefore, I am in favor of 

legalizing that" 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: As a result of these hearings, 

Commissioner Miller, the Legislature passed many bills 

setting up new tools.for law enforcement•officials, in 

fact I am the co .... sponsor of some six hflls 9 One of them 

is the statewide grand jury: another one is the State 

Investigation Commission;- of which you ire a member; 

another one is a loanshark bill that has a very stiff 

penalty for loansharking 'that you referred to .. In £act, 
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we had to override former Governor Hug,hes· u veto of it 

to get it into law.. Then another one ,of. the bills is 

full-time prosecutor; another, one was providing for 50 

additional ·state Troopers: :.and, . finally, the wiretapping 

. bill o And all of these bills Were ,passed, oh,1 around· 

the end of 1968 and made law .. 

Are these laws useful tools ·in law enforcement, 

to your knowledge? 

··MR .. MILLER: No question about it. I 9 nt in 

favor of all of those bills.. I think they 1 re good bills .. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: When you say, however, that 
·~ 

gambling attracts - I 0m talking about legalized. casino 
' 

gambling, would attract the criminal element', ar·e you, in 

a way, saying that our present law enforcement set.up · 

just isn °t geared to handle it?.· 

MR .. MILLER:· No" I 1 m just talking about human 

nature 0 Senator McDermotta I went down to Nassau to·· 

address the State Bar Association, 'about a month ago, 

and I saw the casinos there. I 0 ve been to -Las Vegas. 

It 1 s just appealing to that kind of people. 

SENATOR McDERMarT: Well, .the reason· I asked you 

that is .because I am very concerned when people say that 

our law enf-orcement officials can 1 t handle it becauseo 

as you know,. I 1 ve been the co~sponsor of sorrie six major 

law enforcement tools, and if you have, some thoughts that 

you woulq like to leave with this Committe·e today as to 

how we•can give ;!.:aw: enforcement agencies of this State 

more effective weapons to go after organized crime o. I will 

be. in the forefront of supporting ·them a. Do -you have any 

such ideas? 

MR .. MILLER: I don 1 t like to say that our .law 

enforcement can't handle it, it 0 s something that I think 

is silly for them to undertake to _handle ... There is no need 

for it.; And the thing .that really concerns me abrut this 

bill u Senator McDermott, is that,. if. you go to any-, casino, 

you will see people everyday lose everything they ·have o: 
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Now they don 1 t do that with a lotterya When I was down 
• . . • . i 

at Nassau addressing the Bar Association, there were two 

people there who lost very substantial sums of moneyv and 

I just don't think it 1 s right to do thato 

SENATOR ~cDERMOTT: They did it voluntarilyu 

didn°t they? 

No further questions@ 

SENATOR SEARS: Would it be perhaps fair to sayu 

.Mro Miller, that while you consider the law enforcement 

toolsu and particularly the new ones that have been made 

available, to be good and perhaps even adequate at the 

present time, that your point really goes to putting an 

undue additional burden on them? 

MRo MILLERg That 0 s right. Why do it? I meanp 

I see no real advantage to us in passing this bill and I 

see some detriments. 

SENATOR SEARS: Anyone else have any questions, 

gentlemen? 

SENATOR LYNCH: Mr. Miller 0 there have been some 

suggestions that law enforcement officials are incapable 

of stamping out gambling" or .. 'dotng )a good job ,i,n connection 

with the opposition to gamblingo Isn't it a fact that 

since these new laws, which Senator McDermott discussed, 

have been effective 0 there has been a dramatic increase in 

the number of apprehensions and convictions of persons 

involved in organized gambling? 

MR: MILLER: No question about it, Senator Lyncho 

I personally feel that you can never depart too far from 

the mores of the peopleo I kind of likeni.:.the lottery to 

prohibition. We all know the terrible things that alcohol 
,. 

does to people. On balance, it was decided maybe it was 

better to legalize it than to keep it illegal which really 

spawned the Mafia in the first place. And I think the 

same thing is true about the lottery~ And while a great 

many of the Mafia lead!=!rs in this State have gone to jailu 

rather than answer the questions put to them by our 
. ' . 
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Commission and while a lot of others have been convicted of 

crimes and sent to jail, with the tremendous sums of money 

that are there from the daily lottery new men are ri~ing 

to take their place and, in my opinionu will continue to 

rise and take their placeo I think that we 0 re going to have 

a lottery and the only question is whether it 0 s legal or 

illegal. I don't think that 1 s true aboul gambling casinos. 

I don 1 t believe - sure there may be a floating crap game 

somewhere from time to time but none of the gambling 

operations that casinos usually specialize in are to my 

knowledge being run on a daily basis by organized crime in 

New Jersey .. 

Does that answer your questionu sir? 

SENATOR LYNCH: Yes 0 sirs Thank you. 

SENATOR WHITE: Commissioner, it has been said 

frequently that if this were to become law organized 

gambling would be stamped out, we'd have little of it, 

and so forth. I would like to ask you, can you crystalize 

for us just what is the major source of revenue of organized 

gambling in the State at the present time? 

MR. MILLER: No question about it 0 it I s numbers. 

SENATOR WHITE: Strictly the numbers. 

MR. MILLER: Yes, sir. That 0 s far and away the -

and if you wish I can get you some figures on'this, prepared 

by the Federal Government, but fat arid away the largest 

source of income for organized crime is gambling, and far 

and away the largest part of that is numbers in the State. 

SENATOR WHITE: How about the so-called floating 

crap games or poker games, whatever they might be, where the 

house takes a cut? Is this of any significance? 

MR. MILLER: Of course 0 you never know figures like 

that with precision but I would guess that they are only a 

· tiny percent, a very tiny percent. 

SENATOR WHITE: All right. Thank you. 

SENATOR SEARS: Anything e.lse, gentlemen? 

Thank you very much 0 Mr. Millera We appreciate 
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your coming and giving us the benefit of your views. 

SENATOR LYNCH: Mr. Chairman 8 may I ask through 

you - may I submit a ~uestion to the spo~sor of this 

Resolution? 

SENATOR SEARS: If the sponsor cares to reply. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Why certainly. 

SENATOR SEARS: Senator Lynch? 

SENATOR LYNCH: Senator 0 I 0ve been reading .in the 

newspaperse in the daily press around the State, for the 

past months that you have.estimated that the take by the 
. . 

State of New Jersey would approximate $200 million a year 

if casino gambling were permitted in Atlantic City. I 

have yet to hear anybody give me f~cts or figures that 

would justify that assertione Do you have such information 

or evidence? 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Yes. I understand Mr. Glaser 

is going to speak here today about the revenue in Nevadaa 

SENATOR LYNCH: Well 0 I don't know anything about 

himu do you have any information? 
. . 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Well, I have what Mr. GJ,.aser 

has. 

SENATOR LYNCH: Did he give you the information? 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Yes, he gave me a copy of 

his prepared statement. 

SENATOR LYNCH: Well, I didn 1 t see the report. 

I 1 m asking you whether you have information to substantiate 

this $200 mil'lion .. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Well, if you will wait, in 

due time 0 Senator, = I think you 0 re a little bit out of 

context. We 0 re.talking now about the law enforcement 

problems and·. I understand that Mr. Glaser 

SENATOR LYNCH: Well, I would like to have this 

information in the record. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: It will be in the record. 

MrQ "Glaser is 'going to make his report~ 

SENATOR LYNCH: But you made the statement, a year 
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SENATOR McDERMOTT: That 1 s righto And when Mro 

Glaser gets through I will be very happy to point this out 

to youo Senator. 

SENATOR LYNCH: All right. 

SENATOR SEARS~ Suppose we call Mre Glaser., 

Mr. Glaser, if you would _identify you:r-self for 

the record and state your position, please. 

SIDNEY GLASER: My name is Sidney Glaser and I 

am Acting Director of the New Jersey Division of Taxation, 

Department of the Treasury. I have been asked by the Chairman 

of tp.is Committee to comment with respect to the revenue 

potential inherent in Senate Concurrent .Resolution No. 74. 

The Resolution would amend Article IV, Section VII 0 

paragraph 2 of the State Constitution by adding a new 

subparagraph "Du. This amendment would make it lawful for 

the Legislature to authorize casino gambling in .Atlantic 

City to be under State control and to license and tax 

gambling operations and equipment with the net revenue to 

be appropriated exclusively for specified state aids to 

municipalities. The details would be embodied in. 

legislation. 

I would like to suggest that the revenue should 

also be appropriated for State use, pr~bably for institu= 

tions and education, as may be determined by the Legislatureo 

My remarks will be confined solely to the revenue 

implications of this activity as far as practical and 

meaningful estimates may be made. TTu.ey represent no official 

position. Without specification of such items as tax rates 0 

hours of permitted gambling, the number of licensed 

establishments and other factors, any dollar estimate of 

revenue must remain speculative. However, in the interest 

of supplying this Committee with certain factual information 

from which it may draw its own. conclusions, I respeqtfully 

submit the followinge 
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The Report of· the Nevada 9aming Commission on 

Direct Levies for the fiscal year 1969-70 shows that 

exclusive of.federal income tax, Nevada's legalized gambling 
' ' 

industry 'paid $58. 5 millio~ in gaming taxeS as ~h~wn in 

the tabulation which is contained in this statemento 

1969..-70 1968-69 

Amt. of Tax· 
(in millions) 

Distribution Amt. of Tax 
(in millions) 

Distribution 

Fed. Government 
State of Nevada· 
Nevada Counties 
Nevada Cities 

$10.1 
39~3 

6.7 
2.4 

17.3% 
67.1 
11.5 
4.1 

'$7.7 
33.3 
5.6 
2 .2. 

16.0% 
68.1 
11.4 · 
4.5 

$58.5 100.0% $48.9 100.0% 

Now this tabulation shows that in 1969-70, out of 
' " 

the $58.5 million in gaming taxes, which the Federal 

Government received, the· Stat.e of Nevada, Nevada Counties 

and Nevada Cities, the State of Nevada received $39. 3 

. million or 67.1%.. This compares with the revenue of the 

previous year where the State received $33.3 million or 

68.1% of the total. 

In 1960, the total tax amounted to $17.6 million 

compared to the $58.5 million which I just mentioned, and 

it increased over the ten year period by $40.9 ~illion or 

232%. 

Of the $39.3 million gaming taxes accruing td the 

State of Nevada, $27. 5 millic:m or 70% was obtained from 

percentage fees on gross revenue". Casino entertainment 

·taxes, similar to the former Federal Cabaret Tax, totaled 

$5 million or 15%. The remaining $5.8 million or 15% was 

generated by.levies on the number of gaming devices·operated, 

penalties, investigation fees and other sources. 

The relationship of gambling revenue to total 

Nevada state and local revenues in fiscal 1968-69 may be 

shown as follows: 
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Tp.e $41 •. 2 million of state and local revenues for 

this ~eriod represented 14.4'% ~-f ihe $285 .. 4 milliop of all 

state and loc~l reveriues, exclusi~.e of -federal aid, reported 

by the Bureau .of the. Census, ior 1968-69~ . - . -

The $.;33. 3 million of state gambling reven'ues 

represented 23% of $144.6 millidn of state ~evenues, exclusive 

of federal aid, reporte_d by. the B:ureau . of• the _ Census in 

l 96_8-69 .. --

The Nevada gambling taxes consist in part of 

.license fees expressed in terms of amount per game_ or per slot 

machine, et.,· which increase as the number of games or. 
' 

machines increase. In addition, there is the principal state. 

tax cons_istirig of· percentage fees based upon gross revenue 

collected quarter:,l.y _in conn,ection with license renewal.. Gross 

revenue means all winnings _less onlY. the total of all sums 

paid put as losses with no deductions for .. operating expenses. 

Now these rates in Ne~ada range fr.om 3% to 5.!)% .. _ -For . 
. . . I. • .. ~ •. ·. 

_exampleo there ·is 3% on the first $150,000,plus.4% on _the 

next $250,000 0 · plus 5.~o/o on amounts of gross _revenue exceed

ing $400,000. 

In fiscal 1969-70, gross revenues from application 

of this percentage fee tax totaled $544 million .. Now, this 

is an important figur.e, $544 million. This represents the 

gross revenues after there has been pay-out for winnings by 

players but before any operating expenses have been deducted. 
• - i 

Now., since the yield from this tax, as noted before 0 

was $27 .. 5 million, it would_ mean an average rate of 5.,1% .. 

This $544 million is th~ base Upe>n -which percentage fees are_ 
. . . ' . 

assessed and should not be confused with net income.. The __ 

levy is upon gross earning:s l,\7itho4t regard to operational 

expenses. 
I -

In John Sca:i::-ne •_s definitive work pu.blished in 1961 

entitled uscarne 's Complete Guide to Gambling, 1' the author 
. . ~ . . . . ' .- ' . , . 

attempted to work out a methodology for determinin:J the gross -

handle for legalized gambling in Nevada in 1960 .. He noted 

that official gross revenues were $200 million that. year. 
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}fe estimated that 4¢ of each dollar wage:i;ed is returned to 

the houseo On this basis 8 he concluded that the gross 
' ' ·: ' ' . 

:handle 
I 

amounted to $5 billion,_ that is $200 million divided 

by 4%. 
I 
I 

1=,hat by 

That gives you a factor of 25 and when you multiply 

$200 million you get $5. billion6 He was also of 

the opinion that for every dollar wagered in the legal casinos 

ln Las Vegas u $20 was wagered illegally,. Thus O $5 billion u 

fegal, multiplied by 20 equals $100 billion on which the 

~llegal ope~ators, he contended, earried 4% or $4 billion. 

, Using this same methodology O the legal estimated 
I 

handle is estimated to total $1306 billion 0 that is, 272% 

jtimes the $544 million 0 compared to $5 billion estimated 

~n 19600 The illegal handle may be determined in the same 

tnannero 
I .. 

! Scarne 1 s percentage figures may be disputable, but 

they may serve to indicate broadly the dimensions of 
I . . . . .. .· . 

ti.llegal gambling in the country today. 

I The three major gambling areas in Nevada, namely, 

Clark County s Las Vegas; Douglas County, Reno r and Washoe 
i ~ounty, Lake Tahoe; accounted for $526 million of the 
I 
I 

!$544 million gross taxable revenues. That was 97%. So 
I . 

p7% of this gross was obtained from three cities a 

. The Annual Report of the Nevada Gaming Commission 

pontains a detailed breakdown by number and location of 

~he various slot machines and games as well as the number I . . 
bf licenseeso These are available and I am certain that 

this Committee has this information and, thereforeo I will 
i 

not comment further on thiso 
, 

To complete the Nev.ada picture 0 I have summarized 

the direct levies on gaming as follows: 
I 

The United States imposes a tax on coin-operated 

tnachines at $250 per device per year. Wagering stamps are 

tequired of both principal and agents at a cost of $50 
! 

per stamp xearo Wagers accepted by bookmakers are subject 

to a 10% wagering excise taxQ 

! Nevada imposes annual state license fees based 
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on the number of games operatedo The fees range from 
. ' 

$100 for one game to $1,750 for five games, to $16e000 

pluss $200 for each game over sixteen. In additionu an 

applicant for the operation of sixteen or more slot machines 

pays in advance a license fee of $40 for each slot machine 

payable at $10 per quarter. When less than sixteen machines 

are to be operated together w1.th any other game or gaming " 

device, an advance fee of $40 for,each slot machine payable 

at $10 per quarter is required. 

In addition, a quarterly flat license feee as 

noted before 0 is required, determined according to a schedule 

of rates which range from $50 for one game to $81,200 plus 

$100 for each game over thirty-five. 

Percentage fees based upon gross revenue are 

collected quarterly in connection with license renewal. 

Gross revenue, as I said before, means all winnings less 

only the total of all sums paid out as losses, -and with no 

deductions for operating expenses. Rates are - and I 

discussed the rates before - that could range from 3% to 

5c5%o 

A casino entertainment tax is levied at 10% of 

all amounts paid for admissions, merchandise, refreshments 

under conditions set forth in the statute. 

Counties and cities also have licensing powers0 

These are minutely enumerated in.the Commission 9 s Annual 

Report referred to before. 

Available information about gambling taxes in 

other countries is most limitedo As yet 0 I have not been 

able to obtain firm revenue figures from foreign countries 

where casino gambling has been legalized. Most.of the 

literature on the subject of·gambling is concentrated on 

lotteries, pari-mutuel and off-track betting"· 

In France, casinos are operated either by 

municipalities or by private en~repreneurs. In either 

event, the National Government taxes monthly profits at 

rates graduated from 13% on the first 100,oOo francs= and 
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a. franc is 18-¢; - to fi8% -on amounts exceediri.g, 1 a 500 u 000 
! 

~rancse The minimum rate on the lowest bracket is approx-

~mately 2 1/2 times. the maximum rate -applied- .:to the highest· 

:irate on the highest bracket, in Nevada" 

Some other_- comparative rate_s a:i:;-e as follows: 

Russia - :,50% or more of total wagers. 

Great Britain - The principal be:t:ting duties are 

ti:.he pool betting duty, Wfl:ich applies _to football pools and 

~etting by coupon at fixed odds~ charged at a rate.of 33 1/3% 

cpf the stake money;· and the general betting duty, which is 

¢harged on most other kinds of.betting at the rate of 5% 

<Pf stake moneys An annual license duty equivalent to three 

{imes the rateable ~alue of the premise~ _where off-course 

~etting is carried on was imposed in the 1969 Finance Act. 

~aming is taxed at different.rates mainly by license fees. 

_ We are continuing 
i . f 1 . f . . h i:nean1.ng u 1.n ormat1.on wit 

i 
I trust that i;;ome 

our efforts to obtain more 

respect to foreign garnblinge 

o-f the data furnished today 

i:nay be us~ful to this Committee .. I appreciate the 

ppportunity to be here todayo 

I 
SENATOR SEARS: Thank you, Mr.. Glaser •.. Some 

flernbers of the Committee may hav_e questions o 

Just to make sure- we under stand you and that the 

~ecord is clear, these Neva.da figures represent the entire 

i:income of the sta½e from the-gambling industry across the 

~oard .:j,n Nevadaa Is that correct?. 

MRe GLASER: Well, the $33a9 million figure, 

which I indicated, th,ts is exclusively fran gambling and 

:it includes the amount whi.ch the State of Nevada has 

bbtained., 
' 

SENATOR SEARS: An.d are you fam~liar with the 

ilaw of Nevada? Would you_ know, _for example,whether casinos 

!are open 2.4 hours a day 1 12 hours a day, or what the 

!regulat-.:i,.on is? 

MR. GLA$ER: I think _they are" I believe they 
' 
' !are open 24 hours _a __ da,Y:~ 
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SENATOR SEARS: Do any of the other Committee 

Members have any questions? 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: 'Well, I would like to 

compliment you. I think this is a very comprehensive report" 

When you talk about direct yield here, you 0 re 

talking about direct yield from gambling sources? 

MRo GLASER~. Righto 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: I don 1 t knOw whether or not 

you have arty figures, but go you have a guesstii;nate of 

the yield that might come to Nevada through its sales tax 

as ·a result of people coming in to gamble'? In other wordso 

doesn 1 t this help the yield on other taxes? 

MR .. GLASER: ·well, ·I think the available figures 

show 0 of course, that Nevada has a great tourist trade., 

I mean,· I think it's the Nevada number one industry .. There 

is no doubt about that. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: I seeo Mr .. Glaser 0 the 
'· 

lottery, when it was originally projected, that is the 

estimate of the amount that they might recover from a 

lottery in one year, what was the original ·estimate on the 

lottery? 

MR., GLASER: I believe the original estimate was 

about $12 millionu and I think t:hey figured about five or 

six million for the current fiscal year~· 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: And what are the projections 

now for the ultimate yield of the lottery 0 in,view of its 

fantastic success? 

MRo GLASER: Well, this .. I don° t know, except 

that it is considerably above that .. I think Ralph: Batch, 

the Lottery Director, would have that information .. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Thank·youo 

SENATOR SEARS: ,Mr., Glaser, using the rnagic 0 

or whatever it is, figure of $200 million that Senator 

Lynch was questioning Senator McDermott about before you 

.began to testify, based on these figures·that you 0 ve 

g.eveloped from Nevada, what would the gross'handle - now 
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ihat 0 s distinguished from gross revenue -- what would the 

gross handle have to be if you took an average 5% tax 

Jield to produce revenue of $200 million? 
I , . , 

I MR .. GLASER: Well, let 0 s see, if you take the 

1200 million and if that equals a 5% yield 0 that would be 

t factor of 20 times $200 million =.that would be $4 billion, 

and. this is not gross handlea This $4 billiqn is gross 
I • ' • 

tevenues., So this means that - yol;I know the money keeps 
I cm passing hands but the house, the combined total of alL• 
I 

Jf the gambling houses would have to finally result in 
I . rrt 

-them having $4 billion because $4 billion then at 510 would 

jroduce $200 milliori in tax., Now, in order to determine 1 
I . . . . . . , . 

lp.ow much would have to pass hands during a game, you could 
I . .· .. 

apply a factor of 10 or 15,. it could bring you anywhere 

Jetween $40 billion and $60 billion.. ,$80 billion would 

probably have to be passing hands e .Now this is entirely 
I . .. . . . . . 

fifferent from the way the parimutuel betting is conductedo 

.In parimutuel, for example, every dollar which is bet is 

·~ubject to the tax; whereas in the casino gambling every 
i 
dlollar which is bet is not necessarily taxed, it keeps on 

!oing business over and over agains But it 0 s the net which 

tould be the $4 billion., But actually the handlee if you 

o/ant to use the word 11handle" 0 would have to be easily 
I . . 

in the neighborhood of $80 billion, which is a pretty 

1stronomical figure, I thinko · 

j . SENATOR McDERMOTT: What us the difference between 

ful1 andle and gross play? 

MRo GLASER: Welle Senator 0 by gross revenuesu -

and this is the way Nevada reports it - this is the actual 

!mount of money which the casinos. actually receive after 

they 0ve paid out money to the, winners in the different 

iames., In other words, this i~ what they finally receive .. 

tor example, ina slot machine.., I think that 0 s the best 

example of that.,. In a slot machine the house gets what 0 s 

in 
I. r 

the machine, whereas the same quarter or the same nickel 

played. over and ove;r- again several times. That would be 
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the gross handle as distinguished from the gross revenue, 

which would be the net o 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: And their tax is only what? 

about 4%? 

MR .. GLASER: Well, figured it dame to about 5ol%o 

This was based on 1969-70 tax. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: So this is net gross revenueo 

MRo · GLASER: That I s righto 

SENATOR SEARS: The term n'skim-off,'" is that a 

technical term or is that in the vernacular? 

MR. GLASER: Well, frankly, you 0 re getting beyond 

my expertise, but from what I read in the paper I suppose 

·the skim=off, as John·scarne mentioned in his book, thc\t 0 s 

the part apparently which is taken before there is 

accountability for federal or state income tax purposes. 

SENATOR SEARS: That 1 s before you calculate the 

gross revenue for tax purposes .. 

MR. GLASER: Yes o. 

SENATOR SEARS: Any other questions, gentlemen?' 

SENATOR WHITE: Can you give us any approximation 

as to what would be the cost to the State to administer 

a casino program in the State? 

MR .. GLASER: No, .but I imagine it would be con= 

siderable .. I haven't tried to prepare any figures on 

that .. 

SENATOR WHITE: Percentagewise, wbuld you care to 

venture a guesso not to be held to it but just taking a 

rough estimate? 

MRo GLASER: Well, you see, one of the problems 

which you have in trying to make that kind of an estimate -

number oneu there are your direct costs, in other words the 

direct investigation and the supervision and so forth, that 

would be one cost t and I think, as Mr .. Miller pointed out 

before, there would probably be other costs involved you might 

say in possibly beefing up your police and getting on more 

investigators and so forth., · But, ordinarily there really_ 
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·sn 1 t any, way of determ,iJ:1J~g that. I .. think in .. ·the lottery, 

or example, the cost .could1,~un· ~ywher~- from ten to 

~ifteen percent,. but_ .;in the administrat.ipn of the ·various 

~aws tllat I h~v~ r~sponsibi,lity for ou'; cost. for any orie 
I .· - . . .. ·, ,. . _·--: · ... · . . -. . . - . . -If the taxes would run anywhere from 4/10 of 1%, in one ___ _ 

of the excise taxes, to probably_ about _l. 5% in the sales 

Jax, and inheritan~e tax runs a little highe;,. ,it runs 

Jbout three or four percento That 1 s because of the additional 

uditingthat'_s required i_ri th.at particular ta}{. 

SENATOR WHITE: But.:then I take it that you have 
... 

o ready figures or percentages as to the cost to administer 

his., 

MR. GLASER: No, sir. 

SENATOR WHITE: Now on page 5 of your statement you 

,ndicated that I believe the gentleman from Nevada was of 
I . ·. • . ·' . . . 
rhe opinion that for every dollar wagered in the legal 

1asinos _in Las Vegas twenty _doll~rs was ~ageredillegally. 

Do you have any additional information on that? In other 

II ords, what do they mean by it? \ 

, MR. G~SER: Well he jµst _mei:l.ns that in Nevada 

you have. legal gambling and _it was his estimate that 

there is casino gambling and illegal gambling going on 

jll over the country_, and he thinks that there would be 

1wenty times the amo~nt of gambling throughout the country 

which is not provided for by law. Now, Scarne is an 

fxtremely ~owled~eab~e 1ndividual. He knows all of the 

intricacies of all kinds of devices. He is fully famiiiar 

~ith all of the o~eration~ in casi_no gambling and, _as a 

latter of fact, he.has such a brilliant mathematical 
I -- . . . . -
find that they - I ~hin~ ,he I s excluded from La's Vegas, 

tj hey won •t. let him in ar~:Y- of ~lle games ~here. 

SENATOR WHITE: Do t~ey have. off-track. betting 
1·n Nevada? 

,· 

1'1R. GLASER: Yes, sir, they ~Oo 

SENATOR WHITE: Are these figures ref l.)ected in 
·,, , •/ ,.. .-

our statement on :E?age. 2, I_ b_elieve, whe:i::-e you project the 
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amount of .tax to the federal government, the state,1 the 

counties and the cities? 

MRo GLASER: Yes, sir •. I think they're in and 

they constitute a relatively insignificant portion of the 

take~ 

SENATOR WHITE: But they are included in these 

figures o 

' ~ 
MR .. GLASER: Yes.; 

SENATOR WHITE: Well, now, going back to the $20 

for every $1, the $20 being that bet illegally, do you have 

any idea or any opinion as to how this comes about? In 

other words, does a fellow run a bookie joint or something 

like that on the side which is not licensed by the State for 

which he would pay no tax? 

MR. GLASER: He would do that. He would probably 

also must have included all of the football pools and other 

pools that are going on., He speaks of widespread casino 

gambling in many of the other states, particularly near 

borders of other states. He is extremely knowledgeable 

and I think he indicates that the amount of illegal gambling 
I 

is that mucho You might dispute the 20, you might sayu 

well, 15- or .12 times might be m.ore appropriate but I think 

it gives the dimensions of what is going ono 

SENATOR WHITE: Yes, but isn't he talking only 

about Nevada? because the statement is that for every 

dollar wagered in the legal casinos in Las Vegas, twenty 

dollars was wagered illegally .. I would take that to mean 

we're talking mainly of Nevada~ 

MR .. GLASER: I'm sorry. I probably should have 

been a little more specific on that~ That's throughout 

the country, not in Las Vegas. That's a nationwide figureo 

SENATOR WHITE: Now you also speak of the tax or 

the charge per game~ Can you tell me what you mean by that? 

I really don°t understand it. If you have a crap game or 

a blackjack game or whatever? What do. you mean by that? 

MRo GLASER: Well,first of .all, as I said before 0 
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the games would be a poker table, for example, in which= 

well, for the o_peration·;:.of the pokeJJ: table ther•e would be 

<i3- license fee, depending upon the number of poker ta:bles 

or poker games that are being conducted. Now the slot 

machines, I indicated before, - there I s a .flat charge for 

each slot machine depending upon the number at a, particular 

tlaG!e. And then there is also a charge on the gross 

receipts which are taken in by the owner of that machine .. 

SENATOR WHITE: Then the license fee per gamee I 

take it, would be either quarterly or annually or some thi~g 

l.ike that, per tablee 

MRo GLASER: Right. That's correct. 

SENATOR WHITE: That's correct? 

MRo GLASER: That's correcto 

SENATOR WHITE: Finee Thank you very much. 

SENATOR LYNCH: Mr. Glaseru just one question. 

When major sporting events are taking place, basketball 0 

football and the .like, baseball, you usually reads odds 
I 

cm the games or points in the game coming from Las Vegas .. 

Are such events legal in Nevada, such form of betting? 

betting on football, baseball through a bookie? 

MRe GLASER: I 1m not sure, Senator. 

SENATOR LYNCH: But if they were licensed in 

Nevada, your figure on the net receipts in the State of 
\ 

:tfevada, 1969-70, of $3903 million would include revenues 

from that source ·of betting. 

MR. GLASER: I'm not so sure that it includes 

thato As a matter of fact I was just going over that 

annual report and they do have specific columns for 

revenue from slot machines and.then revenue from percentage 

fees o Now, if that is. included, it would only be included 

in the form of gross revenues on which they pay that 

percentage fee·of between 5% and 5.5%that I mentioned 

before. 
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· SENATOR LYNCH:' I think i't 1,s a. fair statement to 

make that gambling on major sporting events equals or 

exceeds gambling in casinos e Is, that not. a fact? 

MRo GLASER: I would think soo ·· Of course 0 I 

. profess no expertise in this field or knowledge of· that0 

SENATOR LYNCH: rum not an expert eithero Mr. 

Glasero I 1 ve never been to Las Vegaso 

MRo GLASER: I was looking at it from a revenue 

point of viewo 

SENATOR LYNCH: A,11 righto Thank youo 

SENATOR SEARS: Anythin9 else, gentlemen? 

Senator Woodcock of Bergen County 0 also a member 

of the Judiciary Committee, has joined use Senatoru 

do you have·a question?' 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: I would just like to clear up 

this $200 million which has been estimated that the State 

of New Jersey could reap., from a casino operation in 

Atlantic City or elsewhere., Now, did I understand you to 

say that this would be based upon a gross profit of 

$4 billion?· Is that correct? 

MR~ GLASER: "What I was saying is that the 

relationship in Neva.a.;, between the amount of tax which 

was coliected from gambling and the gross revenue was 

about 5% .. So that if we know, for example, what the tax 

is, and if you 1re a::;;sumin9 that the tax is $200 million 0 
\ 

then we say that in order to produce $200 million in taxes 

at 5% you would have to have a gross take of $4 billiono 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: And when you say a gross take 0 

you I re talking about a gross prof it, in other words" 

MR .. GLASER: I 1m talking about - no 0 we can°t 

use profit .. I 8 ve spelled it out in my statement. And 

by that I mean the amount of money which the casinos 

actually take in after they've paid whatever .payout they 

had to make but before they've taken out any operating 

expenses" If you want to use the term "gross profit 0 " 

in that sense 0 I think it 1 s correcta 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: Well, in other words 0 since 
22 
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.. 

the product that they are giving to the public, if that's 
·i . ,. . . ;·. . . ... . 

the proper tern:i., is the service of the. c?-sino, .. and when 

you put up your chips th~y either take them or they.give 

you more, and after ::the ~nci · of 'the. evening, if we count 

?P how many more chips they have or ,money i.n the bank, 

that would be. what you would term as _thi:! -~ 

MR. GLASER: As the revenue, .. the gross revenue or 
.. ; 

what· you des'igna~e as gross profit. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: And.then the State would be 

en~itled to.5% 6f that. 

MR" .·GLASER: Right'! 

· SENATOR woooccic:k: And you say that would be 

based ~pon a $4 billion~~ 

MR. GLASER: It would have to be $4 billion • 
• •• ~- • : < 

SENATOR. WOODCOCK: . Why? 

MR •. GLASER: Because $4 billion times 5%· would 

~ive you $200 millicin. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: And.did I. understand you to 

~ay that the estimate of the handle, the gross handle, 

would have to be somewhere in. the "'.'icinity of $80 billion? 

MR. GLASER: Thatis what I sai_d. This is a 

~peculative amount. Just picture yourself sitting down 

at a pciker game and counting up the amount CJf money in 

Ej!very play, in every pot. In· at.her words, after someone 

wins, you just totai up that money .. That would be 

<:J:omparable to ·the $80 billion. But whatever goes into 

that _pot, that's not what th'~· 5% 'is base.d on because what 

tihe 5% is -based on-is going;to be the net to the one who 
' ' . ' . 

{s running the gaineo 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: Right .. Now, when we talk 

Jbout the $80 billion' gros~ handle, would this be similar 

-tj.o the figures that.we see {~'the paper ·for.the llandle 

at Monmouth and Garden State and so forth, at the bottom. 
, . . '·. . 

MR. GLASER: . Right. Th:3-t 's eX!3-Ctly it. 

SENATOR WOQDCOCK: In 'other words, that repres.ents 
., ' ' ' . 

the figure· of the winners p_~ay,:i.~g back .into the machines 
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money that they 1_ve wono 

MR. GLASER~ Every dollar_ which is bet at the 

track,. that Is . included. in the-''grdss handle and it. s on 

that that ·the State g~t·s th.e 7.5 or 8.5% depending upon 

the amount 'of the handle. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK:: So that if we were to figure 

this on the basis of a daily handle here in the State of 

New _Jersey, we would have· tO handl.e roughly · $200 million· 

a day? Is thcit correct· or am· I incorrect in my arithmetic? 

MRo G~ER: Well, if you're trying to divide 

the .$80 billion - what, by_365 days? 

SENATOR WO~DCOCK: · If we do it by 360 I think 

that might be better. 

MR~ GLASER: By 360 - $80 billion - I·have to 

do some mental arithmetic here. It looks like about 

$5 billi.on a day? Nq, it couldn't be that. If you take 
\ 

$80 billion divided by 100 wouldbe_$800 miilion and-= 

SENATOR WOODCOCK; · It would be about $230 million 

a day .. 

MR. GLASER:: That ' s right .. •· 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: That we would have to handle 

to ~ene~at~ $20b million. 

MR. GLASER: Right. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: Now, consi~ering that, do you 

think that the figure of $200 million then is relalistic 

in what we could hope New.Jersey could generate in the way 

of revenue? 

MR .. GLASER: Well, once again I will just have to 
( 

say that I am·(not a gambling expert .. I couldn't.for the 

moment iridicate the extent o-f the gambling but these are 

the figures apparently that this Commit.tee could_ play 

around with <ind iE yo~ think it appeals to. your sense of 

logic, you can accept it, and if it do~sri'Li:. appeal to your 

sense of logic, you can rej.ect ft. Now, · o·n a personal 

opinion, I think i.t' s ',rat.her high~ r'irh' not too sure of 'that .. 

SENATOR SEA,RS :i I thlnk, - Senatcir g r don D t mean 
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to interrupt you, Mr. Glaser,. but I think, Senator, we 

should have clearly in mind that the $200 million that 

we I re talking about was not Mr. Gl.as er' s estimate of 

what the take would be. He hasn't attempted to estimate 

it, and we have accepted Senator McDermott's $200 million 

for the purpose of playing around todaya 
. .. . . 

. SEN"ATOR WOODCOCK: Well, since we 1 re playing 

with monopoly money-~ 

MR. GLASER: A numbers gamea 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: Well, let me ask you this, Mr. 

Glaser, ho\\7 much does the State realize from the sales tax 

at 5% on a yearly basis? 

MR .. GLASER: Well, that's a pretty sensitive 

question .. But what I can tell you is that for the current 

fiscal year, 1970-71, the budget estimates $545.5 million .. 

SEN"ATOR WOODCOCK: So that the gross profit from 

a casino operation would have to be something in the' 

vicinity of half of the gross retail sales in the State of 

New Jersey. 

MR .. GLASER: Well, if you want to accept the 

$200 million, it would have to be about 40%., 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: I was just using that as 

an estimate. 

MR. GLASER: Yes, that's right. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: All right .... I just wanted to 

lg1ve some idea of what we w~re talking about. 

SENATOR SEARS: Thank you very much, Mr. Glaser,. 

We appreciate your talking the time to be with us today and 

for giving us the benefit of your research and findings. 

MR,. GLASER: Thank you., 

SENATOR SEARS: Senator McDermott, before we call 

the next witness 0 did you wish to make any reply to Senator 

Lynch's original question? 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Right.. I would be very happy 

to respond to Senator Lynch's question. 
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As Mro Glaser put it 0 this is the numbers game .. 

Andu of course; it's a good thing Mra Miller had left or 

we would all be 1ndicted 

Now the numbers concern two areas,.' The first 

one is population, and 'r am going to make relative 

comparisons between Neva.da and New Jersey in this numbers 

gameo The population of Nevad~ is only 481,893. It ranks 

48th out of 50 statese By compar.ison 0 the population of 

New Jersey is 7,084,992 which puts us in eighth position 

populationwiseo 
' In the 400 mile area, radius, from Nevada, there 

are approximately 35 million people, and that is a very 

low figure when compared to taking a 500 mile radius of 

Atlantic City~ In a 500 mile radius of Atlantic City 

there are some 85 million people, including several 

million Canadians whose money is just as good as ours., 

Between the New York·and Philadeiphia area, I believe 
. . 

there are somewhere cl0se to 25 million people, which would 

put them within easy driving access of Atlantic City., 

The second factor.is that of percentage of revenue 

take by Nevada.. The fi.gures supplied by 'Mr., Glaser show 

that the Nevada budget 8 exclusive of federal revenueso 

for the year 1968-69 was a paltry $144a6 million., And 
of that amount, 23% ca.me directly from gambling .. The 

needs of Nevada are not the needs of New Jersey .. 

New Jersey has a·projected budget next year, 

and I am quoting the newspapers and not Governor Cahill 0 

of about $1~7 billion. 

The State of Nevada has only a 2% sales tax. 

The .state of New Jersey has a 5% sales tax .. 

In Nevada, in elementary and secondary schoolsu 

they have only 123,663 students. They ~ori 1 t need a lot 

of State Aid., In the State of New Jersey, by comparison, 

we have 1,454,378 children ,,fb.o do need State Aid to be 

properly educatedo 

Nevada doesn't need revenue the way New Jersey 
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needs revenue" I understand there are no mass transit 
t' ·, ' ,· ' ·•. . ' ' . 

problems in the State of .Nevada: that there are no cities 

like Newark or Trenton or Paterson or Camdeno They 

don at have the .same probtems we have., And when you look 

~t the figures here,. presented, by Illlr. Glaser, you can see 

that the State of Neva.da does very weJ.l by its. direct 

revenues from gambling. 
. ' : . ' 

Now, using th~se populatim1 figures and the 

percentage figure of tax, I would like to point out to you -

and let 1 s talk in rather direct termso I had proposed thpt 

the State of New Jersey take a 10% levy on the gross 

revenues, not 5% like Nevada .. So that means. we only need 

t!wice the play that O s in Nevada. Nev.ada. presently returns 

in gross revenues from gambling to the State, the countiese 

and municipalities, forty-eight point sane million dollarso 

So the figure that I 0 ve used of $200million is only a 
' 

multiplier of 4 .. And if we increase our tax from 5 to 10% 

we only have to multiply by 2 .. And when you look at the 

pppulation figures that we have in this area 0 compared to 

Nevada, I think we ought to get more than twice the play .. 

So these are the ·.si.mple figures upon which I 

h;:3.ve based my estimate'of $200 million. And yet I should 

like to point out, Senator, I haven 1 t even 0 and·Mr., Glaser 

hasnnt even been able to do it, estimated what it will 

mean to the State in other areas o Surely our sales tax 

yield will increase; we 0 11 have more people in here .. 

Surely our gasoline taxes, our a1cohplic beverage taxe.s, 

o~r cigarette taxes, and you keep right on naming all of 

the taxes that New Jersey imposes on people that are going 

tb be paid by people out of StateQ And we're.talking about 
: 

increasing our yield from existing taxesa 

These are the figures and, as Sid Glaser said, 

this is the numbers game .. 

SENATOR LYNCH: They are the figures but no 

factso 
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SENATOR McDERMOTT: Weit,, they are based on Mr .. 

Glaser's) facts with a multiplier 'of 2 and an increase in 

revenue of 2. 

SENATOR SEARS: Gentlemen, I'm getting confused., 

All I can see is green on green. 
. ' . . , 

I ha.ve a coupi.e of other people. that I have 

promised to get on .. Commissioner Hyland is here, as well 

as former Senaior ~arsekia.n~ · i will ta.ke you first, 

Coinmf.ss_ibrier, a.nd theri Sena.tor Par'sekiano Then we Will 

get back to our listo 

MR. HYLAND: Good morning, gentlemen. 

SENATOR SEARS: If you would, for the record, 

Commissioner, identify yourseff andalso try to speak 

directly into that mike _because the folks in the balcony 

have had a little trouble hearing 9 
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W I L L I A M Fo . H-X L, A.N D: I, ~m. William F., Hyland 

of Cherry Hill, New Jen;~,y, ._arid_.formerly the Chairman of 

the State Commission of Investigation for. a :period of.· some 

18 months o I am also proud to ,say that;.. I was a member of 

t;his House for 8 years and ::C: know-;most of you gentlemen 

and your problems.and.I appre~iate the oppqrtunity that you 

h~ve given to me, t;.o, b~ here today • 

I have great sympathy for the problems of Atlantic 

Cti. ty.. I was born a1:1.d r/3,is.ed iri South.· Jersey. Atlantic City 

h~s really been the. va:cation land of the world' and it has 

been a vacation land-form~ and_my. family for many years. 

Bµt there are two.· activities tllat. I can. thin')( -of carried 

oh only in Nevada, exclm;;ively, tllroughout the. country .. 

One is casino gambling and the other is unqergro:und nuclear 

testing, and I want to keep both of them there •. 

I think I am p:rpmpteq to.be here today beqause 
'--· 

in the earlier hearing,a;nd .in the newspaper stories that 

h~ve come out of it.and in ot;.her newspaper releases, there 

w¢3'.s an allusion to the fact that organized.crime, it .was 

r.umored, is financing. the oppos.:j.tion .to casino gambling. 

This not only outraged me but:,I began to think tllen, what 

k.\i.nd of oppos itic;m? who ,are they ·fi:nancing? · Rev .. _Jeanes, 

for exampl-e, who spo~e against this? .. Colonel Kelly of 

. the State Police, who spoke a_gainst it? Commissioner Miller 

of the State Commission of ·In~estigation,. who spoke against 

. it? I.· think this is a rather. insultin.g thing for• anyone 

to . say. And I can te 11 you that . t:.he .. only • rumors that I have 

h•ard about .organized crime'~ ~nvolv~ment in this began to 

arise 18 to 20 months ago, in the spring of 1969, long befofe 

this present.interest in a referendum in N:ovember had begun 

to mount. •. And the rumors. that I heard then, -from people in 

tne law enforcement fiel,d,_ from· sources _in,the Department of 

Justice, and els.ewhe.re, were that organized crime figures, 

as far west as· Chicago.,. were already talking _about casino · 

g~mbling in Atlantic City and tneeti,ng and . arguing over· .haw 

it was going to be .whacked up •. This bothered. me then, it 
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bothers me nowo I have no way of substantiating those 

rumors but I think they certainly are every bit if not 

more credible than the rumors that some of the folks from 

Atlantic City have been originating or, at least, spreading. 

I want to go back several years and· review the 

organized crime situation as it affects New Jersey. We were 

all dismayed by articles that began to a~pear in Life 

Magazine, and elsewhere, in 1965 and in later years, which 

described New Jersey as the haven of organized crimeo And 

from this we developed a national reputation, 'Whether it was 

justified or not, this is what people believed. And as I 

traveled thrdugh different parts of the country, I was 

constantly confronted with this .. It was embarrassing and 

it was annoying .. 

It isn't just a question of what people in other 

parts of the country think about us, .:.. we all like to have 

'a good reputation - but the:re are·some good, tangible 

reasons for having a good reputation. We are trying to run 

this•state intelligently,·not only for today but, more 

importantly, for tomorrow. We're trying to attract 

reputable industry from all parts of the country. We have 

to compete with other states that are doing things in the 

area of tax inducements, and so on, that we 0 re not doing. 

And so the image and reputation of the State does mean a 

great deal. The image of the State is also important to 

our own people because it directly affects their confidence 

in their local police·· departments and in their prosecutors 

and in the State Police and in the Attorney General and in 

the Legislature tiself. 

On March 11, 1968, the Legislature created a 

j·bint Legislative commission to study crime and the system 

of criminal justice. Senate Concurrent Resolution No" 44. 

And out of this came a series of hearings by a group of 

State Legislators, a Committee that became known as the 

Forsythe Committee .. I want to remind you of several things 

that that Committee· said, and I'm reading from the First 
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Annual Report of the State Commission of Investigation. . ' 

It concluded that u_ 'New J~rsey has a serious and growing 

crime problem and a crisis in crime control-with major 

action needed immediately~ The Committee Report expressed 
' . . 

alarm over what it_called expanding activities of organized 

crime in New Jersey and suggest~d that for su'ch widespread 

criminal activities to exist there must be failure to some 

considerable degree-in the system itself or official 

corruption or both. 

Concerned about these findings, the Legislature 

created the·State Commission of Investigation and a number 

of other very meaningful weapons to fight organized 'crime~ 

the statewide grarid jury, for example, the witness immunity 

a.cte 
. . . 

When "!:he legislation creating the State Commission 

of Investigation was signed into law and the committee 

Qrganized in the- early part of 1969, it found itself with 

a statute that gave it very broad and helpful powers 11 not 

only to inquire into specific instances of corruption or 

the alleged nonperformance of their duties by state 

~fficials or local officials, but also gave it the responsi

lDility to inquire into any matter concerning the public peacee 

public safety and public justicee 

Section 3 of that Act also provided that upon 

t.he request of the Legislature the State Commission of 

lnvestigation could make studies and make recommendations 

to the Legislature with respect to changes in or additions 
. . 

to the existing provisions of the law required for the rmre 
\ 

effective enforcement of the lawo 

The Commission embarked upon an investigation into 

the municipal affairs of Long Branch in Monmouth County and 

the activities of the Prosecutor 0 s office in that county. 

I think that it had some helpful effect in terms of the 

reform of the Prosecutor 0 s office, which was adopted some 

months later by this Legislatureo 

It investiga.ted the garbage industry, at the 
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. . 

reques·t of Gover~or Hughes, and I think. in some mea_sure 
. ; ! _. ~; ·. 

helped to bring about the legislation that we now have 

regulating the garbage industryo 

It inquired into the purchasing practices of the 

State and found instances of kickbacks, nonperformance by 

contractors, and conflicts of interest. 

At the request of Governor Cahillu it assisted m 
the task force that he put together for the study of drug 

problems and, I think, made a contribution to the legislation 

that we now haveo 

All of these things came about because of a 

concerted effort by the Legislature, by the Governors, the 

State Police, the Federal Task Forces, the United States 

Attorney and also the State Commission of Investigation. 

In a sense, and maybe for the first time 0 -we put all of 

our wagons in a circle and made a stand, and we demonstrated 0 

in my judgment, that the people and their government can 

muster the ingenuity, the resources and, most importantly 

of allo the courage to drive evil aut'of our societyw 

A.number of people are in jail today who were 

looked upon several years ago as the leading figures in 

organized crime - Mro DeCavalcante, DeCarlo, Russo, 

Zicarelli and Catena. This. has been helpful. We know 

tha_t the imprisonment of these individuals has had a very 

dishearteningo disorganizing effect UJ.)On the middle and 

lower eschelon of the organized crime structure .. 

Another very helpful result of this concerted 

'effort by all of these agencies that I have~aescribed is 

that we have helped to regain for the State and its law 

enforcement people the confidence of the Federal 

authorities, the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 

the Department of Justice. I tell you 0 very candidly, 

that when the State Commis:;;ion_ of Investigation came into 

being in 1969, it 1 s literally true that the FBI and the 

Department of Justice trusted virtually no one .in New 

Jersey, and this was a great ?isadvantage in mustering an 
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effective and coordinated program· against law violators_~_ 

We 1 ve restoreq. the confidence that was lost and we now 

have a very effective coor:din~tion progra~ with Federal 

officials. We've gradually begun, to rest.ore the confidence 

of people in other parts of the cpuntry in New Jersey and 

in our willingness to do something about the problems .that 

they contend that we have hado And th.ere has been a renewal 

of confidence on the part of the people of this State in 

their officials 7 

In the time that I was in office I had literally 

qundreds of written and verbal comments fran the people 

who told me what a great job was being done,_not just by 

our group but by everybody, and it too_k everybody to do itQ 

Now, what do we find?- In the early part of 1971 

we have a situation almost akin to the 1849 gold rushe a 

madness, almosto to find as many ways as we can 0 as fast 

as we can, to broaden the State's involvement in gambling 0 

without the careful, deliberate study that should be made 

to see what is really good for New Jerseye We have a 

State Lottery. The proposal is that we introduce winter 

racing" Senator Guarini has suggested that the State get 

_involved in jai alai. We have this proposal_ for casino 

gp.mbling., We have proposals that the State Lottery Comrnissiong 

.if it has the authority and 0 if not0 it be given the authority 

to get into the numbers business? sports betting and off-track 

betting .. 

Now, l.\7hat really is good for New Jersey? The 

standard should be just this, not what is good for Atlantic 

City or Wildwood,. or. even the State Treasuryo. but what 1 s 

good for all of us as individuals and _for our children? 

what 0 s good for other businesses in the whole State in this 

great complex of interest that we l)ave? 

I find no moral issue in gambling6 I gamble when 

I'm permitted to, legally, and what's so hard about that? 

We have liquor, in the State .and yet no one of us would 

suggest that it should be unrestrainedd We have motor 
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vehicle( laws, and no orie would sug,gest. that there. shouidn it 

be rest'.rairlt::s· ori th'e way - p~bple 'drive{, yet every one: Of us 

likes to drive fast. We have i~creasi.ng restraints on 

pollution· and other· things that people have been in the 
. . 

practice of doing or ·wanting to do. So, i.s it enough for 

us to give the people something simply because we say that 

that I s wh.at they want to do? No. I contend that that is 

why responsible officia1s·are elected ahd'government exists, 

to help make these decisions for the people,:with their 

guidance and help but to make the decisions~ 

Now there are proposals before the Legislature . 

to do just that, and I support them. SCR--2004.by Senator 

Kay would create a bipartisan, joint legislative legalized 

gambling study commission of Senators andAssemblymen and 

people from the outside to stuffy and determine the various 

probable · social and economic effects that 1e·galized gambling 

will have on the State.· What's wrong with that? 

Senator Musto and Senator Hauser have introduced 

SCR-75 which proposes to study the 'intent of the Legislature 

regarding the State Lottery, and requests the Lottery 

Commission to study and investigate all forms of lotteries 
' , . 

in order that.the intent may be fully implemented as· soon -

as practicableo And what's wrong with that? 

Addre~sirtg myself to .the argument that casino 

gambling will bea blow to organized crime, I think this 

assumes, first of all, that it would be run in a completely. 

upstanding and'honest·fashion. And yet,·that really isn 8 t 

the experience of casino gambling. 

Gambling was legalized in Las Vegas, in Nevada. 

generally, in 1931, 'and I ask you to' look into the history 

of that State and see how many scandals they have had over 

. the years D And .I ask you to read some of ·the books that 

have been published that outlirre the alleged ownership by 

leading 

Jersey, 

organized cri.me figures,· in'cluding men· from New 
' ,,--

such as Gerry' Catena, iri;various hotels.in Las Vegaso 

I read in the n~wspaper,several days ago, that an 
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ordinance has been introduced in Las Vegas to _legalize 

prostitution.. I. thought that with c_asino gambl.ing and 

~ highly respecta:bie _·a~d quaLity operation' you wouldn It 
. . • . • • . ~ ' 

~ave things of this kind. But, apparently, there is 

~nough of ~t that they want to legali~e it~ And somebody 
. ·. ' 

]/las made the argument that this is a good way to rais.e 

revenue. They-Would charge a $100,000 license fee each 

,tear. 
I 

So,_ if we're thinking_about how_t~raise revenue· . ~; 

:f;or the State, let's not overlook that. 
I 

I draw your attention to the_ B_ahamas e There has 
I 

lDeen testimony before this Commission that in the Bahamas 
1 ', 

ihe operation has been run very h,onorab.ly and respectfullyo 
i 
Ji3ut if you go back into the Life Magazine articles,- and I 

<aon_ 1 t think there is any secret about the fact that Sandy 

$mi:th and others who were writing these articles had access 

1t-o information fr(?m · the Department of Justice ~ there were 
. . . 

some horrible scandals in the Bahamas., as late as 1967. So 
i . ·, '• . ' . 

I don't think that this,properly can be cited as an illustra-

iiori of'what ought to be done. 
i . ' . 

So, as an answer to this,. the suggestion now has 
. : -,, : . 

lpeen made that we can· eliminate. all of thes·e problems by 

iaving casino gambling run and owned by, presumably, the 

$tate. We can look at our own State and neighboring states 
.· . ; . . . 

$.nd think of dozen~ of illustrations where state-operated 
I . .. . • 

enterprises have eventually be~n f il;Led with cor_ruption .... 

1,he· New York Liquor Control Board~ our own J;-1otor Vehicle 
... 

lpepartment where, from time to time.,_ we find that some of 

cpur employees are taking money in order to circumvent the 

fnspe~tion or the licensing requiremepts _of the law. · So, 

11terely to say that the StatE3 will run and operate this is 

1±.o provide us with no .absolute safeguard against the 
I . •• • . . . 

intrusion of organiz~d crime_ intO the venture ... 
. · 

I can tell you, gentlemen, that for every 24 hours 

you :spend thinking about the pr~;t>lems of the _State and 
, . 

. how to combat organized crime, ,these men are spending a 
,. . . . . ' ·., . . ' .. 

month figuring how to get ci~ound it~ They are very resour~eful 
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and very clever. 

Now, on casino gambling specifically, I think 
I • 

that this is the most objectionable of all. There is a 

fever associated with casino gambling. If you 1 ve been to 

Las Vegas, as I have, you probably have stood at the tables 

and watched people get caught up in the emotion of betting 

and perhaps go into the casino with the idea of spending 

$100 or $200 and find that they've been hooked for con

siderably more than that. 

I had the experience, last fall, of standing at 

the check-out counter at the Desert Inn and hearing a man 

plead with some individual behind the counter - I don°t 

know whether he was the manager or what he was. This 

gentleman had a $2500 line of credit at the casino and the 

evening before he had lost $10,000o The big.mystery was 

how he was able to do it when he was supposedly limited to 

a $2500 line of credit. But he managed to lose $10 0 000. 

Now, let 0 s think for a moment. Where is this fellow going 

to get the money to bail himself out of a problem of that 

kind? Well, perhaps he'll mortgage his home; perhaps he has 

the money in the bank; but very often these people then turn 

to the loan sharks, and I have felt that this was the most 

profitable part of organized crime. Any time you can lend 

money and make 100%, 500%, 5000% interest on what you 0 ve 

loaned, this is a pretty good business and it flourisheso 

It flourishes in this State~ It flourishes any place where 

people spend more money than they can afford for something 

and they have to turn to the unconventional sources of 

credit to bail themselves outa 

So what it comes down to, I think, ise what can 

we really afford to have? how much gambling can we afford 

to have in this State if it isn't the moral issue? And, 

as· I say, at least I don't consider it to be that. And 

I think that question should be decided very deliberately 

and very cautiouslyQ If we 0 re talking about the revenue= 

raising aspects of it, then I suggest that the State Tax 
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folicy Commission, and other groups of that kind that are 

f?pe6ifically cont;t{tut.ed: fdr· .the purpose· of deciding how 

revenue should be raised, ought' to be part df the delibera

t:.ions. 

You· kri6w, 'they have Alochoiics·· Anonymous; they 

nave a drug'group that:I tfiink is balled Addicts Anonymous, 

and more recently I 1 ve heard advertised on the radio, 

particularly from the New York~North .:Jersey area; Gamblers 

Anonymous. I hope that we· don 1 t contribute to the need for 

a, Gamblers Anonymous- in New Jersey by just running pell-mell 

.i;nto the enactment of all of these varied· kinds or forms of. 

gambling Without the careful .thought and delib.eration that 

it requires.. Wheh 'we take 'these steps, I am sur·e there is 

nio turning back, a'nd we (.varit to be satisfied ,that the 

diecisions that are made ·today~ by ·this Committee, by .the 

Legislature 'arid by the people themselves, are not going to 

contribute to a story of tragedy that we will all look back 

upon with great sorrow ten and fifteen ye.arS from now. 

Thank you very much. 

SENATOR SEARS: Thank you, Commissionero 

Do any merribers of the Comtnit.tee have any questions? 
. . . 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Yes, I have some a 

You referr~d in your. opJming statement. to SCR-44 

of the year 19680 To.refresh your recollection-'-
' MRo HYL~D: You were one of the spo'nsors t Sena.tor g 

S~ATOR McDERMOTT: That's r1ght. 

MR .. HYLAND: --·and I don't know what 1 s happened 

to you since, Frank. 

SEN'ATOR McDERMOTT: Well,. P 11 refresh your 

recollection before.I say what I'm thinking-of you. 

Out· 6i that Commission, · of 'which I was not only 

a sponsor· but a member,· I spons.6red Statewide grand juries; 

the SI_C, of which you were one of the initial members~ a 

loansharking bill with very stringent penalties· that was 
.. . 

vetoed by the?'\ Governor Hughes ari'd as Major'1ty Leader· I 

got the votes to override hi's vet~: fttll'.:;.,ti~~ prosecutors; 
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'· 
., . \ \" \ .... 

50 additiona_l State Tr.ooper.s; wirJ?tapping. bill:· - all of. 
' : '_ . : ~ '. . ' . .. · .. : . . t ~ 

this occurred in the year. 19p8~ · 
. ·.. ' '.. { 

You just made a statement that loansharking 

flourishes in Ne.w Jersey today. ,How ls that possible? 
• • .·' • ' • ' s 

MR. HYLAND: . Becaus_e people ar.en 't. obeying the 
' . !,. ' • . I 

S_ENATOR McDERMOTT.: _It isn't becaus_e we haven°t 

been giving law enforcement off ic;i.als _the, proper tools,. is 

_it? 

MR. IfXLAND: Well_, it :may be too earl)' to evaluate 

the pr13se:11.t st!1tute. Sorn~times devices are created by the 

Legisla:ture to meet a p;-o_blem and they have to be improved 

upon. Maybe it's time for~s to take a look at the loanshark 

statute and_see_if it,'s really doing the job itshouldo 

~ENATOR McDERMOTT·: We.11, in. your opin;i.on:, are the · 

_men who enforce the law doing their job?. 
) 

MR. HYLAND: By and large, I think so., I think we 

'need more of them" I think they have to be better trained., 

This is part of the problem. 

SENATOR McDE_RMOTT: Well, based. on . your experience 

with the SIC, do you have any re,commen,dations for this 

Legislature .so t,hat we! can improve upon wha_t, we_ did in 1968, 

so that we can ge.t these men to. ~o the job, and to get people 
. '•• . ' 

to obey the_ law? _Do you _have any suggestions? · 
,, ·. . • ' • ' • • r 

. MR. HYLAND: Well, I'm .here today to talk about 

casino gambling and I have sug~ested that if the Legislature 

were to embark upon the kind of studies that are.in Senator 

Kay I s r.esolution and the resoluti~:ms of Senator Hauser and 

Senator Musto_, 1 thJnk th_is· would be d_oing _t~e right thing. 

S~ATOR McDERMOTT: __ Don't you.think, though, that 

it 0 s an indictment qf. our present system of ~aw and also of 

our law ~nforcem_ent officials_ to !:lay that they can 1 t handle 

casino gambling?'(· 

MR. HYLAND: . No. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: . You don't think it. is? .. 
• •• < • ,_ •. · ! ~ , ' ,::~ . ' ··. ,, ·.-

MR .. HYLAND: No, I don I t think it is. 
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SENATOR McDERMOTT: No further questions. 

SENATOR SEARS: Any other questions? 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: Commissioner, twas a member of 

that Commission_you spoke of earlier and I was sponsor on 

~ome of the legislation that Senat6r McDermott refeired to, 

~nd I would like to know, sire as Chairman of the SIG for 

some 18 months whether or not you feel that the State of New 

Jersey has ,made much progress with respect to fighting 

organized crime. 

MRo HYLAND: I don't think there is any question 

about thato I tried to make that clear in my affirmative 

presentation, Senator. Yes. 

SENATOR ½OODCOCK: I would then believe that it 

would be your considered opinion that putting the casino 

C]'ambling in Atlantic City or elsewhere in the State of 

New Jersey would be inviting organized crime to come back 

in to the State of New Jersey? 

MR. HYLAND: I think it would be kind of a signal 

to the people of the State that we've forgotten the lessons 

of the last several years 1 and I think it ·would be a signal 

to them, if the rumors that I have heard had any foundation, 

qnd this is what they're waiting for. They think that 

there are ways that they can get some part of the action hereo 

I 0 m not sure of that. Maybe they can~ Maybe State ownership 

is one of the ways to try to discourage ito But I am 

familiar with their resourcefulness and I think eventually 
I 

we would regret it. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: And isn't this basically the 

experience that they've had in other countries and in other 

states where )they allow casino gambling, that while it may 

start off as a very harmless and profitable experiment it 

winds up in the hands of the wrong people? 

MR. HYLAND: I think we have a way of letting 

down over a period of time and losing some of the alertness 

and vigilence that we have when we create these programso 

This is not only true in law enforcement but in all kinds 
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of governmental programs. They have a way of experiencing 

an attrition of effectiveness over a period of years. So 

I would agree with the inference of your question that,if 

we start it off on the right foot, it would be just a period 

of time before we stumble. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: Now, Commissioner, you didn 1 t 

cover it in your remarks but do you have any idea about 

the amount of money that might be raised from casino gambling 

here in New Jersey? Senator McDermott has put forward.the 

figure of $200 million to the State and we've been using that 

as a focal point in our discussions as to what is a reasonable 

figure that we could expect here in the State of New Jerseyo 

Do you have any opinion as to that? 

MR. HYLAND: Well, I read the estimate of $200 

million and knew that the take from gambling of every kind 

in every community, all throughout Nevada 0 was in the area 

of $35 million. I had to write off that estimate as being 

absurd~ When you think of Las Vegas, not only with the 

Nevada, rather, not only with the number of communities 

in which gambling goes on but the literally thousands of 

slot machines that are in the airports and the restaurants 

and almos 4 every place you turn - every 'place but the funeral 

parlors 0 I guess, - it 1 s difficult for me to see how in one 

community in this State, notwithstanding the fact that we 

are part of an urban are a, that we can hope to raise anything 

approximating the $200 million estimate. I don°t think you 

can go simply by the population of Nevada because we all 

know that the influx of people from all over the country is 

tremendous and probably greatly in exces~ of the year-round 

population of the State its.elf. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: And if I got the thrust of your 

message, Commissione'r, it was to the effect that even if 

we were able to generate millions of dollars by way of casino 

gambling tha~ on the other side,the invitation to organized 

crime to come into New Jersey would outweigh whatever monitary 

advantage to the State from that casino gambling. Is that 
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ciorrect, sir? · 

MR •. HYLAND: .Not only that. I think it would 
. ,. 

certainly raise our cpsts of_law enforc;ement. We, obviously, 

would have to.,.beef. up the State and th~ county law enforce

m~nt agencies in order to cope. with this .. problem. But. I 

w:onder . if anybody has tried to put a . number on the other 

cpsts, the indirect cost~. E:'or exampl:e, if my premise is . 
correct that peopl:e have a te:q.dency, . if, gambling is avail--

a!ble to t};lem, to.gamble more than.they can afford to. · r· 
think there is going. to be a .. d.irect relationship between 

·the amount of, money spent on gambling and the amount of 

m:oney that we spend on welfare. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: Anq then, of course, isn 1 t it so, 

too, Commissioner, that there would b.e no way of assessing 

t~e misery, from a personal standpoint, .that we would be 

inflicting upon some of our less strong-willed citizens of 

- this State c:1.nd elsewhere?. 

MR. HYLAND: Sorrie·very tragic things come out df 

excessive gambling. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK:. I have nothing else .. / 

SENATOR.WHITE: Commissioner, at one of the prior 

hearings a witness pointed.out th.e fact, in. answer to a 
I 

question from me, that if we were to go.throµgh.with this 

apd put it on : the · ballot_ and it were to be approved by the 

voters, that the next logical step.beyond casino gambling 

wpulq. be off-track betting.•· Wou_ld you have. any comment on 

that? 

MR. HYLAND: Well, I don't.know whether there is 

necessari·ly any. logic to it • . :- I 0ve expressed, myself, in the 

p~st and while I was on the· Commis.sion, about gambling 

g!3nerally.. .. I had some quarrel with the f:requency of the 

State lottery, as it was proposed._ I think that we I re 

going to have an opportunity over the next 12.months or so 

to see whether the t:requency and.the· amount being bet,. the 

. price for the tickets, and so <;m, was a wise choice or not. 
,· .. 

I have no quarrel with it at the moment.. . . I think the 
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Committee did an excellent job and the Commission has been 

doing a. good job in trying to run this intelligently. I 

donut feel as strongly about off-track betting and some of 

the other kinds of legalized gambling that havebeen 

suggested. rum willing to keep an open mind and behefit 

from some of the studies that I think ought to be made. 

But I am satisfied, as I said before 0 that the fever that 0 s 

associated with casino gambling is not good for this Stateo 

the people who live here and the people who come here. And 

if this is the way that we have·to support our schools and 

build our roadsu·then I think that we 1 ve shown a tragic 

lack of imagination. 

SENATOR WHITE: Wellu would you= again, not to 

pin you down but would you have any opinion that if this 

were to be approved that we ·can reasonably look for off-track 

betting in the very near future? 

MR .. HYLAND: Well, the proponen;ts ·• of legalized· 

gambling today make the argument that respectable businessmen 
' gamble every day in the stock market; that you can go to the 

track and bet,· and this seems to be a logical prelude then 

to their conclusion that they ought to have the right to do 

it if they don°t care to go into the stock market or dohut 

care to go to the track. And r·think it 0 s going to be very 

difficult to tell the people of Newark or Trenton or Camden 

or other cities that have problems that they can°t have 

casino gamblinge If it 1 s good for Atlantic City 0 I'm sure 

they 0 re going to say it ought to be good for them. I think 

you are going to have difficulty telling an individual in 

Newark or Passaic, or some other place, that gambling is 

legal if I have the money and the time to go to· Atlantic 

City but if I place a bet with my corner newspaper store 

that I 0m breaking the law. So it would seem to me· that 

inevitably this would lead to a broadening of the ba.se and 

the State would be pressured into·authorizing many forms of 

gambling that we don 1 t have now. Thatus why I object to 

this piecemeal look at the probleme · And that 1 s why r would 
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much prefer to see a broad extended expert study made of 

all kinds of gambling and what they do for us and what 

they do that isn 1 t so good for use 

SENATOR WHITE: Well, isn 1 t it one thing for a 

person to have to get into his car, drive to a race tracku 

pay the admission fee, and so forth, in order to place a 

bet at a tracku as opposed to picking up the telephone and 
I 

calling whoever you would call and saying "I want to place 

$5000 on the nose of number 4 in the third race,'"or something 

like that:? There 1 s a big difference, wouldn 1 t you agree? 

MRe HYLAND: Yeso 

SENATOR WHITE: But the point, again, that I 1 m 

trying to get to, and just to crystalize whatever opinion 

you might have, would you reasonably look for off-track 

betting to follow casino gambling if casino gambling were 

approved? 

MR .. HYLAND: I think that it would open the dooru 

yes, to many other forms of gamblinge 

SENATOR WHITE: And, again, not to drag this out 

but I 1 m thinking, as you mentioned, Trenton, Camden, Newark, 

whatever other large city in the State you might want to 

mention, perhaps they do not have the tourist trade andu 

therefore 0 the casino gambling would not be beneficial to 

them 0 but would you have any opinion as to whether it would 

be logical for them to then come in and say, "Well, J.ook, 

we can°t have casinos, we don°t have the traffic, and so forth 

and so on, but give us off-track betting." 

MRo HYLAND: I think it would be a very logical 

thing for them to sayo 

SENATOR WHITE: Thank you. 

SENATOR SEARS: Anything else, gentlemen? 

SENATOR LYNCH: Except to commend Commissioner 

Hyland for a great presentation. 

SENATOR SEARS: Thank you very much, Commissionera 

We appreciate your comingo 

MR. HYLAND: Aren't you going to join in thatu 
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Senator? 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: I always join in .. We have 

always had different points of view, even on the reapportion

menta 

SENATOR SEARS: I am going to change signals on 

our schedule so that we can accommodate people who have 

said. that they had to get away before luncho And since the 

Attorney General is coming in at 1:30 instead of 2~00, I 

think 8 gentl~men, th~t we will work ~ntil at least a quarter 

of one to try to accommodate those that have to get awayo 

I apologize to Assemblyman Littell who has a 

witness who has to catch a plane to Chicagoo We will take 

him next and then go on to the others .. 
', 

You will introduce the witness, Assemblyman? 

ASSEMBLYMAN LITTELL: Yes. 

SENATOR SEARS: Assemblyman Littell is from Sussex 

County. 

ROBERT E. LITTELL: Gentlemen, thank you 

for the courtesy. I would just like to say something at the 

outseta I hadnat planned on saying anything but I stood 

back there and listened to a lot of testimony and I think 

I better set the record straight as to my position., And 

I would like to say that I have consiste~tly supported 

the concept that the people of New Jersey are entitled to 

vote on the questiqn of legalized gambling in casinos., 

And I base this position on the fact that we require in 

our Constitution that the people vote on bonded indebtedness 

andu if we can require them to vote on bonded indebtednesse 

we also ought to be allowed to let them vote on the method 

of payment to pay that indebtedness backo 

It's a pleasure for me, as a representative from 

the land of uMilk and Bunniesu to come here today and 

introduce Mr. Victor Lownes, Vice President of Playboy 

Clubs -International, Inc .. , promoters and operators of the 

Playboy Clubs .. He is also Vice President of HMH 

Publishing Company, Inc., publishers of Playboy Magazineo 
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He is Managing Director of the':European activities of Playboy 

EfnterprisesQ He is also Pi.airman and Managing Director of 
I 

the Playboy Club of London Ltda This companyu a wholly owned 

subsidiary·of Playboy Clubs International 0 Inc .. , operates 

a! casino club in London, England, and is in the process of 

qpening a second Playboy Casino Club in Manchester .. 

In addition to his qualifications as Managing 

Director of what is probably the largest single/casino in 

~he United Kingdom, Mr e Lownes is a member of the Council 

of the Casino Association of Great Britain 0 to which the 

Gaming Board of Great Britain has looked for advice on every 

aispect of gaming Controlo 

Gentlemen, .I give yot:1 Mr. Lownes. 

SENATOR SEARS: Welcome, Mr. Lowneso J gather 

that your only exhibits will be\ those that can be placed 
I 

on an easel, is that right? 

V I C T o R L o W N E S: Yes;· that 1 s true, I'm sorry to 

sayo 

I have requested thi~ opportunity to address this 
' ' 

Cbmmittee because it is my belief that if gaming comes to 

N'ew Jersey and is limited to Atlantic City, or any other 

s:ingle municipality, it will fail to accomplish the 

. p:urposes which,it is my understanding, you wish to achieve. 

I would agree that if legalized gaming is to be permitted 

it shoul. d properly be planned so as to supplant any 

iu.legal 0 untaxed gaming operations. If there is to be 

legalized· gaming it should be planned so as to encourage 

investment in hotel and resort facilities throughout thE= 

State o If there is to be .legalized gaming, it should be 
I 

cbnaucted by financially responsible people of the highest 

degree of probity; and it should be developed in such a 

manner as to ensure for the State the greatest possible 

degree of benefit from increased tourism and gaming tax 

revenues .. 
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If .there is to be legalized g.aming, it should complement other 

touristic attracti.ons, it should be one form of entertainment amongS t 

others and not dominate the recreational facilities of any area. I, 

believe New Jl!rscy would wat1t gaming on a qui.ct, dignified basis as 

it exists in England and on the continent, not on the hrash, high, 

pressure scale that exists in Nevada . 

. I submit that if legislation.· is passed, to legalize gaming just 

in Atlantic City it will fail to achieve the desired purposes in at 

least· three important respects: 

1) Gaming confined to Atlantic City will discourage investment 

in new hotels and resorts elsewhere in the State, a St:ate 

that abounds with vacation amenities. 

2) Gaming confined to Atlantic City will not result in-eliminat

ing the possibility. of illegal and untaxed gaming activities 

in other parts of the State, and this in itself will lead to 

more general crime. 

3) Gaming confined to Atlantic City will create a Las Vegas or 

Reno situation where gaming dominates everything.and ferocious 

competition between gaming establishments creates a brash, 

neon-bright atmosphere destructive of all other touristic 

values. 
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.. 

I would_like to take.up the }::i.:rst point, tllat 

le'galized gaming in Atlantic City will. disco_urage new 
, . ' . . ,' . ~ ·. ., . 

investment in hotel and resort facilities in other parts 
. ·, . ··. .' :·_ ;; ·- ' . ··.. . . ' : . .· . 

of the State. And he_re I can really s~eak as. an expert. 

As you may already know, Playboy Clubs .. Inter-
·., 

national Inc. is now in, the process of building a 700 room 

Playboy Club Hotel in Sussex County at a cost of more than 
' . , ; . . 

$20 millionp a lot more than $20 million, I '_m afraid it is 

turning out: to be. This project, When completed in early 

1972, will provide 600 to 900 jobs year-round for residents 

of the area, and will atti;-act hundreds of thousands of 
_Ii' 

out of State visitors to Ne~ Jersey each year. 

It is at this _point that I wouid just like to.shqw 

you my lit~le kit of visual aids here. 

This is a photograph of an artist's model of the 

hotel and re.sort facility that we '.re building. 

Now on this sheet here,. I have mounted just 

some of the promotion materials which we are already 

putting out throughout the country. Some of .these items, 

for example, are advertisements from our own magazine, 

which has a circulation, monthly~- of over 6 million copies 

and is already promoting the Playboy Club at Great Gorge, 

New Jersey. So we feel we are alrea_dy, even though we're 

not finished with the project yet -we're already doing a 

big job in creating a good tourist and tourism image for 

the State9 

These are additional promotion materials,. articles 

that have appea,red in our magazine .. 

And here, of course, .we cite the fact that we're 

investitig _$20 million, plus. 

SENATOR SEARS: Don't _keep that Garden of Eden 

in the Garden State hidden now. 
i ' 

f 
That 1.s What we said, a Garden of MR. LOWN~S: 

Eden in the Garden State - apparently one of the brilliant 

concepts our promotiop department h<;1s come up with • 

. This shows that we• re anticipating_. annual revenues 
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of between $12 · million 'to. 918 million dollars~. . And 

here we show that . the anmial payroll will involve 600. to 

,900 employees with wages hetweeh $4.5 millicin and $5 ~illiono 

We estimate that:. we wili be purchasing locally 
' ' 

food in the area of $980;000 worth; $420,000 in beverages, 

and other .supplies hetw~en $1; 050, OQQ. to $1,400,000 a year .. 

We· figure'. that we will be ·pa yin~, . annually,• taxes 

on this one establishment in.the area o'f $1,680,000 .. 

And now for the punch.line~ Had we known that 

there Was.· going to be a bill which would legalize_ gamirig 

in.Atlantic City, and Atlantic City-alone, we would never 

have gone forw~rd with this plan •. 

We selected the Garden State for our fourth major 
l ' • ' • 

hotel-resort complex after lengthy deliberation,and con-

sideration of mariy other sites in several other states. 

We finally decided on a site in SussexCounty·because it 

seemed to us to combine all of the.ideal factors we soughtg;.,.. 

proximity to- major population centers,··magnificent landscape 

with perfect terrain for both s·ummer and ·winter sports', 

ample ·supply ;Of skilled indigenous labor, and enthusiastic 

community and state support for new recreation and vacation 

facilities. 

we·made our decision, and we felt it was a right 

decision .;.. that the Sussex County Playboy Club Hotel would 

be the biggest and best of our new resort developmentse 

It would proudly join our family of hotel-club-resorts in 

Jamaica; Lake Geneva, Wisconsin; and Miami Bea:ch, Floridae 

The State Legislature of N.ew Jerse·y passed a resolution 

warmly welcoming our new enterprise into the State.. We 

began construction confident of its future success .. 

Now, like a thunde.rb.olt, comes the news that New 

Jersey is considering legalizing gaming iri one single area 

of the . State. We now feel that our whor'e ent~rprise is 

imperilled. A resort co:mpiex.the size.of ours depends on 

convention husines's, and we know that' whete gambling 

exi,sts• the::;convehtiori business goes o I:f t.his legislation 
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passes in its present form we will lose a substantial amount 

of business to Ati~n~ic City w~i6~-, all else· being, equal, 

we could have e·xpected -tq·:attract •. -. 

. When Dr. Horace DePodwin - who is apparently 

employed by.this Co~ittee't~ make a.study of gamirig in other 

areas, and who·through the Gaming·Board of O:i:;-eat-_Britain 

was introduced to our establishment in London and studied 

our gaming operations there - gave his statement before 'this 

Committee last_· December;: -he-_sta_tErd_: _; 

"Even ·during the relative·decline o'f the area as a tourist 
attraction in recent years~ Atlantic City has hosted about 600 
conventions with about 500,000· attendees each year. These figures 
could very well increase if the city could offer a complete enter-· 
tainment package· that included e-as-ino· gaming-." 

We agree .with him that these figures would inc·re-ase, and they 

would increase, at least in some degree, at the expensa of other 

resort areas in the state. -

Dr. - De_Podwin further stated: 

"Atlantic City's ahility- to attract conventions-and vacatione~s 
-will depend on the scope and quality of its lodging, entertainment 

and meeting facili tlcs. Substantial investment. in ---improved facili-:
ties would be ma<le only if potential income is greater than now 
seems possible under present laws •. ~- ... other tommunities have found 
that as the number of visi.tors and conventions increas~s, so'do 
income and employment opportunities in hotels, restaurants, casj_nos 
and all the supplying and related industr:l.es." 

Dr. DePodwi11-is qui.te 1~ight, forwc'knm-t from actual experience 

that with gambling a hotel can offer e:.•ntcrtainmcnt which without 

gambling is far more difficult to 'p-rovic.ie. With gambling a hotel 

can offer rooms, :foocl and beverage ·at prices that make no sense with

out gambling, and we know ·that' gatnbli.ng' fts'etf is a £01-in of· entertain-



· ment that exercises a strong attraction to. conventions and individual 

vacatioriers. The single locality 6f£eri~g gaming _will .also attrac:t 

the best avaiiable skilled personnel experienced in hotel and cater-
. . 

ing work, being able to afford higher wages than those without this 
/. 

facility can afford to p~y. 

I can tell you now with absolute certainty-that had this legis-

lation been an acc;:omplished fact when we weremaking our plans we 
1q ,·. 

I 

would no~ fora moment have considered Sussex County for our 
I 

$20,000,Q_00 inves.tment. We might have considered Atlantic City 

itself; .~~e might have dec_ided to join 'em' but we would never have. 

tried to beat 'em. 

We regard the proposal to legalize gambling in Atlantic City, 
-

and only Atlantic.City, as highly discriminatoi:y legislation. We 

would never have proceeded with oul'."plii.Ils for New Jersey had we had 

an inkling of this.proposal, and we a.sk you,how many other investors· 

will also reconsider. their p,lans shot~ld. you proceed along these lines? 

How many have perhaps alre~dy t;'econsicler.ed? 

None of this is to suggest that wear~ opposed to legalized 

gaming~ In. fact, .as I stated, we operate. what is probably the most 
. I 

successful· casino ·in Grea~ Britain today. · ·Las.t year alone, our 

corporation taxes in one club in London.amounted to over $1,250,000; 
:e" ',\ 

and in .addition we paid .a special gaming tax' o.f $240,000. This year, 
. . . 

. . . 

by the way; our gaming cx~ise tax will increase to $633,600 but 
. .. . . . 

thanks to an increase of overall volum:e we,expect our corporation. 
. . 

tax to equal or exceed that of last year • 
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Legalized Gaming in One An~a of the State Will Not Eliminate the 
. 

Possibilities of Illegal, Underground, Untaxed Gaming in Other Areas 

The growth of legalized gamiug in Great Britain and the problems 
. ' 

which this growth generated for statutory and administrative control 

provide a ntunber 0£ lessons whi.ch ought no.t to be disregarded by 

any state contemplating the legislation of gaming within its own 

jurisdiction. I can speak with some knowledge of the development 

of ideas with regard to gaming control as experienced in Great 

Britain because I took an active participation in the very earliest 

discussions with the Home Secretary and the Home Office offi~ials 

long before the amending legislation of 1968 was drafted. I and a 

handful of other leading mernbers of the gaming industry in Britain 

were brought into discussions at all levels including meetings with 

the Minister himself to consider the objectives of the legislation. 

Then, during the passage of the Gaming Bill throughout the House of 

Commons and the Parliamentary Standing Committees, we were constantly 

consulted, and one will find repeated references to the Playboy Club 

in Parliamentary and Connnittee debates published in the official 

reports. In fact, we are the only foreign owned casino operation 

to be granted a license in the United Kingdom. 

In my view, the system by which operating licenses are awarded 

in Great Britain incorporates a combination of elements which are 

manifestly desirable. The object is to eliminate uncontrolled 

illegal underground gaming by providing carefully supervised controlled 
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legalized gaming where sufficient demand existsa In a 

country only seven times the size of New Jersey.,., interestingly 

enough, both with regard to poulation and geographicallYu 

seven times in each respect@ - an enlightened Gaming Control 

Authority considered it advisable to start off with 31 

approved areas in which approximately 150 casinos are 

currently licensedo There was considerable demand for the 

Gaming Board to approve additional areas, and recently 

four additional areas have been addedo The Gaming Board has 

indicated that they will in due course introduce new regula= 

tions again increasing the number of gaming areas, for they · 

operate on the theory that illegal and untaxed gaming cannot 

thrive where the demand for gaming is met by legitimate 

operators .. 

Under the British pystem there is no monopoly 0 

the evils of which are self-evidento In Austria, where 

there is such a monopolya there was a recent scandal 

involving fraud and corruption on so wide a scale that when 

we ourselves were approached with a view to our taking over 

the concession we felt that our reputation would be 

irretrievably damaged by inheriting the aftermath of the 

scandalo 

In the United Kingdom 0 before anyone can apply 

for a license he has to pass a very elaborate screening 

processo For this purpose the Gaming Board thoroughly 

investigates each applicant .. The Gaming Board is appointed 

by the Home Secretary and comprises persons who have dis

tinguished themselves in private life .. · The full-time 

Chairmanu Sir Stanley Raymonde has devoted his life to public 

service~ The other members of the Board are persons who serve 

as part=time members and each receives~ small honorariume 
) 

One ,of them is a celebrated actuaryu Chairman of the 

Prudential Assurance Companye Another is a solicitor who has 
) 

throughout his life devoted himself on a voluntary basis to 
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local affairs-"". that is to nay, local government and social services. 

A third has been a prominent.Chief Constable, and yet another member 

is a gentleman from a' notably aristocratic family -- coincidentally, 

the: family of the Earl of Jersey. 

I ~o not think that any law-making f]tate contemplating the 

legislation of gar:d.ng can afford to ignore the example set by Great 

Dritain. In my view, gaming in Brit~in has had no deleterious effect 

upon social lift~. There :i.s no cv:i.c1cncc that :i.t has disrupted fa,nily 1i.fu 

or that :i.t h.::i.s ma(1 (~ ~l!1y contribut:i.on towards crim~. It has, ho·weve~, 

made a great ~ontrih~tion to the treasury via special taxation and 

has bt~en a considerabh! factor in the growth of tourism with all 

the attendant advantages. 

But to concentrate gruninB in one area -- Atlantic City for 

example -- Hill not suf ficc:. It will not accomplish the purpose 

of surplcmtinz underground illegal gamj_ng with legally controlled 

and ta~~cd ganing. People are not sufficiently mobile to go to one 

point in the state. ~-1hcn0vcr they wish to rarticipate in this form 

of er.t2.rta.i.n:ncnt 2nd th.c illegal operators may still find a ready 

Legalized Garning in Qn,~ Area 'i:Jill Create a Neon Jungle Where Fierce 

Competition A..rnong Gaming.Zstablishments Will Obscure the Touristic 

Adva.nta,,.:es of Other Parts of the State and Even of the Gaming Area 

Itself 

The British syste1~1 avoids a flamboyant concentration of gaming. 
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No garish, brightly lit "strip" exists because gam:f.ng is fairly dis

tributed throughout the country .and throughout· major cities within 
,· 

the country. Tourism is not drawn just rto one major centre where 

gaming is permitted and there is none of the frantic competition that 

means casino competing with casino to provide additional diversions 

to the point ,,,here non-gaming areas cannot compete in attracting 

even non-gaminr~ toLtris ts. Nor is there the high pressure neon 

competition which has become our· j_magc in Nevada, because in Britain 

casinos are not lined up side by side to shrilly compete for passing 

trade. 

How much mo1~e desirable is the situation in Britain, where 

casinos are intelligently distributeu to meet demand and .where no 

concentration of casinos e~ists to~crshadow all of the other 

touristic am~nitics. 

_Suggested Amendment 

I believe that the negative consequences which I anticipate 

will follow from the proposal can be avoi.ded by a simple amendment 

to the projected legislation. I suggest that the legislation not • 

be adopted unless it is amended so as to make it possible for 

casinos to be licensed anywhere in the state, provided that the 

casino be situated in·a hotel containing for example 300 rooms or 

more and be run by the hotel owners and·operators themselves. I 

do not suggest that any hotel containing300 or more rooms be per

mitted to operate a casino, but only such hotels as could meet other. 
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qualifications required by the state. For example, the controlling 

authority would want to satisfy itself that the owners and operators 

are persons of the highest degree of probity. It might further be 

left to the .discretion of a local licensing authority or a referendum 

· to decide·whether or not legalized gaming would be of a benefit to 

their particular community. 

The operator of the hotel would have to convince the Gaming 

Board of Control that suitable facilities existed within the hotel 

for a properly run and supervised casino. All personnel working 

in gaming in such a casino would undoubtedly have to be individually 

qualified and licensed. 

The amendment that I suggest would encourage rather than dis

courage investment in many different vacation areas. It would also 

ensure that there would be sufficient gaming facilities distributed 

in such a manner throughmit the state that there would be no demand 

for illegal gaming. It would prevent Atlantic C~ty from becoming a 

neon jungle which would drain the rest of the state of qualified 

catering and hotel personnel and upset the balance of tourism 

throughout the state. It would assure the state of substantial 

additi.onal revenues, far more than woul<l be received by concentrating 

gaming activity in one single municipality. 

In short, I believe that the sort of amendment that I suggest 

would prove far more beneficial to the State of New Jersey than the 

legislation projected in its present form. 
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I will hold myself at your disposal to appear 

before this Committee to elaborate on this statement or 

u,pon any other fact or theory relative to gaming within' 

the range of my experience which I would.hope to convince 

you is not inconsiderable. I will be happy to answer any 

questions on any specific gaming problems 0 whether or not 

I have touched upon them in.this statementc 

Thank you. 

SENATOR SEARS: Thank you 0 Mre Lownes 0 for a 

very complete presentationJ 

I want to point out that Senator Kelly of Hudson 

County has joined us. He is also a member of the Judiciary 

Committee~ 

My questions 0 gentlemen? (No questionso) 

I think that probably, attests to the completeness 

of the job~ 

MRo LOWNES: Well 0 there are a couple of points 

that I might like to make; in addition. 

For one thing 0 I noticed earlier in the discussion 

you were discussing the difference in figures regarding 

gross handleo gross win 0 and net profitsu etc.o to get 

some idea,, I can, really give you some int'eresting 

guidelines an this point becauseu of courseu we have very 

detailed figures. For exampleu our gross handle= and 

the handle can be very deceptive because the handle is 

something· that can· be handled in so many different ways 

at a table or i'n a casino=.;, for example 0 in some casinos 

they permit a man to throw money·on the table. Let us 

say that the man wins the wager. That money would not 

even enter· into the handle figures of the casinoo That 0 s 

one of the reasons= now~ we donut allow that in our casino 

ando as a matter of fact, und~r the regulations ~n Great 

Britain there are various things that cbntror factor~ such 

as this~ 

Somebody else raised the point== at any rateo 

because of the confusion in that respectu gross figures 

can mean one thing say in Porto Rico and another thing 
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in Las Vegas, and another thing entirely in Great Britain. 

However, we do · have a system whereby we count: - a man 

purchases chips and at the end of the day 0 s gaming we are 

able to total up exactly how much is wagered in that manner~ 

Realize u of course, . that a man might buy chips o put ting up 

money that goes down into the boxo He may then redeem those 

chips and get money for the chips. He may then go back to 

the table and buy more chips e .. ' So the same money is counted 

twice in the gross handlee So basing figures on gross 

handle would have very little significance. 

But our gross handle 0 which involved the purchase 

of chipsu amounts to something like $2"5 million a month,, 

Our gross win on that amounts to approximately $500e000 

a month@ We are paying a tax now, a gaming tax 0 . which 0 

incidentallyu is based on other factors rather than the 

amount of our win but happens to work out to $53 u 000 a·. 

month. 

The British didn 9 t·want to get involved in having 

to count the take every night in order to establish the 

tax. This is a very interesting system .. And what they have 

done is based on the particular kind of an establishment 

that is what you would call here the property taxes, in 

other words the property tax is being placed on the particular 

casino. They 1ve established a scale which then applies to 

the number of tables. One man O because he 0 s in a very 

modest establishment, may only be paying 1,000 pounds a 

year per tableQ On the other hand, in our particular class 

we pay l0e000 pounds 9 or $24,000,a year per table. This 

works out to, interestingly enough, slightly more than 

10% of the gross win .. So that we are paying - and this 

has nothing to do with corporation taxes 0 I 0 m talking 

strictly about the special excise tax placed on gaming 

we are paying $633 6 000 a year now in a special excise gaming 

tax and our gross win is in the neighborhood of $6 million~ 

So that works out to about 10% of our gross win, before 

any other expenses .. 
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Now our net profit, after pay,ing that tax and 

after paying all of our other expenses but before corpora

tion tax, works out to approximately $25Q,OOO a month, 

which is not inconsiderable cons.:i.d~ring the fact that we 

have an initial investment there of a million .and a half 

dollarso And it is that money that we're plowing into 

Great Gorge, New Jersey. But I just thought you would be 

interested in thato 

And another factor, somebody .raised the question 

about a lottery - if you 6 re trying to develop a lottery and 

you feel in some ways legalized gaming casinos would compete 

with the lottery, it 0 s a different person entirely. Of 

course, as you know, in England. we have a national lotteryo 

our premiD.m bond scheme, so that that exists. Then we also 

have the football pools which are an enormous amount of 

wagering. But the. people who patronize the casinos are not 

really the same people.- the standards of dress required 

in casinos and the kind of places they are. Actually the 

question is 0 casino gaming seems to attract the upper income 

element in the community, it does not attract the people who 

are betting on policy or the numbers 0 so to speak, or the 

people who bet on pools in Britaino So the question comes 

up as to the kind of distinction that you seem to be making 

in the State, or some of the objectors to this legislation 

are making - I object for ~pecial reasons to its limitation. 

but you 0 re making a distinction that the rich have the right 

to wager their money away.- I mean, the poor do, but the rich 

don°t have that right 0 in making that kind of distinction 

where casino gaming is illegal but lottery tickets, pools, 

and that sort of thing are legal~ 

So, I just wanted to make those two points a 

SENATOR SEARS: Well, what would you have to say 

as to the proposition that the State might operate casinos 

on some kind of concession basis, from the point of view 

of the hotel business? 

MR0 LOWNES~ Well 0 of course, you know in 
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Austria, you see O where this tr:e'mendous scandal existed, 

it was a state operation. I have seen state operations = 

of course, living in England,· as I'do, where we are presently 

in the process of denationalizing things like Cooks Tours 

and other things, it has hot been my. experience· that 

bureaucratic operation of something like gaming or of industry 

is the best. I think it can lead to corruption, for one 

thinge Secondly, I feel that what is involved in gaming is 

a tremendous degree of close superVision 0 I mean in order 

to keep gaming honest and proper. I think that an owner 

with a vested interest in the operation is more apt tobe 

able to do that than state employees who are themselves 

salaried, who have no real basic interest in the ultimate 

results 8 I mean, the temptation and the opportunity for. 

theft in gaming among the employees is incredible. It 

requires incredibly close strict supervision. I don't 

think you want to go into the gaming business. My own 

belief is that you want people of high reputations and high 

standards and also people who have a tr~mendous investment 

in gaming to be running the gaming and then you want to tax 

the hell out of themo, And that us the way I believe you 

control. And I mean, I said that in England too. We Ore not 

a company that 0 s - I mean, this is our only gaming operation. 

I could talk to the Committee at some length as 

to why we never went into Las Vegas, for example. Th.is 

is our only gaming operation anywhere in the world and we 

· operate 20 clubso We have four hotels and, are planning 

additi6fi~1sohes. But the point is that, if you look at 

the situation in Great Britain, as Dr. Horace DePodwin, who 

has been making this study - incidentally, when Dr. Horace 

DePodwin came to the Club in London, Peter Sellers happened 

tobe there and I introduced him to the Actor=Comedian 

Peter Sellers - here is Dr" Horace DePodwin who is 

investigating - and he kept wondering and stating" this is 

Peter Sellers, 11 What does the Horse Department have to do 

with legalized gaming?" You See, he' didn°t understand my 
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American accento But the whole thing turned into a comedy 

sketch that s~unded like something out of a Peter Sellers' 

movie with Peter, himself, staring in the role. 

I think that Dr. DePodwin will tell you that he 

really was very favorably impressed with what he saw in 

Britain. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT~ Mr. Lownes, how many casinos 

does your Company operate in England? 

MR. LOWNES~ One, at the present time, but we have 

now received a certificate of consent and are proceeding to 

build a second casino in Manchester, England. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT~ Out of this one casino, your 

company pays dire.ct taxes on gambling to England in the 

amount of $633,000 a year? 

MR. LOWNES: Yes, sire 

SENATOR McDERMOTT~ Out of one casino? 

MR. LOWNES: One casino. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT~ There are 130 and some casinos? 

MR. LOWNES: 150 casinos. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: What is the total revenue that 

goes to England? 

MR. LOWNES: Well, I don't have those figures but 

I should point out to you that we are the largest and we 

do pay more than anyone else, I think, than any other single 

casino. 

And I would also like to point out to you this fact, 

that every casino in Gr.eat Britain is,. a cll,lb. It must be 

a private club, you see, which is not the situation which 

exists elsewhereo So you don't have impulse gaming" In 

other words, a person must join the club first before he 

can gamble.. And this also prevents it from becoming - this 

has, you know, certain desirable factors to ite But I don't 

think that our operation, as big as it is, as far as the U oKe 

is concerned, is.a fraction of what one of the major hotels, 

for example, in Las Vegas, makes in gaming or has in gaming 

turnover., 
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SENATOR McDERMOTT: You mean 0 you make less per 

casino than you think they make in Nevada? 

MR. LOWNES:· I think so. Yesu I think that ours= 

I mean, as big as it is, it 1 s ~till relatively modest. I 

have 25 tables and I think.I 1 ve seen casinos -- oh, another 

thing 0 incidentally, speaking of the proliferation of slot 

machines, in Britain one is limited to having only two slot 

machines to each clube And non-gaming clubs can also have 

these. Slot machines that pay out money can only be used 

in clubs and there is a limitation of two machines and the 

maximum stakes in those machines are one shillingu which is 

equ~valent to twelve cents, a twelve cent stake. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: Mr. Lownes, just a few questions. 

You indicated that the people who are involved in 

casino gambling - I'm talking about the customers now - are 

different from the standpoint of money that they have 

available. You made that point, I believe. Now for that 

reason, therefore, I would assume they are limited, in 

other words there would be a limited number of people who 

would be attracted to casino gambling. Would you say that 

that was so? 

MR. LOWNES: Yes, I think that is true~ I think 

that the standards of dress that are required in a properly 

run and operated casino, and I think that you would not find 

people who are on welfare, for example, strolling in to wager 

a bob or a few dimes and nickels on the gaming tables. 

I think not only that but people have to have some knowledge 

of how to play the games. I think this is information which= 

even in Las Vegas, I think you 1 re talking about middle income 

and upper income people, you're not talking about lower 

income people being involved in casino gaming 0 it doesn't 

appeal to them. The other expenses attendant to.becoming 

involved or to taking part in casino gaming, that is having 

to dress up and to 

facility 9 to check 

sorto just doesn 1 t 

go for a night 

in a hotel, or 

seem to attract 
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Now O at the same time, you .. lE;/galize. lotteries which have 
' : .... -... '. ' . . 

very little appeal t,o ).lpper incom:e peopl~- So what:you 

are doing is.o youaremak~ng, the ~inc;i 9f g~mbling;available 

to .:;lower income people, who ,can least afford to gamble, 
,: ' •• : ;: • ' •• > 

whereap in the. upper .strata i:t 0 .• s ille.gaL 

$ENATOR WOOD_COCK: ,· .Then .. let me ask ycm this o If 

we had in the State. of ~ew Jersey a cas.i.no at Great Go:rge. 

and a casino or casinoi at.Spring Lake.and Atlantic Cityu 
. . ; 

that basically those three areaso OF more .areas, would be 

competing. for .the same fun9. of, people. 

MR .. LOWNES: . Y:es I}. but ·they would be bringing people 

in fr.om all over the east;.ern seaboardo I would like to make 

this comment that I think in a society which·begins to lose 
. . . 

interest in 1;:,he conc~pt of legislating morality, as it weree 

it is only a matter of time be.fore people who w,:ish to gamble 

will have the right i,n some st.ate on tl:,e eastern . seaboarde as 

they do in Nevada, to gamble. Now New Jersey, it .. would seem 

to me 0 has an opportunity to be in the forefront and to 

seize that.opportunity.before,a:pypne else does and to call 
• • • •• > ~ \ • ; • • 

attention 0 by virtue of int.elligen,tly distributedu .. properly 

run u properly supervised. and high;Ly taxed casino.s properly 

distributed. throughout the State, to call attention to its .. 

many entertainment areas an? facilities •. Now, Atlantic City 

won its great fame becau~e of its beautiful be=;aches,· the 

boardwalk, cUld so .ori, .. and I don't think you want to make 

gaming so heavily concentrated in Atlantic CitY: that the 

whole wor],d I s image qf Atla:ptic , Ci,ty and vacations in New 
> • • ' •• • ,· • 

Jersey is this gr~at.big gaming stri~ like they have in 

Las Vegcis ~ . And it .woul.d seem to me - } mean, I da:i O t live 

here so I 0 m just expr~ssing what I woul;d }magipe your. 

thoughts would be - that. you IA(OUl d s.till want the beaches. 

I mean, you do,n 9 t think of Londonu for exampleu - .if you 

think of visiting London it isn't the gaming .in London which 

is attraqting you 0 Y?U 1 re not going i:.hE:re .. because London is 

a place that has 40 or 50 .. cas i:p.os well dis.tr.ibuted - well o 

not tllat many, I think in all of. London. tµere. may be 30., 
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I mean, there Is still the. c'hanging of 'the 'guard at 

Buckingham Palace and the crown' jewels and the Tower, and 

things of that sort that you still think ofe We have not 

allowed, in Britain, gaming to overshadow other touristic 

amenities. And that is why I would say 0 gaming ultimately 

is gciing to be legalized (a) and (b) it should be done in 

such a way that it doesn't overshadow other things., 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: I just have some difficulty 

with your point,that., if we just make it exclusively for 

Atlantic City, we would give Atlantic City a rather bad 

reputation as being a casino city, when if we put it 

throughout the State I think we would give the entire state 

a bad reputation as being a casino statem 

MR. LOWNES: No& Listen, I 0 m not saying that 

gambling in Atlantic City is going to give Atlantic City 

a bad reputation. I said, a big garish strip - if that 

is the name of that street in Las Vegas with one casino 

cheek by jowl with another casino, with enormous signs, 

where they are each ferociously competing with one another, 

attempting to attract the available business, all of 

which is all gambling business o I mean, you know there 

are other things in Nevada aside from gambling but no one 

would know ito They have wonderful ski resortso they 

have dude ranches, and they have many other touristic 

advantages. But they have permitted this thing to become 

such a monster, a neon jungle, that it overshadows all of 

the other advantages of the Stateo What I 1 m suggesting is 

that if I were in your shoes, Senator, I would be taking 

my example from Britain where they are giving the people 

the freedom to enjoy this kind of entertainment at they 

are enjoying the benefits of it, but they are not doing it 

in such a manner that it overshadows all of the other 

amenities of the countrye 

SENATOR WOODCOCK~ But if we were to proliferate 

the number of casinos throughout the State of New Jersey 

and had one in Great Gorge and had one in Spring Lake and 
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another in Atlantic City O • . and wherever else. in, the wisdom 

of the people controlling it would decree O . would. that not 

also generate the kind of ferocious competitior;i. 0 which 

you spoke ofu with respect to having. it concentrated .in 

Atlantic City? 

MRo LOWNES ~ No, it wouldl'}. 0t., Well 0 France is 

a wonderful exampleo Virtually every spa and every resort 

in France .has a casinoo Do you think of France as a Nevada? 

I meano there is one in Devonne 0 there is one in Tourcoing 0 

there is one in Deauville 0 ,.., I mean, they are all over,. 

There must be at least fifty or ~ixty ca~inos distributed 

around France but it hasn°t hurt Erance 1 ~ image. Yet these 

casinos attract basically well=to-do people 0 I mean people 

of upper income and it's an opportunity for them to allow 

the:rns.elves to be taxed because of their enjoyment of that 

kind of entertainmento Now, that's my belief., 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: Then my last question would 

be o since the :introduction of casino gambling in Great 

Britain, has the introduction of casino gambling in any 

way affected the mounting tax burden that the people in 

Great Britain have had to shoulder? 

MR., LOWNES: Well 0 I can only answer your question 

in this waye The Tory Government 0 which is now in powero 

has announced that they 0 re reducing income taxeso So maybe 

the answer is yesa 

SENATOR WHITE: How long have you had this in 

Great Britain? 

MR.. LOWNES ~ We. 0 ve been operating.since July ll 

19660 

SENATOR WHITE: Prior to that time did you have 

any problems whatever in Great Britain w.ith organized 

crime? 

MR~ LOWNES ~ When I say "we O " I mean Playboy 

~. 

has only been operating since July of 1966. A very 

interesting thingll· the development of gaming in Great Britain 

came about because of anew gaming act which was introduced 
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in 1960 0 which was original referred to as "The Vicar 1 s 

Charter'' because it I s ideal was to legalize whist parties 

and bingo games and things like that to be conducted by 

churches and other establishments like thato But there 

happened to be so many loopholes in the law that you could 

drive a truck through that would=be casino operators 

readily saw the opportunity of introducing casinos or 

casino gaming in some form. And there was a tremendous 

proliferationo No licensing~ No s.pecia.L taxation. And 

there were,at one time in Great Britain, before the new 

act came in - the new act is the 1968 act -- there were 

at one time approximately a thousand places operating one 

or another form of casino gaming somewhere in the United 

Kingdomo Now 0 with the new act that came in, this,was 

completely wiped awayo A new form of licensing came in .. 

But there was no great proliferation of organized crime • 

. As a matter of fact, I don 1 t know whether you 1 re aware of 

this o at one time the British Government .~ something you 

can 1 t do in a State like this but the Home Office threw 

out of the country a number of American citizens who were 

resident there who were involved in gaming. Included 

in that group was George Raft 0 the Actor. I don°t know 

whether it was association with what was obviously 

suspected to be organized cri:n'te or whether it was his having 

played gangster roles so many times in the movies that led 

to that decision. But he also was barred from the countryo 

They have done a very good job 0 I would say 0 an excellent 

jobo a perfect jobu of keeping organized crime out of gamingo 

SENATOR SEARS: Thank you very much, Mro LownesQ 

There are three witnesses that I really promised 

to get on and we must reconvene at 1 ~ 30 o It I s going to make 

a short lunch breako Senator Parsekiano 

I don't want to unduly cut anybody short but I 

would like to be able to break here by one 0 1 clock and I 

have Mr .. Watson and Mr .. Alden 0 both of whom I promised we 

would get on. I 1 m sorry for the delay 0 Senator .. 
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N ED J .. P A ,R S. E K I A N: . .Mr o Chairman and members 

of the Committee: · New Je,r_sey has. its share., of problems, 

among them the traditiona_l tax inadequaci~s •. We 1ve always 

been low man on ·the esca:Lator .cm .. taxes; not tha~ we. don 1 t 

get thereu we eventually will get there. We.did on ,the 

sales tax and we will on the ·0 income ti:l-X in due. timeu comments 

notwithstanding from both part,ies~ or elections of a par

ticular.year notwithstaridingo But while we 1 re getting there, 

we keep mortgaging our future __ in various ways O either in 

interest rates or in inadequacies in our school system or 

inadequacies in .mass transportation or in~dequacies in health 

servi,ces to save that dollar._for the moment while·the 

escalator ridesa Others are well ahead.of us, taking care 

of needs as they arise and we wait. That's one of our problemsQ 

Another problem in :the St_ate has been organized 

crimeu and we 1 ve_built up an unenviablereputation, as my 

predecessor on the stand, Dick Hyland, a respectable observer 

and worker in the_ scene, testified that around the country· 

New Jersey crops up in._ its reputation for being a haven for 

organized crimeo 

Now here there is a proposal to solve or salve the 

tax problem by embracing .. casino gambling o which is the source 

of cash and power and the source of .national and international 

crimeo If we do. brirg an amalgam of the two problems, it 

would seem to me that: we will neither solve the tax problem 

nor could it by anY, stretch of _the ima9ination solve the 

problems of organiz_ed crime to .bra,ce a system and some of the 

personnel at the tqpo 

In-1970 Las Vegas gambling paid in taxes a total 

of $58a4 million. Tha_t was j.ust Las Vegas, Nevada, and to 

all taxes, federal~ state ~nd municipal. 

In J,.969 Nevada, all ·points, geographically, paid 

$39 .. 4 million in state taxes_ on a gross _intake reported of 

$543 o 7 million fr·om their gambling enterprises. So about 

7.,4% of the take went to governmento 
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Now in New Jersey 0 if we recouped a comparable 

amount of money, $39 milliori or $40.million, we would have 

netted to the people of the State abOut $5c00 per person. 

New Jersey;s per capita income is about $4.,000o which 
. . 

means that we would net 1/800 or 2/10 of a percent of our 

per capita income in revenue if we matched Las Vegas and 

Nevada in gambling take in state taxeso 

Now it isn°t unfair at all to compare what the 

prospects are in New Jersey for taxes from gambling as 

against Las Vegas. We are in relatively the same positione 

It may be that Nevada has a sparse population but Nevada is 

situated as a neighbor to the largest in population state 

in the country, California 0 and it draws on California 0 s 

millions u it draws cm millions from Oregon and Washington u 

and it certainly dr'aws nationally and internationally the 

airplane and tour services to Las Vegas and many hundr~~s of 

thousands of other people who are specifically interested 

in gambling. So it would be fair to ~ay that you can 

expect a like take in taxes in New Jersey, as you would in 

California .. 

One of the problems, of course, that gambling would 

bring to the State would be the question of 1'skim 1' p the 

money that~s skimmed off the top in cash to further illegal 

enterprises all over the country and to serve as an intrusion 

into legitimate business~ Crime fighter~ with national 

knowledge and reputation in the field 0 have for decades been 

warning that the skim from gambling in La~ Vegas is the 

foundation of illegal enterprises all over the country and 

all over the worldo And we 0 re saying to that type of 

operation, come to New Jersey as we will net $5.00 per person 

per year in income in this great state of 7.5 million peoplec 

It wouldn 1 t be too difficult to expect that the 

mob would run Atlantic City and New Jersey, and that our 

Atlantic City would vie with Las Vegas to be capital of the 

criminal elements of the country6 And it wouldn't be too 

difficult to surmise that we would hire people from organized 
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crime ;to be the. cons,u.ltants. or, the expertl:l .~or government, 

as is done in, some lptteries·, becau9;e they ~ow ho_w to run 

it •... It becpmes legitimate to ·gamble,,. legitimate to. p;ave 

casinos and thos~ that :t:'\m it -~herE2!b}:' gain a __ l~gi'l::,imacy 

and thereby become part of government. 

On October 10 pf ,;l.970,. Steven V. Rol:::>erts_ wrote 

an article in the_ New York 'l'imes entitled The. _Other 

La_s Vegas. He wrote about Las yegas' 20,% of. unemployment, 

its slums, its unrest and its poverty, •. They had just 

witnessed, a week before.- in Las yegc3:s, race riots and, 

looting, and it was described, in t,he art~cleo 

If the monies from casino gamb~ing on t,he large 

scale that i~ handled in Las Vegas pouldn't offset some 

of _those, ,Problems in tha_t spar~ely .populated state, how 

would we expect th(!~e same monies, ;t:o affec:t our. soc_ial 

problems in New Jersey with its 7.5 million people? It 

isn°t realistic to ex.pect ita 

Make no _mistake about -it,, that th~. cash and the 

s•kim · from casino gambling would be availabl,e, -if there were 

casino garr:ibling in Atlantic Gi.ty, to be used in:bu,sinesses 

other than casino. gambling and ,its furthera11ce -:::in legitimate 

business, in illegitimate business 0 in government,and in 

politics o Would the parties and._ the personnel. of the pa.J:;"ties 

presently running the .parties: still retain control over 

choosing_ t,he candidates £qr. h.igh ,office, or would. that power 

shift if the cash wete about and handled by_ the.elements that 

usually handle casino gambling • 

. The 11:istory books a.re full· of dif:icussions about_ the 

effects of __ gamb],.ing when organi.ze_d and permitte,d,. by state 

or national gove!nments. .'~'here is no substitute for 

pros,Peritt and for, solving :problems 9£ a state Of nation 

fpr productive lab.9r or ingeri~ity or .legii:,.imate hard work or 

using the resour.c~s of your, communi,t¥ to solve the _problems. 

of the comrnuni_ty. 

It has been said that there is no moral issue 

i.nvolved here., I hear that all the time. And maybe there 
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isn°t a moralissue·as to the·person who places the bet -

I don 1 t see anything immoral about a persori putting a dollar 

down to see if his number will c9me up - but th~re certainly 

is a moral issue fdr. those of us who are going to make the 

decision as to whether casino gambling should be invited to 

New Jersey because that decision will affect so many people 

and their lives and their wellbeing for many future decades .. 

So there is a morality involved insofar as those making these 

decisions are concerned., We can't turn our backs on what 

curr.ent history tells us about the effects of gambling in 

Las Vegas.or in the Bahamas, or what the histqry books tell 

us has been the results of organized, legitimatized gambling 

in other states that has since constitutionally abolished ita 

The strength of our state will not lie in obtaining 

monies through taxing casino gambling but will lie in our 

ingenuity and exploiting the intelligence of our people and 

the excellent geographic location that we enjoy in the center 

of finance and commerce. I dqn't think New Jersey has 

anything to be afraid of about its futureo It has the peopleo 

it has the strength, it has the opportunity to solve its 

problems .. But if it were to take as an assist the very 

area of society that has been a problem for our stateu we 

may well be quite concerned years from now about that decisiono 

I would hope that this Legislature would not permit that 

question any possibility of: being answered in the positiye 

for casino gamblingg 

Thank you. 

SENATOR SEARS: Thank you very much, Senator0 

Any questions, gentlemen? (No questions) 

Thank you very much for taking the time to be 

with us .. We appreciate having the benefit of your viewso 

Mayor Masciarellae would you come forwardu pleasee 

Mayor Masciarella of Wildwood advises me that he 

has a prior commitment on TV back home 6 so we will put you 

on now. 
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C H A R L E S M A S C I A R E L L A: Thank you 0 

Senatoro My statement today is in no way to be·construed 

as offensive to Atlantic CityQ I do not advocate legalized 

gambling and I am certainly not opposed to it. I am merely 

interested in any bill that might be· ready for introduction 

or proposed that might give Atlantic City legalized gambling 

exclusively@ 

Gentlemen, I am most grateful for the opportunity 

to appear before the distinguished members of this·hearing 

on the subject of proposed legalized gambling in.the State of 

New Jersey, and particularly the concept of it being centered 

in Atlantic City exclusivelye There ~re many important 

aspects to this over-all issue, such as social values 0 and 

the question of public versus private operation of facilities 0 

but I intend to concehtrate my attention on the hard, coldo 

economic realities that would face the Wildwood.sand Cape 

May County, should Atlantic City become the sole gambling 

mecca on the Jersey shoreo 

I make these remarks after very careful consideration 

and many thoughtful discussions with members of my ad.minis

tration, and social, civic 0 and business leaders from Cape 

May Countyo There are five. basic considerations that I 

would like to present·to you0 

lg The Wild.woods are the second largest resort area 

in New Jersey 0 second only to Atlantic Citye However 0 while 

this seems good, it•falls into perspective when we add that it 

is almost a completely seasonal prosperity, with very little 

to sustain it the other nine months of the year. It also 

points out the delicate position it is in, should anything 

happen to its summer income& Federal and State statistics 

show that Cape May County has the largest unemployment rateso 

17%, in New Jersey, almost double the next closest county, 

which would be Atlantic County, 808%, and,triple the State 

average of 5.,9% .. Add to this•the fact that the per capita 

County debt is the highest in ij.ew Jersey, and you see the 

distressing economic picture ,that we in" the' Wild woods would 
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haveo 

Many . o"f our businessmen, here . operate on a marginal 

profit.. A loss of 10 tQ 2.0 percent of gross incomeu because 

of proposed gambling attraction in Atlantic City, would 

cause severe economic hardship, and bankruptcies to many of 

our businesses and the people they employ., 

It would seem only fair and reasonable that weo 

as a city 0 should be able to meet this competition if need beu 

and 0 therefore, protect our vital interests., Each community 

should have this :basic right to decide for itself whether 

it wants or needs gambling. The-,community as decision could 

be made by referendurno 

2m Exclusivity destroys the qompetitive balance.of 

any cityo Gambling itself is not the only advantage Atlantic 

City would enjoy by having a monopoly. At first the hotels 

· and motels would have higher occupancy .levels u and then 

higher rates would be charged .. Then these would give way to 

glittering new buildings, probably the best availableo The 

increased revenue would spill over into the restaurants and 

night clubs, and the calibre of talent and accommodations 

would be so good that no other resort area could possibly 

compete., 

The competitive danger I mentioned is compounded 

by the geographic closeness .of Atlantic City to the Wildwoods, 

only 30 miles down the coast. It is 5.0 miles from Asbury Parko 

the other large .:tescxt:cornplex to the north., Gentlemen o New 

Jersey is a small state~ The entire coast lineo from Sandy 

Hook down; is about 100 miles. 

Now 0 comparison with Las Vegas locations., Mileage~ 

Comparing New Jersey resorts with.one another to that of Las 

Vegas, we find that Las Vegas is not competing with any 

immediate state neighbor for the same basic busine$s o and it 

is also far from any major city. It is over 250 miles away 

from Carson City, Nevada; it is over 200 miles away from 

Phoenix! Arizona; and it is over 200 miles away from Los 

Angeles 0 California., 
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Now the. size o;E .Nevada is 14 .. times the size of 

New Jerseyo_ Neva.d,a. ~as 110,000 square miles 1 New Jersey 

has 8,000 sql.larE:! mi_les o 
' ,, 

Other basic differences: Nevada has no shore 

line at all: Nevada has approximately a half million popula

tion; Nevada I s basic industry is mining and f.arming. - .. . . . . _} . .. 

.. Important: It is our considered opini,on that 

Atlantic City would take away a materia_l portion o.f WiJ,dwood Os 

business, and we rriust be in a position :to respond promptly, 

without the need of seeki?lg an amendnient to the law after 

the law has passed,. and the· subsequent time of loss; if 

ever permitted. 

It would·be naive to think that once. ~alllbling was 

successfully entrenched in a financially impregnable position 
. . :, . 

in Atlantic City, that these people would support t_he extension 

of the gambling principle into nearby Wildwood, or any other 

competitive area, such as ,Asb.ury Parko, One can a.J.ready hear 

the type of arguments At;LanticCity ~nterests would foster. 

They come easily t~ mind. For example,; typical arguments: 

Why dilute the State incoIT1e to several area.s? 

It will b~ hard~r to administer, and more expensivee 
' ' 

Let 0 s give it more time and study expansiono 

Gentlemen, if the .. Wild woods are faced with a drop 

in income for any period of time,. _it would destroy our 

economy and preate ,an impossible situation .. The important 

thing here is the time factor. These things must be. thought 

about or ame_nded hefore th:~y 0 re int;i:-oduced, if they are 

going to be introduced. 

Munic~pal option - th13 .best answer for sound 

reasons .. Actually a brq~der.approach to legalized gambling 

is a sound one for the following reasons.: 

A. It will i:?;ermit,each mur,iicipality to decide for 

itself - a far more democ:r;~t_ic proc,ess. of .. lifeG 

B. It t:.a,k~s away th.e possibility of severe 

economic disl.ocation in ne,arby, cc,mpeting resort areas. 
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Ce It will provide'fo~ the balanced development 

of the entire New Jersey coast and, therefore; deliver the 

greatest benefit and income to the State 1 which I think we 

can all realize -·if I can ad lib for a moment= that in 

any one concentrated area yeu couldn°t possibly do the 

volume.of business that you would do if it was in expanded 

areas of the State. There would have to be a larger vo.lumeo 

So to speako we will·be splitting the peas up in more than 

one podo. But I think.that the State would derive more 

benefit from this if it did happen and it wouldn 1 t be a 

dlscriminatory act 6 it would be an act that would be for 

justice and justice for all who would decide to have it 0 

if the people in that particular community wanted ito 

Du Growth will be Slower in all areas that elect 

gamblingu and will afford a better opportunity to control it 

and direct its futureo · 

EG It will keep the ga~b,ling smaller in each 

individual area so that it will not become the predominant 

influence in any one area and, therefore/ find its proper 

level as an adjunct to the area economy and not its dictatorG 

Atlantic City already enjoys many advantages 0 

gentlemeno It receives these economic boosts: 

le It keeps the 1 S% sales tax it collects, called 

Luxury Tax .. No other city in New Jersey gets this opportunityo 

2a The Atlantic City Race Track= flat and now 

harness racinga 

3,, The Atlantic City Expressway enters in Center 

Cityo 

4 .. The South Jersey College is being built in 

Atlantic Countyunot far from Atlantic City, which is called 

the Stockton Collegeo 

And it may receive the High Speed RaiLLine 

Extension from Lindenwold, New Jersey. 

It has accomplished: May'or Somers stated that 

despite the above advantages, Atlantic City has its worst 
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financial crisis sine~ 1-929., .That was quoted· in the Atlantic 

City Press the week. of Feb:i;-uary 4the 

Gentlemen,. if. Wildwood had only. the advantage of 

having the Sale.s 'l'ax receipts that it collects,. it mig.ht not 

have to _ levy any .additional taxes.· 

One wonders why Atlantic City should receive a 

gambling monopply on this record. This is.not to imply that 

they do not have a, serious financial crisis to deal .witho 

But, gentlemen, so does every other municipality in New 

Jersey todaye If gambling revenue can help defray our 

rising budget costs for education 0 welfare 0 and payrollu then 

every city should have the right to participate., 

Indirect participation, such as a return of part 

of the revenue to each.county, for example the State Sales 

Tax, does not work for uso The Wildwoods collect hundreds 

of thousands of dollars during the course of the summer in 

State Sales Tax., . The State returns to Wildwood $19,000 of 

these receipts bas.ea· on a population formula. The amount 

returned to Cape May County is also negligible., 

. Observations r~garding legalized gambling in New 

Jersey: 

New Jersey enjoys perhaps the most strategic 

location in the U.SoA., nestle.d between the giant cities 

of New York 0 Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washingtona It is 

within a 24 hour drive of 30% of the total Uc S., population., 

New Jersey resorts have .a short seasonu ranging 

approximately three months. They hav~ steadily lost volume 

to the warmer climes, as air travel became safer and 

cheaper.. Some of the ol_der re~orts are deteriorating .. 

The high density of population has moved educationu 

welfare 0 and payroll costs of cities to unbearable levels,., 

Most cities are in desperate f_~nancial difficulty.; 

Gaming or gambling has become a basic pa,rt of our 

cultural fabric, via.race tracks, lotteries., and the more 

moderate form of bingo .. Everyone.seems to want to take a 

chance on having a .. better future-o It is here.e S'O why not 
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turn part·of its revenue to<meaningful uses" 

Public versus private operation of gambling 

requires extensive study before reaching a d•cisiono 

Finally, I believe the revenue fro gambling on a 

controlled basis will be gratefully received by an already 

heavily taxed public~ 

'l'he main thrust of my testimdny to, ay, · gentlemen o 

is to bring home to you the absolute necessi{y for a gambling 

law that allows any city the right to elect i.o use it. In 

my opinion, the economic fallout of exclusivll Atlantic City 

gambling on other New Jersey resort business areas will be 

immediate and direct, and the impact severeo In fairness 

to my constituents in Wildwood, and the peop e of Cape May 

C. I 11 d h I . 0 
• 1 ° aunty, · am compe .· e to convey to you t e [erious imp ica= 

tions of this course of action, and the deep concern of our 

peopleo 

Gentlemen, in my closing remarks, 1 would like to 

humble myself and request that you give verylseriou~ con= 

sideration to our position and thereby provide the same 

opportunity to the Wildwoods and other resorfs so that they 

may elect to have legalized gambling if the need is required 

and leave it to the choosing of our citizensl 

. And what I mean by this, if I can ha lib -just for 

anot~.e .. r. thirty seconds, is, I think that thelproblem that 
Atlan .. tic City is having financially - and we all have a 

problem with our financial structure todayo ·n each 

municipality; - we all need some help and 0 ib legalized 

gambling is going to be some help in return from the State 

and its revenue, then I thinkwe should all fhare it since 

we all carry the burden and we all have the same common · 

problems. I think every municipality in the/ State of New 

Jerseyu if there are any exceptions at all, has some kind 
I 

of tax problem and. has financial problems,, rith the increase 

in salaries to your police, your firemen, your educators 0 

your teachers, your administrators, it becamb astronomical 

for any city to keep a tax structure that is sensible. So 
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we Ore all looking for relief, we/re all looking for the. 

same relief. .We have the same common problems andu believe 

me, I am not opposed to legalized gambling but ·.if it's 

going to be, we want to be a part of it, ·and Wildwood 

wants.its fair share of any revenue that might be derived 

from the State .. 

Thank you very much, gentlemen. 

SENATOR SEARS: Thank you.very much, Mayoru 

Any questions?,. (:f:'Jo questions) 

Thank you- very much, Mayor, we ,appreciate having 

the benefit of your views. 

Mr .. · Watson, would you.come up for just a minute 0 

please? 

• Mr. Watson will be the last witness before we 

breako When we break, we will· return at a quarter of two 0 

at which time the Attorney General is scheduled ... 

THOM.AS WATS 0. N JR.: My name is Thomas 

Watson, Jr .. 0 President of R~E .. A.C .. T .. Organization, a newly 

formed organization dedicated to reach an early abatement 

in crime and taxes. We feel Senator McDermott's bill to 

legalize gambling casinos in Atlantic City will speed the 

deterioration of our State .. We oppose any gambling which 

is not owned and operated by the State of New Jerseye 

Licensing gambling casinos, even with State regulation, 

will not stop an organized crime takeover in the South 

Jersey area .. 

If this bill is passed, we ar~:lE:!aving a legacy 

of complete corruption to our children, we owe them better 

than this .. It is for these reasons we implore Senator 

McDermott and his colleagues to reconsider .. an.d table or 

withdraw this bill alt:.ogether~ A committee should be formed 

to study th.e effects and. consequenc;::es this may have on our 

State.,. There are many pertinent. qu,E!stions to pe asked, 

the following are but a f.ew: 

At present~, in view of: a recent article in Readers 

Digest, how free.of.organized crime, graft and corruption 
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is Atlantic County presently? 

Since the inception of Senato:tMcDermott 1 s bill 0 

how milich land speculation has existed and w o is fronting 

for organized crime special interest groups? 

How many businessmen will renovate and expand 

and be forced to deal with organized crime ue to inadequate 

legitimate financing? 

How can we hope to realize two to three hundred 

million dollars when Las Vegas only received $36 million'6 

How, when a mah such as Howard Hu9i es, will all 

of his resources, could not keep the criminal element fran 

infiltrating his enterprises, - how can we expect business

men in Atlantic City to withstand their influence? 

6. •· Since this is specialized legislation O how 

much will·the State receive from Atlantic.Ci y and how much 

revenue will be lost from 6ther resorts? 

Will we not, in effect, be destroying a majority 

of our resort areas for the benefit of Atlantic City? 

These are but a few questions thaJ beg for answers 

in the interest of·the resident of the State of New Jersey .. 

Organized Crime should not be taken lightly,for 0 at present 0 

they control 20% of our gross national incomes This amounts 

to $200 billion a year .. Of these monies 0 aJpro,ximately 

$2 billion a year is used to buy them political favoro 

Prosecutor Lordi of Essex County has estimated that one 

faction of organized crime in his County realized over 
I 

$50 mti.llion a year • · In past years, the Ke~auver Committee 

uncovered in Philadelphia alone 0 a single ga]bling ring was 

paying $2 million a year in bribes;. 

We must compete with organized cri.!meo not allow 

them to run gambling casinos .. We must cornb~t and destroy 

the cancer that is·eating at the very foundaltion of ·our 

State. This can be done by legalizing numbelrs and off-track 

betting and betting on sporting events, StaJe owned and 

operated with a constitutional amendment thJt 65% of all 

monies derived is returned.to .our 21 counti Is for the express 
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purpose of lowering real estate property ta~ese 

Only then will we say with pride that we are well 

on our way to defeating organized crime in New Jersey~ The 

RoEoA.C .. T. organization is preparing to oppose this bill 

in every county in the State, and also hope to oppose any 

candidate regardless of party who advocates passage of this 

billo 

Once again, we of. RoE .. A.C.T. ask for the withdrawal 

or rejection of this billo 

I would like to add that we have a bill drawn up 

for the legalization of numbers and off-track betting and 

betting on sporting events .. We do lack a sponsor for this 

bill and would be very happy to have any one of you gentle, 

men sponsor it., 

SENATOR SEARS: Thank you very much, Mro Watson. 

Any questions, gentlemen? (No questions) 

All right, we will break for lunch and we will 

resume at a quarter of two and continue until such time as 

everyone has been heard. 

(Recess for lunch) 
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(Afternoon session) 

SENAT~R SEA~S: The ~earing. will bl in order .. 

Our first witness this afternoon will be Attorney 

General Kugl.ero Gen. eral .. , wil• l .. you come forwta.r·d···.·o pleas.e .. 
All right, sir, when you are readyu we would like 

to have any direct statements that you care lo make on the 

subject of this legislation, SCR-74, following which 

members of the Committee may have questions fo ask of youe 

GEORGE F.. KUGLER, JR.: Very well, Senator . , I 
Searsa _r than~ you for allowing me to appear her~ todaya 

I, at first, didn't.Jtnow whether I should appear in my green 

eyeshade with garters around my arms or wearla tuxedoo I 

guess it depends on which way this gambling fperation is 

going to go .. But I am happy to be here and fontribute 

whatever I canto this Committee's deliberati.onse 

I would first like to direct myselk to a letter 

which you sent to me, as Chairman of the Judlciary Comm.:i!±eeu 

in which you asked me to investigate some stltements made 

by Gary P. Malamut, Chairman of the Board, Niw Jersey 

Hotel-Motel Association, when he appeared be1ore this 

Committee at a prior date .. Youcalled this fo our attention 

and asked me to check into it. We have had the matter 

, investigated and I would like to read this v~ry brief report 

from Sergeant Dentino of the State Police: l 
uon January 27th, 1971, accompanied! by Detective 

. I 
Sergeant Robert Winters, we interviewed Mr .. 1ary Pa Malamut, 

President of the National Inns, Inc., Chairman of the Board, 

New Jersey Hotel-Motel Association" - this i~ just an 

introductory paragraph and I won°t bother re!ding that .. I 

will file it with the Committee latero 

"The statement of Mr. Malamut was: 

belief that there has been much pressure and 

Jersey trying to kill this legislation., It I 

~It. is my 

money in New 

coming from 
I 

Nevada, Bahamas and the elements of organized! crime .. I 

hope our Legislators haven't fallen victim tJ the rumors 

and storiesa Please stop protecting the crJe lords and 

approve this resolu1;iPI\•"
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"Mr. Malamut stated_ that for the past two years 

the news media has continually taken potshots at the State 

of New Jersey,and more particularly Atlantic City, in 

regard to organized cr.ime and official corruption, which 

has resulted in a poor image of New Jersey and .Atlantic 

Citys He mentioned specific articles concerning organized 

crime and official corruption in Atlantic City that have 

appeared in the Philadelphia Inquirer, the Atlantic City 

Press, the Wall Street Journal, Fortune Magazineu 

Philadelphia Magazine and, more recently, the Readers 

Digest, which has blasted Atlantic City as a haven for 

organized crime and corruptione Mr. Malamut feels that this 

attack on Atlantic City by the news media has_coincided 

with the first bill presented to the Legislature approxi

mately two years ago concerning legalized gambling in 

Atlantic City~ Mr. Malamut feels that this seemed to 

corroborate his theory that pressure was being put on by 

organized crime in Nevada and Bahama gambling interests 

to tarnish the image of'New Jersey and more particularly 

Atlantic City so that the Legislature and public would not 

be susceptible to legalized casino gambling in .Atlantic 

Citye Mr. Malamut made it clear that he has no evidence 0 

witnessesu or any tangible or pertinent information that 

any of the aforementioned statements were factualo He 

emphasized that the statements he made before the Senate 

Judiciary· Committee were only his opinion and belief""' 

We felt that there was no reason for any further 

investigation, that there was no way of confirming this 

opinion of his and we felt that it was highly unlikely that 

such activity was occurring. 

I want to say next to this Committee, Senator 

Sears, that I am definitely opposed to casino gambling of 

any kind in New Jerseyo 

I think that the whole way that the promoters of 

this type of operation are attempting to sell this to the 

public is an important thing that we should look at. 
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Number one, it is said "that this type of legalized 

gamblingwill deal a blow to 'organized crime. 
.,;. 

Now it seems 

to me that this is a ridicuious position because there is 

no org-anized ·casino gambling in New Jers~y a·t the present 

time. And what.we do :in connection with casino gambling 

wili have no.effect on what organized crime does in the 

area of casino ·gambling b-eca~se they don 1 t conduct any such 
. ,. . . ·. ·, 

type of operation in the State. 

The.next proposition is, well, people.will gamble 

anyway., why not let them do it' legaily? why not take our 

cut from that? why not get our tax revenues? Well, of course 0 

this is always the proposition. that's raised when you try to 

legalize a conditionin society which is difficult to 

enforce and difficult to prevent. 

I say that we ,have now legalized the lottery, 
. . ~ . . - ·. .- . 

we have legalized racing to a· limited qegree. This year 

there is a suggestion to go to more racing. I say that 

we should look at that, watch that, get our revenues from 

there and see where we go from there. That I s enough gambling 

for a While .. 

History has told us., and it seems that we never 
·. ~- . . 

learn from history, that every time we try casino gambling 

or any gambling to a great extent, legalization, - and 

this is the history of the United States - that the 

criminal element moves in~ It has never failed to this date .. 

As a matter of fact, one of.the toughest statutes that we 

have had to get around in the question ·of a·lottery is the 

Federal statute of 1890 which prevents the advertisement 

of lotteries. This is one of the things that I had to 

advise the Lottery Commission on •. And whether or not:!we,s · :·:. 

could put our checks in payment of the lotte'ry winnings in 

the mail, whether that vloiated federal ·law~ I checked in 

to where that statute originated, why do we have such a 
' • ' I 

statute on the books', and it resulted from· the, famous 

New Orleans lottery scandal of· the 1800 1 s, · i~ which· this 
' ,' 

country_.:was literally in the grip of criminals to the extent 

·."'••;. 
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that it became a part of a ·pr~~idential campaign and to 

the extent that it prompted congressional legislation 

against lotterieso 

Now controlling a lottery·is an. entirely different 

proposition from controlling casino gambling • 

. Some of the proponents of this bill seem to be. 

trying to sell this proposition based on some wild guesstimates 

of what the revenues will ,be to the State of New Jersey. We 

are all concerned with revenues to the State of New Jersey. 

We are all desperately seeking new ways bf finding revenues 

to support the very needed things that everyon.e knows are: 

needed, that is,housing for the aged, help to the cities,' 

educationu law enforcement, but to base this type of an 

operation on something like casino gambling is fiscal 

irresponsibility at its worst. 

Now these estimat.es that have been made - I have 

read all of the testimony that has been presented to this 

Committee up to today and I am literally amazed.at some of 

the testimonyo They talk about Las Vegas gambling and they 

take their estimates ,of what we might expect in New Jersey, 

if we go for this type of gamblingu in one breath, interpolate 

that into a hundred or two hundred million dollars - and, 

incidentally, they can°t even use proper arithmetic; as I 

note in the testimony, one person ·appeared before this 

Committee·and said that in Las Vegas they were losing 

$32 0 000 a day because of a strike of the casinos out thereu 

that is, the State was in revenues, so he interpolated that 

into a hundred million dollars a year - of course, that 

doesn ° t go anywhere near that 8 i.t goes into. ten million 

dohlars a year - and then they project these huge revenues 

to make the people feel that ii:. 0 s going to be a panacea 

for everything. Then in the next·breath they say, wellu 

we don't want a Las Vegas type operation, we. want a nice, 

clean, high-class operation, such as appears in the Bahamas 

or in San Juan or one of those places. 

Well, let I s. look at that for a memento. In Las 
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Vegas, where you get substantial revenues ""1' but, incidentally, 

their total gambling revenues pale by comparison to oU:r own 

revenues from gambling in this State just from horse racing 

but, let 1 s look at their operation for a memento They bring 

people by the busloads in from California to play the slot 

machines 0 by the busloads 0 gentlemen, and they have 35u000 

slot machines in Las Vegas alone, 35,000 of theme The next 

thing they do, to get the high roller, they have free trips 

and the free drinks, the free airfare, free hotel accommoda

tionso The entertainment capital of the world is now in 

Las Vegas o This:'.is how they lure the high roller to Las 

Vegaso They give them substantial amounts of credito These 
I 

people donut come to Las Vegas with a bankroll on them, you 

knowo They're cleared for·credit ahead of time .. 

Do we want New Jersey to get into the business of 

granting credit to gamblers? This is where the skimming takes 

placep the credit operationo The checks are drawn i:-' and 0 

incidentally,. the revenues are figured in the statute on the 

gross income which is defined as that income after losses 

including bad checkso They figure their losses including 

these bad checks and then they send collection people out 

to the other states to collect these bad checkso And just 

threat of disclosure of a huge gambling loss while you 1 re 

on vacation many times brings .a settlemento This is the 

type of skimming that goes on in Las Vegaso We know what 

kind of a honky,..tonk' atmosphere that is~. 

- I don't have any objection to the person who wants 

to do that willingly, who wants to go to Las Vegas and do 

that o That I s perfectly all righto If he wants to en gage 

in that type of gambling, that's fine~ I don't have a moral 

ccmpunction or religious conviction against gamblingo I 

don't think that 0 s the pointo The point is that New Jersey 

is a family type, ih some areas a bedroom type community" 

Fine families live in this State .. · And our tourist populationu 

for the most part, at the seashores is made up of families 

comihg to enjoy our fine beaches and our fine facilities at 
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the seashorea How is any type of casino operation going 

to attract that.:t;ype.of clientele? In other words, it 

may even affect them· and drive them away D if we get into 

a casino type atmosphere in N'~w Jersey~ 

Now, .if you.don 1 t. 0 go.the Las Vegas route - and 

that 0 s the route that has proven to be most lucrative to 

the states - if we don 9 t go th~t route; let 0s goto the 

Nassau or Bahamaso I don 1 t know whether it has been 
. . 

mentioned before to this Committee but in Nass~u · the · 

residents of the Island are forbidden to gamblea it is 
. . 

i],legal for the residents of Nassau to g·ambie at all G In 

other words the Nassau and Bahama governments think it 0 s 
. . . 

all right for the tourists but they don 1 t want to get their 

citizens involved in anything like that, and they enforce 

it very strictly" I have a letter from their Prefect of 

Police which shows the number of arrests that they have 

had and he says that they make the gambling and casino 

operators responsible to see, on pain of losing their license 0 

that no local residents of the Bahamas engage in gambling 

activities~ 

Now there is a very obvious reason for that. 

They cater to the tourist~ That's an entirely different 

setting from Atlantic Cityo·· In Nassau, the place that I 

visited with the State Bar Association,· their island.casino, 

Paradise Island, was completely isolated from the mainlande 

They had a guard at the gate on the.bridge which could very 

easily check on everybody that comes over~ It 1sa very 

small population and they can watch everybody that comes 

into the casino or wants to gamble, and determine whether 

he is a resident or not a resident. ·r d6ubt very much if 

we could have that kind of control, if, :i.ndeed o that Os what 

this bill calls for, in Atlantic Cttyo I don't think there . . 
. .. ' . 

is any I.aw enforcement agency that can control such a thing 

in this type of arrangement in Atlantic City; 
' .. '. ' ' .. . 

In Nassau you have an expensive plane fare and you 

have hotel accommodations which are fairly expensive to 
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start with o Only;:that type of people that can. afford 

those accommodations, in the first place, will appear in 

those gambling casinos. You have a natural check thereo 

Now, I haven 1 t seen any testimony on the revenues 

from the type of gambling that occurs in Nassau. I don 1 t 

know what it is. Very interestingly, it just hasn't appeared 

in the testimony hereo I don't know what we can expect 

from that type of gambling but I suspect that it 1 s not very 

much at alla 

The President of Resorts International appeared 

before this Committee and made quite a play about all of 

the former Organized Crime.Task Fbrce people and the FBI 

people that he has employed with INTERTEL. He testified 

.ab6ut the security arrangements. I have to tell you, 

gentlemeri, these ~eri aren 1 t b~ing hired by Resorts 

International to help the State, they are there to protect 

the stockholders from their own employees and the defalcations 

that might occur, and they have to have a huge security 

organizations They know the problems. 

In Great Britain, which has legalized gambling, let 

me read you a short excerpt from an article that appeared 

in the Economist on June 17, 1967, - how well is it working 

over thereo This is called, Controlling Casinos and the 

subhead is; "What is Mr. Jenkins going to do about casinos, 

repeat Mra Butler 1 s mistakes? And they are having a very 

serious problem in England with the casino gambling. 

"Although no precise figures of men:ibership are 

available, the probability has to be faced that over a 

million Britains have in some degree got the casino gaming 

bug. The Government is naturally very concerned about this 
' ' 

for two reasons@ One is that this large new commercial 

gaming industry has gro~ up out 'of a law in the mid 1950 1 s 
. . ' ' 

which was originally not intended to allow any such thing, 

indeed it was a by-product of a bill that aimed principally 

at getting ric;i of the bookief;l' runner." This is the same 

thing we are opposing here - I say that parentheticallyo 
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"The otheru i;lnd even more serious, cause £or worry is thato 
' ', '• ,•\, • C ', ' 

as the Horne Secretc3.ry has said, the.re.i,.s undou:btedly a 
0 close and grow~ng.connection,between gaming clubs and 

organized, crirneo 1 ':£'his has.be~n high+ighted by tpe discovery 

off the Sussex Shore of the bullet-.ridd,en, body of a gambler 

Ccilled Buggy, a n;ian openly described in the .newspapers as 

a collector of protection money from gambling clubs and 

presurriptilvely a victim of some Chicago style g,ang war in 

England. Mr o Jenkins has, therefore, indifated that a new 1 

bill may be introduced in the next session of Parliament 

to try to rectify this alarming state of affairso" And 

then they go.on to discuss what type of control they should 

. have, further controls that they should ~ut on thei,r 

organizec::l. casino garribling, which is legali~ed. 

Great Britain is obviously~aving a lot of trouble. 

I am sure that you gentlemen all remember the scandals in 

the Bahamas in the 1960 1 s arising out of casino gambling., 

It as well documented in issues of the Saturday Evening Post 0 

the issues of Time and News Week and the Wall Street 

Journalo I. can give you reference,s to all of these magazines 0 

if you so. desire.. Tl}ey had very, very serious difficulties 

when they got into the business of, legalized casino 

gambling., 

There is gn:~at danger even, I think, . that this 

type of gambling will attract all sorts of hustlers, con 

menu pimps, proptitutes, burglarso Tp.ese people follow 

this type o~ operation. 

Now to talk about putting a casino gambling 

\ enterprise.in Atl~ntic City or.any other. place in New Jersey 

is entirely different from talking about putting it in 

Las Vegas, which is isol.ated .in the deser:t,, whi,ch is only 

accessibl.e O for: the most part, - it 1 $ a long way from the 

vast majority of ci:t;,izens ano. most., of the people go there 

by air except those that they bus. in from California to 

play the slots e And we say we don It want .that type of 

operation anyway .. It 0 $ different from Porto Rico where 

there is 0 incidentally, a limit on the gamblingu on the 
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amountthat,can be bet; it's·different from the Island of· 

the Bahamas. where they' can stribtly 'control it:.·.. To plunk 

a gambling casino or·ma.ny of them·down in the middle 6£ an· 

· urban-suburban corriinunity, like New jersey is, . is a.n entire
1
ly 

different proposition~. How can you keep'tlie little people. 

from gambling and destr~ying themselves? How is it possible 

in Atlantic City? 

The literature that is pas·sed out by the groups 

that are supporting this type of legislation. talks about 

they want a high type individual·there .. One .of the answers 

to the quest.ion; How would the· casino ·work? - and this is 

called A Primer on Casino Gambiing·put out·by the Tourist 

Development.Council of'Atlanti9 City, Convention-Hallo· They 

say that the Atlantic'city casino operation would stress 

sophisticated entertainment in an elegant setting with an 

enforced code of dress and hours of pla.y limited to the 

evening. 

·. What does that do for us? Does·that tell us that 
I 

we are not· going to let· the wa·ge earner gamble in Atlantic 

·City?· 'Does it tell ·us that we keep him out.? Does it tell 

the people who are on welfare in Atlantic City that they 

can't gambie in the casinos? 

We're close, gentlemen, to a huge population 

center, New York, Philadelph1a· and all of our surrounding 

communities, Wilmington, Delaware, and all of· our citizens.· 

here in New Jersey, ·and these people will have ready access 

to Atlantic City., In one breath they tell us, we don°t want 

them to gambler in .the othe·r breath they use that type of 

a come-on to indicate we•re going to get huge revenues from 
. . 

this type of an operation~-

Every gambling resort that I have ever heard of 

or seen o~ had any connection with, that I have seen or 

visited, always has a learner's table for the crap table; 

t'hey have learr~er 0 ~ classes in r6ulette. Now i suppose the 

next proposition that's going 1'to be advanced is that we. 

teacJi---.roulette playing· or dice· throwing in our schools~ 
., .• 
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This is the way you attract itu .. this is a pie-in-the-,,,sky 

attitucle, this is the something-for.,,,nothing attitude that 

I say we just don°t need. in New Jersey •. We can control the 

lotterye Let's watch the off-:-"track betting experiment in 

New Yorke which is not.off .the ground. Let's see how that 

doesa Let 0 s see what.problems that creates for themo 

You know this gambling and this tax resources. 

from gambling is fast reaching a point of no returno 

Everybody is getting on the bandwagon. A case in point is 

the Atlantic City Race Track, gentlemen. They did a good 

jobo They 1 re a fine plant down there .. They got a lot of 

revenue and they made a lot of moneyo But.this year they're 

in saying they are not making any money. Why is that? 

Because of the competition from Delaware Parku because of 

the competition from Pn.iladelphia, Pennsylvaniac Everybody 

is getting into the act and we 1 re all competing and it 0 s a 

very precarious base on which to base our future needs for 

revenue,, 

The race tracks were in here this yearu in before 

the Racing Commission and in before this body asking for 

more racing days u for winter racing e they I re even studying 

night racing. The point is they 0 re not making out as well 

as they did because of the competition from other states · 

driving them into doing things that we thought they wouldn°t 

be doing beforeo 

We all know that there is a saturation point to 

gambling and I don°t think that we want to encourage any more 

of it at this timee I think we have enough problems. And 

I say that we ought to keep things the way they are in 

this connectiono 

Thank you. 

SENATOR SEARS: .Thank you, sir. 

Before we open it to the rest of the Committee, 

you 0ve been given some additional tools in the fight 

against organized crime and. crime of all sor-t;.s within the 

last couple of years. Ypu expressed some real.\:c:qncern here 
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about the ·results of this kind of operation in Atlantic 

City in terms of law enforcement's ability to cope with 

it and to keep it clean 0 · so to speako · Would you care to 

enlarge on that in terms of whether you would think you 

would need new tools or whether you think you would need 

more manpower and how successful you might be, assuming 

this were approved? 

MR .. KUGLER: Well, if history is any demonstration 

or any base 9 Senator Sears, I donut blll.itr.k we will be very 

successful in controlling the crime that would follow casino 

gambling.. I think we(Mould all find out later that we would 

have to repeal the a.ct O and we would be the sadder and the 

wiser for it., But I dcm 3 t know why we can °t learn from 

historye 

Yesterday the State -Police made raids on gambling 

activities in two areas of the State., In one area they 

arrested two police officers who were involved in the gambling 

activity& We recently indicted mayors 0 we have recently 

indicted other :pd,lici:e officers., Now we all knowu in spite 

of ;egalized ~prse r~cing, in spite of legalized lotterye 

that illegal gambling is going to exist in spite of the best 

law enforcement effort because gambling and the lure of the 

easy dollar is corrupting in itself, and it 8 s a very, very 

difficult thing to control., I think we can control what 

we 1 ve got but I have great doubt about whether we can 

control any more in the wide open type of gambling that 

casino gambling bri~gs to a state .. 

SENATOR SEA;RS: Assuming that casinos could be 

operated by the State, for the State, with all of the 

revenue to ,inure to the State - and I 8 m not so sure it 

could be 9 tmcidentally, but let 1 s assume,,hypotheticallyo 

that it could be, - would that have any influence on your 

judgment in terms of the,use per se and bringing it into 

the State? 

MR .. KUGLER: Assuming whati Senator? 

SENATOR SEARS: Assuming that it could be operated 
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and were to be operated by the State, hot bY private 

enterprisea would that have arty effect on your judgment 

in these areas? 

MRc KUGLER: It depends how big an operation it 

would be, Senator Searse I think that if we had one casino 

somewhere - I don 1 t know why we'd want one casino 0 it isnut 

_ going to help anybody, it isn ° t going to resurrect any 

hotels 0 it isn°t going to help the State of New Jersey 

revenuewise, but suppose we had one or two casinos, I 

think it us feasible that the State could operate such a 

thing., I don°t know whether it's desirable .. I don°t know 

whether as a State we want to get into the business of 

granting credit to gamblers,·of enticing them into New 

Jersey by airplane and giving them free hotels to gamble 

at our casinos,, 'I don't know whether we want to advertise 

to encourage our citizens to go to the gambling casinosv 

I don °t --know whether we, indeed 0 want to be ·a party to 

their losing their paychecks and·.their homes. I don nt 

know whether we want to get into thata I say no, but I 

think it could be done on a very limited scale. 

SENATOR SEARS: You spoke of the satellite type 

of operations that follow this kind of gambling and you 

talked about the attraction of pimps, prostitutesu burglarsu 

and other occupations, if you can call them that, - the 

fact that the State might be operating the use would not 

particularly affect thato would it? they would still cameo 

wouldn st they?' 

MR" KUGLER: -They certainly would., They always 

have in the past. They have everywhere that the state has 

conducted the gambling operations .. I can give you the 

historical documentations on thate 

SENATOR SEARS~· I have a 'feeling Sena tor 

McDermott may have a question or twoo -

MRc KUGLER: I sort of have that feeling tooo 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Wellu Senator Sears asked my 

usual questions that I presented this morning to witnesses 
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such as yourself e Gene~ral o·, 

General 1 . I mus.t compliment ,you, You certainly 

are a very devoted Attorney Generala You read the record 

of the previous hearings so that you came here well preparede 

And I compliment you 8 as I said., I suggest, however O that 

you read the record that occurred this morningo You couldn 1 t 

possibly have been hereQ There were some estimates on 

revenues by Mr., Glaser, or rather he gave a factual presenta

tion of revenues received in Nevada and I gave an extrapolation 

of them as applied to New Jersey 8 that I commend to your· 

readinge 

MRe KUGLER: I have Sidney Glaser 8 s statemento I 

have read ita I studied it last nightQ 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Righta And also., you mentioned 

that in England - you read.a 1967 articleo There was a 

gentleman here by the name of Victor Lownes and he operates 

the Playboy Enterprises throughout the world. He came here 

and. he gave us a very experienced type of presentation$ He 

did not share your feelings about crimes He did make mentionu 

though, about revenue .. I asked him the question: What does 

his casino produce a year in revenue paid to Englanda His 

casino, as he put it 0 has 25 tables .. He also mentioned in 

othet te~timony that private clubs are allowed only two 

slot machines each., So I presume that his club over there 

has two slot machineso So, with 25 tables and 2 slot 

machinese he makes enough money that he pays England each 

year the amazing sum, out of one casino, of $633,000 in 

taxesa I commena that to your reading,,·Generala 

MR.,.~UGLER: Does he take that £ran the touristse 

Senator, or does he take it from the citizens of Great 

Britain who could be spending it elsewhere? 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: He indicated that you have to 

be a member of these clubs in order to get in, so I would 

presume that probably the vast majority of people - it's 

only a presllmption on my part - are probably British, but 

I presume that other people go therea In facti there is 
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one stateme.nt. that he made that I am· sure you are going to 

be very interested in because of your remarks regarding 

are we going to prevent peop-1-e on welfare from gambling? 

are we going to prevent the middle:'_income __ people from 

gambling? He said that experience has shown that the 

lotteryusuch as .we have in New Jersey, is for.the low income 

groupsu and casino gambling is strictly for the upper income 

groups,, And he even made the observation that maybe we 1 re 

discriminating in New Jersey. We 1 re letting the little 

income guy throw his money away and we're not·taking money 

away from t_he upper income groupo I really commend it to 

youa I think it 1 s a very worthwhile presentation. 

There was a gentleman here this morning who 

differed on my proposal but only in one respect 0 that it was 

not extended to his community., That was Mayor Masciarella 

of Wildwood., And he concluded his remarks - and, by the 

way O he listened. all morning to people say that c.asino 

gambling can bring the wrong kind of element to any communityo 

but he wants it in Wildwood or he wouldn 1 t be here asking 

.for an arnendmento He made a statement that I would like you 

to express your opinion on. He said u .when all this is said 

and done 0 why don 1 t we leave it to the choice of the citizense 

How do you feel about the referendum? 

.MR.a KUGLER~ Senatore I 1 m glad you raised that 

point. I think the citizens should be able to vote on this 

type of.thing also,. if this body itself in deliberation 

with all of the facts has made up its mind that it would 

recommend it to the citizens a I think that I s the first 

stepc 

The second step is·that I think the citizens ought 

to know what they 0 re voting one I don 1 t think it should be 

promoted on the basis of projection of in come revenues on 

a Las Vegas type operation, as itis being done nowu and 

then in the next breath, in the pamphlets that we hand outu 

say that we don 1 t want a Las Vegas type of operatione If 

we want a nar:t:'ow type operation with one or two casinos in 
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Atlantic City, where the citi,zens ·are not allowec;l tp bet, 

as the-example that is used in the pamphlet, the Nassau, 

then that Os one. thing m We oug:trt:: to te 11 the citizens 

that Os what they a re voting on so they will know whether 

they want to have that type of_ gaml:lling and whether it 0 s 

worth the problems; whether·that 1 s what they want to vote 

on" 

If the other proposition is that yOu 8 re going 

to have casino type gambling and wideopen gambling,·sµch 

as exists in Las Vegas, then. they ought to be told that also .. 

I say this bill does not tell them that and the 

hearings to date don't tell the people that, so that they 

can have an intelligent votea 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Well, General, you' re familiar 

with the fact that our Constitili.tion can only be amended by 

the people in a popular v·ote, • and the Constitution so provides 

for its own amendment. All that this resolution does is, 

it asks the people if they wish.to have the Legislature make 

the necessary implementing legislation. If this resolution 

passes both houses with the necessary constitutional 

majority, three-fifths, it doesn't require the signature 

.of the Governoru it would then go on the ballot this 

Novembere The people, this November, would then say, yes, 

we want casin.o gambling, or, no .. Chances are, from the way 

public opinion has been going, it would pass .. Then it would 

come ba,_ck to this Legislciture, ·the group that you talked 

aboute the group that has the knowledge, the group that can 

study the problem, the group that qan get the expertise 

moreso than anybody on the street, and then this Legislature, 

or rather the next one, would.make all of the implementing 

laws, or the Legislature might decid.e that it is not going 

to implement the will of the people, and it doesn°t have to, 

it doesn't have to at all .. And·I give you, a perfect example 

of that.. In the year 194 7, when our Constitution was passed, 

we put an article in there to give public employees .the 

right to be represented by; unions, 1949·, · Article I, paragraph 
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19, and not until the year 1968 did we pass a law, known 

as PERC - Public Employment Relations Commission. Some 

21 years passed before th~ Legislature acted on it. 

I submit that that's all we're asking here, that we 

let the people vote on it and then the Legislature can take 

its due time and pass the kind of implementing legislation 

that will be proper and will be concerned with the interest 

of all in New Jersey. 
SENATOR SEARS: Do you understand the question, 

General? 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: It was really' a statement. 

MR. KUGLER: I understand the statement, Senator 

Sears, and I don I t agree with it. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: General, you opened up your 

testimony today with regard to an investigation by one 

of the State Police Sergeants? 

MR. KUGLER: Yes. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: And it had to do with a 

statement that was made at the first public hearing 

regarding rumors. 

This morning, former Commissioner Hyland made 

a statement as to rumors that he had heard. He stated 

for the record that over 18 months ago, as the rumor goes 

that he heard, in Chicago there was a meeting of high 

members of organized crime syndicates who at that time 

were meeting for the express purpose as to how they were 

going to implement casino gambling in Atlantic City. 

Has Commissicne r Hyland ever told you about these rumors? 

MR. KUGLER: Has Commissioner Hyland ever told 

me about them? 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Yes, Commissioner Hyland. 

MR. KUGLER: No, he has not. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: He has not? May I suggest, 

as was suggested in the previous hearing, that an 
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investigation be made just, as it ·was made. of the previous 

witness who proposed such a rumor?.'. 
MR. KUGLER: Investigat.ion .. of what, Senator? 

SENArroR McDERMOTT; . Of the rumors .that were the 

knowledge of Cornmissioner Hyland. Com~issioner Hyland 

stated flatly for the reco.rd that he had heard .. these rumors 

and I believe 0 at the time, he was on the SIC, and .I 

was wondering whether or. not he communicated ,them to you. 

You say Q no 0 for the record., · May- I. suggest that ""'.'-

MRo KUGLER: Well I was only Attorney General 

for a short time while he was Chairman .of .the SCI. He 

may have given the information to someone at the time, 

before I got here, but I will be.happy.to talk to him about 

ito yes,. 
SENATOR McDERMOTT: I would appreciate that. Thank 

you. 

MR. KUGLER: Do you want me to report back to 

you, Senator? 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: To the. entire Committee •. 

MR. KUGLER: . Thank you. 

SENATOR SEARS: I was just going to say, General, 

that perhaps Commissioner Hyland's remarks, if they are 

to be understood in their complete contekt, should be, as I 

asked before, transcribed and delivered-to you so that 

you could have the benefit of not ohly what he said but 

the qualifications that were.stated and the context·of how 

he said it. So that, if you wc:uld'do that, we will ask 

the stenographer to supply that to you and, following 

that, if you would confer with former• Commissioner Hyland, 

we would appreciate it. 

MR. KUGLER: I would· be very h'appy to. db so, 

Senator. 
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SENATOR SEARS: Do any other Cornmitteei:nembers 

have,any questions?.· 

SENATOR WHITE:·· General, I ask this question, I . 

believe, every time· we have a public hearing, at least the· 

times I've been here., In your opinion. -,. and. if ·you can 

answer the question - do you believe that,if this resolution 

were ·. to be approved and adopted by the people and. implemented 

by the Legislature, the next .logical step would be off-track 

betting?. 

MRo KUGLER: . I believe that it may come eventually,, 

It depends on how long you waito I think if-you wait a 

matter of two or three years, you will .probably do away 

with all legalized gambling because I think it will be a 

disaster. 

SENATOR WHITE: However, if within a year or sd 

after this were to be adopted, if it were to be .adopted, 

wourd you have any opinion as to whether or not this 

couldn 1 t quite naturally lead to off..;.track betting in New 

Jersey? 
\ ' 

MR. KUGLER:• Certainly., Gambling stimulates the 

desire for other gambling. There is alway~ a large number 

of people in any community who will not do something 

simply because it 0 s illegal -believe that or not 1 it 1 s true .. 

There is also another large group of citizens in any state 

or community that will not .engage in an •activity because 

it's inconvenient to·do SO,; If you make it both legal and 

conven;Lent, then you are going to draw from. that group 

of_people who would otherwise-not gambleo The more .gambling 

you haven the more .desire there· is to have more gambling. 

And. I think that would be anaturar trend; just like the 

people in charge of-the .state gambling in Las Vegas are 

recommending now legalized prostitution. And, according 

to.the UPI report, that 8 s based on the fact that they think 

it will do away with rape, burglary, venereal disease, I 

believe the statment is~ 

Now, I don 1 t,know. · One thing seems to lead to 
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another, historically. 

SENATOR WHITE: Would you have any opinion as 

to whether, were this proposal to be adopted by the voters 

and implemented, loansharking, in particular, would become 

quite rampant throughout ~he State? 

MR. KUGLER: Well, I think that Colonel Kelly 

can give you the benefit of his experience in that regard

better than I can, and also, concerning his visit t9 Las 

Vegas and the other areas that he knows about. I really 

would not be qualified to answer that question. 

SENATOR WHITE~ Thank you. 

SENATOR SEARS: General, just one opinion, if I 

might e.licit from you. If we were to take the figures 

that Senator McDermott accurately quoted from Mr. Lownes 

this morning, with regard to the operation of his Playboy 

Club in England, wherein he stated $600,000 a year from 

that one casino went to the government by way of taxes -

if we had a hundred such casinos here in New Jersey we 

would get $60 million a year as a result, if we are to 

use these figures, and I know of no others to use. Would 

you find that attra.ctive from the standpoint of the revenue 

structure of the State? 

MR. KUGLER: I certainly would not, Senatore 

Assuming that Atlantic City used a Las Vegas type operation 

or a Britain type operation and made $100 million a year or 

$200 million a year, the only way they could do it would be 

by huge numbers of people corning in there from this highly 

urbanized area within 200 miles. Now, the first thing that 

would happen, if they got a lot of revenue, is that 

Philadelphia would put one in and then New York would put 

one in and then Delaware would put one in and theh we would 

be vying with each other for each other's citizens to gamble. 

I think it's just a pie-in~the-sky type of t~ing and I donDt 

think i t. 0 s any sound way on which to base our future revenue 

needs. 

SENATOJl SEARS: Gentlemen, any other questions? 
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SENATOR WOODCOCK: General, you indicated that 

even if it did generate $60 million a year you would not 

be in favor of casino operation - I believe you used the 

word '"Nevada 11 operation" Now, do you conceive of any 

operation of casino gambling that would generate $60 million 

that you would be in favor of? 

MRs KUGLER: There 0 s none that I know of. I, of 

course, would be happy to go to England if Senator McDermott 

would consent, if I wouldn°t step on his toes, in fact, I 1 d 

go with him and we could come back and report to the august 

group on what we find out. 

I don 1 t know whether these areas of Britain, to be 

very frank with you, are honky-tonk in their atmosphereo I 

don°t know. And I don't know what their revenues are but 

I suggest that we look into them very, very carefullyo They 

are very deceiving, these statistics that are being thrown 

around in this testimonyo 

This man that appeared before you from the Bunny 

Club, I might suggest to you, had an axe to grind. He had 

a stake. He's what I 0 m sure Senator McDermott knows about 

as a very able lawyer - he 8 s a witness that has an interest., 

And he would like to put a gaming casino here in our nice 

State, I'm sure, and he's going to paint a picture just as 

nice as he can paint it. I don°t know whether these figures 

are accurate. If we could find some type of very narrow 

casino operation where everybody attends in tuxedos and they 8re 

all rich, s? that.they donDt get hurt when they lose their 

money, a~d it doesnut attract hangers-on and con men and 

riff-raff and burglars and that type of thing, and we could 

get $60 million a year in revenues, I would be, I think, for 

thato Ind like to try it but I donut think there is such a 

thing., 

SENATOR WOODCOCK~ General, assuming for a moment 

that the Legi"sla.ture in its wisdom were to decide to submit 
' 

this question to the voters for their approval, do you think 

that it would be proper to limit .the places where the casinos 
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could' operate - in ·other words, as this one 'is drawn - to 

Atlantic City- or one locat'i.on,·. o; 'do 'you 'thirik that it would 

be better to have several loCations, or.do you have an 

opinion'with respect to that? 

MR. KUGLER: From what type of standpoint do you 

mean? Do you mean from a constitutional standpoint or a 

revenue standpoint? 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: Noo From a law enforcement 

standpoint, from a policy standpoint, do you think, if 

we decided that we should have it, we·· should have it 

limited to one location, several locations, unlimited? 

MR. KUGLER: Well, of C(:'Urse, it's a little 

unfairo All of these people that appeared-here, the 

Newark Assemblyman, I believe, and these people from Asbury 

Park, the.people from Wildwood, are having very serious 

fiscal problems, as is Atlantic City. There's no question 

about that. And I think it's a lit.tie unfair just to limit 

it to Atlantic City, my'own op'inion is, ff we're going to 

do this type of.operation. But, of course, the more you 

spread it out, the harder it is to control it. That has 

to follbw hecessarily. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: Then if we were to have an 

operation at Great Gorge, where the Bunny Club is going, 

and we had one in Atlantic City and Wildwood and Spring Lake, 

from a law enforcement standpoint it would be more difficult. 

Is that correct? 

MR. KUGLER: oh, I think there's no question about 

that, yes o 

SENA TOR WOODCOCK: . And would that c ircums tan ce 

also act as a more fertile breeding ground for organized 

crime than if you severely .limited the locations? or,. wouldn 1 t 

it make any difference? 
. . . 

MR. KUGLER: r·couldn't address myself to that. 

I think that would be just guessing. I'm not as much con

cerned about organiz·ed. cr1.rne ~ ··. to be very frank with you, 

Senator, as I am the impact on our o~- c"itizens. I think 
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that 0 s the thing we have to address ourselves to. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: And, lastly, there has been 

testimony before this Committee, on other occasions and 

today, with respect to organized crime 1 s interest in the 

casino operation here in New Jersey. The people fran 

Atlantic City apparently feel that organized crime is trying 

to keep it out; Commissioner Hyland indicated that they 0 re 

trying to bring it in; and I was just wondering whether or 

not you have any information in your office that would 

indicate that there is anything but speculation and rumor 

with respect to organized crime's activity in this areao 

MR. KUGLER: I have nothing but rumor, at the 

present time; nothing but speculation that I wouldn't even 

bore the Committee with at this point. I only suggest to 

you t~at, as past history has demonstrated, the criminal 

element, whether you call it organized crime or whatever you 

call it, does not care or worry itself one bit over whether 

an activity is legel or illegal. If they think they can 

make a lot of money from it - and that 0 s what you can make' 

from gambling - they 0 re going to try to move in. And this 

is what has been demonstrated in the past@ Whether it means 

buying politicians, buying police officers, corrupting the 

State 0 that makes no difference. If they have to do it 

illegally 0 they 0 11 do it illegallyo That has been our 

history and we ought to learn from it. I don 1 t know whether 

they 0 re trying to move in here or not~ I can°t tell you that. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: I have no further questions. 

SE:NATOR SEARS: Any other questions of Senator 

.. Kugleru gentlemen? (No questionsQ) 

We thank you very much, sir, for coming and giving 

us the benefit of your views. 

Our next witness will be Colonel David Kelly, 

Superintendent of State Police. 

SENATOR WHITE: Mr. Chairman 0 before Colonel Kelly 

begins, through you may I ask one question of Senator 

McDermott? 
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SENATOR SEARS: . Certainly. 

SENATOR WHITE: Senator, you indicated that, even 

if this is approved by the Legislature arid goes on the 

ballot and is approved by the people, the Legislature then 

would not have to implement it if it didn't want to. rs· 
that the statement that you made? 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: That's possible. They don't 

have to~ When you amend the Constitution or you have a 

constitutional remedy, some of them are not self-implementing, 

they require legislative approval. And you and I have been 

in this Legislature eight years and you know that there are 

many areas that we haven't legislated in. 

SENATOR WHITE: Even after a referendum, statewide? 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Referendum, statewide,, merely 

amends an existing constitutions And even the Constitution 

itselfo if that 1 s the same sort of situation, is a mandate 

for us to do all of this ·1egislating but we don 1 t always 

do it. 

SENATOR WHITE: But, as a matter of practical 

government, don°t you think that once the voters of the 

State of New Jersey would give, if they would give it, 

sanction and thereby approve the constitutional amendment 

that the Legislature would be duty bound to go ahead and 

implement that proposal? 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: That's absolutely the case. 

I feel that the Legislature is duty bound to implement 

all of the provisions of the Constitution, whether they were 

put in originally or by amendment. And I submit to you, it 

took us one full year to implement the lotteryo 

SENATOR WHITE: Well, yes •. Of course, that had a 

lot of bugs in it, I think, and a lot of problems to be 

resolved before they could implement it. But wouldn 1 t you 

agree, Senatore - and here again, I do not mean to put you 

on the spot - that if the voters were to approve this that 

the Legislature would be practically duty bound to implement 

what the voters said they wanted? 
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SENATOR McDERMOTT~ I think that's absolutely the 

caseo I think they would,be., As tollo~ they would do it 0 

would be o as Genercl-1 Ku,gler .said O - it would be left up to 

their wisdomo up to their study .of the problems o up to 

further hearings 9 such as this here, on how they would 

implement it 0 how it would actua},ly operate .. That would be 

the legislative function .. MorE;,!OVere Senator Whiteu there 

is a further safeguardu and that safeguard is Governor 

Cahill, who sits ;in the front office.. And Governor Cahill 

is not going to sign any piece of legislation without making 

absolutely certain that it 0 s in the favor of the people of 
' the State of .. New Jersey.. He would call in Attorney General 

Kugler; he would call in Colonel Kelly, if we were able to 

pass a bill a year or so from now and all of us were still 

hereo and he would ask them their opiniona And I am certain, 

from Governor Cahill 9 s record 0 that if he had any concern 

at all about a deleterious impact on the State of New Jerseyo 

its image and its people, he would veto that billo 

SENATOR WHITE: Thank youo 

SENAT.OR SEARS:. I guess~ Colonel Kelly o with that 

conclusion that. if the people pass it and we don° t implement 

it, we 0 re in trouble, you can go ahead. 

D A V .I D B.. K E .L L Y~ Thank you very mucho Senator a 

First let me start off by saying, I reflect and I 

concur in what the Attorney General has said .. We 0 re in 

complete accord 0 we 0 ve discussed this and I concur with wat 

the Attorney General said .. 

We 0 re. kicking_figures around, whether they be 

accurate or .inaccurate 0 and one of the figures that we kick 

around is that the high amounts of money estimated and the 

net profits taken in by illegal sources, - we estimate that 

between $7 million and $8 million a year are the net profitse 

Whether this be a fair evaluation or estimate, this we feel 

is u this .is as close as we can come to it. 

SENATOR SEARS: May we understand, Colonel Kelly? 

You said $7 .million to $.8 million? 
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COL .. KELLY: Illegal. 

SENATOR SEARS: In New Jerseys 

COLo KELLY: No~ Throughout the country. 

SENATOR SEARS: Throughout the country? 

COLo KELLY: Right. 

But the ma.in source of this income, I 1 d like to 

state is from numbers play and bookmaking and shylocking e, 

SENATOR SEARS: So that I may understand, did 

you say seven to eight billion or seven to eight million? 

COL. KELLY: Billion. 

SENATOR SEARS: Oh, all righte 

COLo KELLY: So whatever we do, whatever impact 

we have on casino gaming, if we legalize it in the State of 
' New Jersey, I do not feel that organized crime will be hurt 

one bit because we are not striking in the areas that they 1 re 

affluent ino 

The General has stated these things and I, againu 

repeatu I am in complete accord with what he said. 

Today I would like to talk about - and I'm not an 

authority on legalized gambling, rum probably more of an 

authority on illegal gamblings But through our knowledge 

of organized crime in the New Jersey area 0 the New York 

area, and generally throughout the country, we have gathered 

information through cooperation and consideration and 

personal association and, assistance over the years with 

other law enforcement agencies, we have come up with some 

questions with regard to gaminge And I will have to assume -

and when we drew up this little document that I have here, 

I am assuming that, if gaming is permitted in this State 

and legalized; you, the Legislators, and the people, would 

want first freedom from organized crime influence, you would 

want honest gambling that would not cheat the public, and 

you would want a minimum of increased collateral law 
I 

enforcement problems - shylocking, narcotics, prostitution, 

blackmailo burglary, robbery, extortion, and, I might add, 

breaking and entering. I would also have to assume that the 
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primary objective of legalized gaming in Atlantic City is 

to provide the State with substantial additional monies 

as a tax reliefo I have heard 0 again, between $200 million 

and $500 million mentioned as possible return to the State 

from this proposed gaining legislation0 

If this assumption is proper, I envision millions 

of gaming people in Atlantic Cityo The State of Nevada= and 

I was in Nevada, for the record 

SEN .• . McDERMO'lil):': So we heard & 

COL~ KELLY: The State of Nevada had twenty-two 

million visitors in the year 1970, with a total of $3903 

million collected from all sources by the Nevada Gaming 

Commissiono This included revenue from slot machines. 

How many? 34,243; 1,677 casino gaming tables; 134 poker 

tables; and $6,041 0 000 from casino entertainment taxo 

That is from the Nevada Gaming Commission Report that I 

think you all have. 

If we continue with the assumption that legalized 

casino gambling in Atlantic City would generate over $200 

million per year, which is at least five times the Nevada 

revenue, we would have to have five times the amount of 

annual visitors to the State or 110 million people, 170,000 

slot machines 0 9,000 gaming tables 0 and collect $30 million 

a year in casino entertainment taxo 

If we assume that the higher revenue figure would 

be more accurate 0 then all of the other figures naturally 

would be proportionate~ 

I mention these figures only to illustrate the vast 

scope of an operation of this type and to raise questions of 

ownership and control, which I am primarily concerned with@ 

The first possibility is private ownership, as is 

the system in Nevada 0 Porto Rico and the Bahamaso 

The second possibil,ity is state ownership. 

With private ownership 8 the problems of keeping 

organized crime and criminal elements out of legalized gamingo 

operated by private or corporate ownershipo are many and 
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varied and complexa And even if,they are kept out, if the 

gaming operation is financially successful, the operators 

would exercise then what you, all know is economic influence 

affecting government, affecting officials.and affecting 

people. 

These are the questions and some.of the things 

and most of the things I'm talking about were developed 

while I was in Nevada and talking with the Nevada people. 

And primarily, the people I spoke with were in the 

enforcement field and in the gaming controlo 

Let me suggest so~e of the problems that can result 

if an element, primarily organized crime and the other 

criminal elements became involved in private ownership. 

The General spoke of skimming, and this occurs at 

every level of operation .. Skimming is simply stealinge 

The two bad effects of skimming are: one, if it is takeri .·off 

the top it reduces the state tax revenue; two, it changes 

gambling profits to black money and can be used to finance 

illegal enterprises such as narcotics, and it can be used 

also to corrupt officials., They can use it to change dirty 

money into clean moneye They can operate games in a dis

honest way and defraud the publice And if it 1 s dishonest, 

and we talked to some of the pit bosses, it 0 s dishonest 

because the operators want it dishonesto They can use the 

mark.et or the casino as a marketplace for organized crime 

enterpriseso They can use their legal enterprises through 

illegal money as a market for service indus.tries, such as 

controlling the linens, the_provisions, the food, the , 

liquors and laboro They can use credit. And credit is 

probably ,one of the biggest problems that they 5 ve incurred 

and a situation that is now quite the concern of the Nevada 

industryo They skim through credit. 

To give you an example, you know and I know, I 

don °t believe any of us are. that fortunate that we can go to 

Las Vegas or anywhere else with $50,000 in our pockets, and 

no one goes with $50,000 or $100,000 or $40,000. They go 
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on .credit~ And your .credi.t rating is established prior to. 

your going thereo There is a card on practically everyone 

who went on a junket~ We lqoked at the files - we didn 1 t 

look at the files but we saw the fi.:le system - .and they are 

voluminous with the thousands. and thousands of people that 

go there on credit, on junketso 

What happens is that an individu.al could conceivably 

lose $50,,000 or $100 8 000 by check 9 . go back to wher.ever 'he came 

from and then renege on the check$ There is.no way of col

lecting thiso Gaming debts are not collectible0 But what it 

has done, it has deprived the state of a tax ori $100,000 or 

$50,000 ... 

They have told us that now the operator of the 

industry will meet the man who owes the money and in turn 

collect portions or part of it® They gain in two ways., 

First, it's off the top, they do not have to pay tax on it; 

and, second, they get the money under the table. 

Another way and another method is by blackmail 
i . 

becauseo if you 0 re on credit, as a reputable citizen you 

may lose money and . may not want anyone to know about it, 

but the blackmail that follows you, if you don'.t pay may 

embarrass you or your familye 

We were told of situations where they infiltrate 

the legitimate businesseso A man who owned a bakery lost 

$150u000o He, in t.urn 0 lost his bakery which now became 

operated by th~ operators of casinos 9 probablyo 

One of the things that we must be aware of are· 

the junkets, be they by airplane or be they by bus. 

Now the Attorney General has talked a.little bit 

about bringing in people by bus@ In the northern .section 

of Nevada, in the lake regions, the bus traffic is quite 

heavy o thousands of. buses in t.he course of a day, and these 

are junkets, advertised, $7a50, $6.50 with.an inducement. 

The inducement would be a meal, travel free, plus they will 

give you a dollar to match the dqllar that you will play in 

the casino. This is an inducement for the poor people. 
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One of the sec'ond inducE3ments that :t noticed wasu Cash your 

check here and get a free spih. This 'is the inducement .. 

The people that coine"dn the buses are generally· 

middle income or' pcior people~ and generally their play is 

the slot machine, and there are enough slot machines, as I 

told you before. 

NJw, I'm not proposing any solutions to these 

situations but what I am trying to do is ask the same 

questions that were asked of us when we were there. The 

first question asked Was; What standards are you going to 

set in your state through licensing and' post-licensing 

controls? Are we prepared to accept persons with criminal 

records to work in the casinos? How far are we·prepared to 

go to investigate financing of casinos, to keep mob money 

out? Can we deny a license on source of financing? That 

is in the private ownership. 

Let's go to the corporate ownership and the question 

they asked: Should we permit publidly: traded corporations 

to own gambling casinos'?' Naturally there is much pressure 

to permit this because it provides a broader base of financings 

The problems, as you understand, in stock interests 

require investigating and licensinga One of the things, how 

do you determine who in fact owns the stock? Is it another 

corporation? Is it a pyramid of corporations] Are there 

foreign corporations where bank and secrecy laws prevent the 

determination of true ownerships? Are there personal 

nominees? How do you follow changes in public ownership 

of stock? How do you fix corporate responsibility within 

a publicly traded corporation?· These things, I would assume, 

could be worked out with the proper legislation and the 

proper rules .. 

With regard to the post-licensing, the police 

problem at the ownership level, how do you audit a system 

where there is no product and·no inventory, only loose cash? 

There are no invoices, no chec~s, no ~redit cards, just 

money, and there is no way of accountinge 
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How,are services.and supply·companies .controlled? 

How many li.censes will any single owner be permitted to 

have? What kind of a monopoly situation is to be permitted? 

When the monopoly situations enter into it and 

we·permito or when they permit one single owner.to operate 

sevenu eight or nine ca.sines O they felt that. an economic 

power was corrnnitted, the state was affecteg by an economic 

squeezeo 

.The next. question is: Will persons or corporations 

having licens'2!s in other.countries or foreign countries·be• 

permitted to be licensed inNew.J:ersey? . They do not permit 

you to be licensed outside of the state., 

What.happens if the owner of.a share of a publicly 

owned corporation gets convicted of a crime.of moral turpitude 

in a. foreign out-of-state jurisdiction? 

These are the questions that were askedo that they 

p9sed that we should look·into. 

Now, let 1 s talk about state ownershipG They were 

very specific in this regard that they ran into problems 

early in the 1930 1 s and in 1931 when the gaming law was 

enactedQ They were very specific in stating that a 

bureaucra:cy was cre.ated when they permitted the municipality, 

the county and the state to have control~ And this is why 

they came out with the .State Gaming Commiss iono It is not 

on a county option or a county basis e nor cm a municipal 

basis, it is state controlled. 

One of the.things we 0 re· asking, if .it's state 

ownership, is the state prepared to build casinos? Is the 

state prepared to take. care of those people. who are going 

to come in and possibly, after losing money, stay? What 

will our relief.rolls be in these particular areas? Is 

the state going to compete for. the high roller business?· 

If they are, are they willing to provide free transportation, 

compLimentary rooms and mealsu and are they going to compete 
. . 

with Nevada where in numerous counties prostitution is legal? 

Are we going to make, or is the state going to make decisions 
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on extension of credit. As I said before, the high rollers 

do not carry large sums of money in cash on their person. 

Is the state capable and willing to get the file credit and 

is the state going to collect money·on the credit system? 

Is the state willing to accept employees with criminal 

records? We must·acquire.people with expertise to run this 

gambling operationo 

It is noted that people without experience in 

casino management have gone broke in casino operations. I 

think that a lot of you:. people have read about this and if 

you do not have the expertise you 1 re going to loseo Do 

we have this expertise in the state? Are we willing to 

train them, run schools:for them? We would have to train 

casino managers, credit managers, shift bosses, pit bosses, 

dealers, security men. Can we train them? Are we willing 

to train. them? This is a state problem. 

One of .. the things that was quoted to us was that 

a~ of June 30, 1970, the 34,243 licensed slot machines 

in the State of Nevada produced a gross revenue of $180,500,000. 

That was one-third oft.he gross receipts of all licensingo 

So what I am saying to you is, if we 1 re looking for the 

high roller, we're going to.have to get an awful lot because 

one-third of that $30 million or $39 million that was turned 

over to the State of Nevada came from slot machines, and 

slot machines are not considered in the class with high 

rollers, I upderstand. 

Continuing, is the state prepared to sponsor 

bus trips from surrounding urban areas with inducements to 

attract low income players? If we are, we haveto get more 

slot machines. 

Nevada expects - and this came from a gaming 

operator - a $35 .. 00 loss per person on a bus junket. 

Welfare checks and pension checks are cashedo 

These are the questions tha:t you gentlemen will 

probably have to answer if this comes into being .. 

If we're talking about and pursuing some of the 
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State's problems with regard.to operation, - if ~e do this, 
, • I • ' • . • 

are we willing_to trade character and reduce expertise so 

that the customer can be :Petter able to cheat the houses? 

I would like to tell you this, that. cheating is 

in all levels, with the dealer, . with the _qpera~or, with 

the owner. Employees can steer _other c:r;-iminals to potential 

customers. Picture a State,.employee in this.position._ And 

the potential customers cquld be pros:t;.itutes, burglars, 

blackmailers, and other people of ill reputeo 

Is the _State willing_to provide comp privileges; 

Comp privileges are tho_se complime,ntary - as you all ~ow, 
' . . . 

and none of you, I assume, haye had this experience, but 
,· 

it does result in a legal laxity in enforcement because 
: ' , . . . -- : . 

what it does do is corrupt and demean security officers and 

also legai officers. 

Loansharks. The loansharks that we are talking 

about prey on the employee who ':Jambles with a possible 

compromise to the emplo}'ee 1 s co~fidential sou_rce. It has 

been to;a to us and has been repeated by Jol:m Scarne that 

40% of the employees lose gambling money a.:t the _casino 

where they are employed. 

A_ few more problems that we are- going to have to 

take into consideration, be it 9n a state owned level or 

be it on the corporate level or a private level: Is the 

State prepared to screen prosp~cttve casino employees and, 

if so, to what lev~l of employment? 

You must prepare yourselves to give us the 

effective screening process - fingerprints, .work cards., 

Every employee in every casino in Las Vegas is fingerprinted 
. . ' 

and a card, a· work card, is_ provided. 

Is the State prepared to provide a summary 

license revocation procedure as a law enforcement technique 

and on-the-spot ejection or revpcation of wbrk privilege? 

I don't know the legal aspects of thisa 

Can_a legal casinb license be revoked on the 

grounds of dishonesty of the empl9yment or manag:e,mE;!nt? 
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The same thing affects our present ABC laws. 

The big thing is the sufficient number of.state 

inspectors to monitor the cash flow .. This seems to be 

the big.problem .. 

Nevada operates on a spot check. I don't think 

the State, whether it be operated by state or private, 

could afford this•. type of operation. You must be prepared 

to have auditors, checkers, security people and governmental 

employees to check. 

It has been mentioned that conceivably this 

operation in New Jersey would be on a part-time basis, as 

opposed to a 24 hour basis .. The hours of operation would 
1hormally be in the night and include the late night and 

early morning hours. With this thought in mind, it br:ings 

about restructuring of police situations, problems, 

reorganizations, restructuring of police patrols, police 

shifts,. and I think one of the big problems would be how 

do we keep control after the closing hours, four o'clock 

or three o'clock .. We have tools, we have weapons, but do 

we have enough people? 

Assuming that a man lost a great deal of money 

and it 0 s four 0 1 clock, would he stop gambling? Assuming 

that the operation lost a great deal cf money at four 

0 1 clock, would they stop operation? 

These are the things that we must consider .. 

Would we now be in an illegal operation that may over

shadow the legal operat,ion? 

Additionally, an increased problem with pickpockets, 

strongarm men, robbers, prostitutes, muggers, panhandlers, 

drunks, suicides, credit card violations, thieves and users 

of stolen cars, hustlers who set up illegal games when the 

casino is closed, confidence men, hotel room burglars, 

loansharks, bad check passers 0 all of these things can be 

anticipatedo 

The State of New Jersey and the Legislature gave 

usu three years ago,. the uniform crime reporting system in 

the State .. This probably is one of the better tools that 
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has been given to us a We ,do have .documentation on crimeo 

We do have documentation on results of.crime. In Nevada 

there is no centralization, it's by county.and it 1 s by 

municipality o . 

We went to the State Prison and we found that 

55% of the inmates _of State Prison are out-of-staters o 

One of the problems that is .anticipated is the 

unionization of dealers and people on the floor levelo 

Where will the loyalty be? to .the owner? to the union? 

This was a question that was raised~ I am not .that fluent 

nor am I prepared to even visualize such a thingo 

We all said, and the Attorney General said, and 

we know that gambling in casinos has a history of attracting 

notorious organized crime figures. Gambling ;has a tendency, 

specifically casino gambling to draw cheats, both the pros 

and the amatuers, and the pro dic.e mechanic who spent his 

life learning the trade to cheat. And I'll say this,some 

of the situations that they portrayed to us were, not only 

is the organization conceivably cheating but the people 

that are playing are cheating, the customers. We have to 

be aware of the customersp should we make this a problem 

of the State, to see that there is no cheating on the part 

of the customer. 

I haven 1 t the answers to these questions. Maybe 

I will have to try to gEt some of the answers to these 

questions, if this is passedo But one of the problems that 

was pointed out to us 0 or one of the situations that they 

developed for us was = we asked them what their big problem 

in crime was and they said bookmaking. Bookmaking is legal 

in the shops 0 you can legally make book, but it 1 s the off

premises bookmaking, the telephone calls. This is where we · 
I 

are making our big dent in the State of New JersE!y& 

.As you know, in the last year or two we have 

made great inroads into bookmaking, in shylocking, but 

they haven 1 t~ It 1 s telephone calls from this State or any 

other state into a hotel room or to an individual in Las 
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Vegas who, in turn, will convey it,, 

These are the problems, gentlemen. I don't have 

any ready solutions for these problems. But.let me give you 

a few more local problems. Let I s talk ab out the traffic 

flow that will be generated by the increase in visitors that 

will affect persons in surrounding communities. It will 

affect their ability to get to work, to get home, find 

parkinga And you will find that the regular shore visitor 

is going to be impeded frorrt getting to and using our shores. 

I can envision, if this be the case, the traffic 

flows, the additional road construction. If we make the 

amount of money that's anticipated, this can be done, I 

would assume. 

I can tell you that the people in the surrounding 

communities can expect a rising crime problem, and I have 

mentio~ed the police before. And these are in the street 

crimes, the narcotics, prostitution. 

It has been estimated that if this proposal is 

effected, the Atlantic City Police Department would have to 

double, the State P6lice investigativ~ force would have to 

doubleu and I am assuming that the surrounding or adjacent 

municipalities, their enforcement or their problems would 

increase, and this is their estimate that it would doublee 

I am talking again from the enforcement viewpoint. 

There are many psychological factors that we deal in that 

are ours because they do affect society. But I think, from 

what I 1 ve just said to you, that I am riot going to get into 

the philosophy of it but I do repeat that I feel that casino 

gaming at this time is not within the wishes of mine. I 

think that if we have to go anywhere, we should give the 

lottery a chance and find out the results. 

And to make an observation, we 0 ve had a feeler 

out through our sources to ask what impact the lottery had 

on gaming and otherlbtteries and we find ·none. What we 

feel we 1 ve done and what they feel has been done is that 

we 1 ve just created some more new gamblers. And I don 1 t 
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know whether. we want to. create.anymore new gamblers in 

the State o:f:. New Jersey or not. 

Gentlemen, I am going to close by saying that 

in our organization we are raiding at the rate of two 

raids a day~ We are putting garriblers • ~n jail,. we are 

putting people in jail.. I think that you have given us 

the laws, you have given us the tools, you have given us 

many things that we need@ We don't need anything elseo 

What we do need is time., time to work on the people that 

are violating the laws. 

I think, and I will repeat what the General 

said, we can control a gaming house but we can°t control a 

hundred and ten million people that would cqme into this 

State, and the volume would come in if that 1 s the anticipated 

revenue" 

Thank you very much. 

SENATOR SEARS: Colonel Kelly, did I understand you 

to say that in Nevada, which legalizes most forms of gambling 

including, as I understand it, off-track betting, they con

sider illegal bookmaking to be their number one problem? 

COL. KELLY: Yes o This is their problem. .I asked 

them about prostitution and it 0 s not a problem. I asked 

them about lotteries, it isn 1 t a problem. Their problem 

with organized crime would be in the bookmaking. 

SENATOR SEARS: You suggested, in discussing possible 

state operation, a number of .questions that we should ask 

ourselves@ I gathered, from the way you posed those questions, 

many of which I think were probably rhetorical, that your 

opinion probably is that state operation is not practical 

or feasible. Would you care to comment on that? 

COL,. KELLY: Senator, again I am going to say 

what the Attorney Gen,eral saido We can operate a house 

but we can°t take care of the numbers of people, volumes of 

people that would come into this state to draw the :necessary 

revenue for the ~tate. Yes,. we can have a Paradise operation u 

we can control that type of thing. We can do that. But if 
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we 1 re talking about dollars in Volumes of thousands of 

millions of dollars, we 1 re talking about more people. We 

can do it if you can give us thousands of people too to 

control ite 

SENATOR SEARS: Gentlemen, any other questions? 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Yes. Colonel Kelly, you 

mentioned·the fact that bookmaking is a problem here in New 

Jersey but you 1 ve been working on it with the tools that 

were given to you by the 1968 session of the Legislature .. 

What kind of income group people play numbers in New Jersey? 

COL. KELLY: What kind of income? 

SENATOR McDERMorT: Yes .. I mean, poor people 0 

low income people, people on welfare, all of them? 

COL .. KELLY: O.KG You can start from the low 

income people, you can start with the pensioners, and go 

all the way up to the degree that you care to go. And 

· it all depends on the section of the State that you 0 re in, 

as to how it affects. 

In Nevada they don 1 t have this type because they 

haven°t been subjected to this type of operation. But in 

some of our northern counties, as opposed to some of our 

southern counties it flourishes more .. It all depends on 

the geographic location .. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT:' You also mentioned - from 

your sources, I 1 m talking about your informants within 

organized crime areas - that your opinion is that the 

lottery is creating a whole new class of gamblers. Isn 1 t 

that right? 

COLe KELLY: This is true. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Well, aren °t some of these 

new gamblers ·in the same class 0£ people as the people who 

play numbers? You talk about people on welfare, poor 

people as well as rich people? 

COL. KELLY: Sure .. 

SENATOR McDER.MOTT: Do you think we should repeal 

the lottery? 
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COL., KELLY; ' No...-.,,, No, ' I don 1. t. ' I think it good 

because a lottery operation is entirely dif fere.nt than , 

casino operation, even ,than slot, machines c- How, many tickets 

c.an you buy? , two; three, feur ,_, __ ,five? This- is· what we·• re 

talking about, the ex:penditures of-$2 .. 00 or $3000, possibly 

they can afford .this. If, they can I t afford it, it I s not 

going to hurt them that much. But you put a man at a slot 

machine ·or -a·lady at a slot machine, where they provide 

chairs for you to sit down and pull with both hands; if 

you so desire, I think there is quite a differencec 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Colonel,' you made mention 

of the fact that one of the problems out there was the 

fact that tne Nevada State Inspectors only make spot checkso 

That 0 s frightens the life out.of me. 

COL .. KELLY: I can only report to you,what they 

said to me. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Did they indicate to you if 

this was .a loss of, revenue to the State of Nevada, as a 

consequence? 

COL. KELLY: They didn 1 t indicate•it to me,. ·no. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: . Well, would you .. think that . 

there was . a_ -los_s of revenue to the State because they only 

have spot checks? 

COL. KELLY: Let me say, I don 1 t think that the 

owners of the operation are that clean. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: What I'm really asking you, 

is the State losing revenue because of its poor system of 

spot checks? 

COLo KELLY: I don't know. I would- not care to 

comment on the functions of the State. · 

SENATOR McD.ERMOTT: , Now back to New .Jersey. 

Colonel, is. there a high incidence of .c.rime at 

our New Jersey race tracks? 

COL. KELLY: High incidence.of-crime? You mean 

crime committed on the track or at. the track? 

SEN.l\TOR McDERMOTI':· Or in:_connection· t.herewith. 
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Is there a crime problem associated with our New Jersey race 

tracks'? 

COLo KELLY: We have each year arrested, not only 

for ourselves but for Internal Revenue, the,FBI, all of the 

governmental agencies' and other municipalities, hundreds 

of people each year that frequent the tracks~ This is where 

they go., 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Are the tracks privately 

operated? 

COL. KELLY: Yes. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Do you think we qught to go 

to State operation of tracks? 

COL~ KELLY: I can only handle one thing at a 

time, Senator. You gave me this one. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: You 1 re in good form today, 

Colonel9 

Well6 do you think we ought to get rid of race 

tracks because there is crime associated with them? 

COLo KELLY: I don't think it's crime at the trctck, 

I think it's people that go to the tracks. And that's 

what I_ 1 m talking about~, .I think we can control that 

because it's localized, we have four tracks and they're 

operated during the daylight hours, and we can control thatG 

But I think that the policemen - and we know that the 

chiefs of police in the neighboring towns surrounding these 

tracks have problems, more problems during the racing season 

than they·do in the off-seasono 

·SENATOR McDERMOTT: But they still haven't shut 

down the race tracks., 

COL •. KELLY: Obviously a 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Right., Don't you think that 

same sort of ~easoning would ctpply to casino gambling? 

COL., KELLY: No., 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: You don't think so. 

COL. KELLY: No. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Colonel, earlier I asked 
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General Kugler about whether or not Commissioner Hyland 

had reported to him. th.e rumor that he expressed to us 

this morning, that some 18 month9 ago ne heard rumors that 

in Chicago there was a meeting of members of organized 

crime syndicates plotting w~ys as to how they were going 

to operate in Atlantic .. Citya Had Commissioner Hyland ever 

transmitted this information to. ypu? 

COL., KELLY: Not .to me personally. but it may have 

been transmitted - let me explain something to you about 

rumors and abot:1t false information. If we had to trace 

down all of the rumors and.all of the false information 
_, ~ -

that concerned a.11 of the people that we hear about, we 

would be quite c.oncerned about what our people were doing., 

We have to sieve, evaluate. Whether Mr. Hyland told us or ... 

not, the point is I don 1 t think that the organized crime 

people a.re sitt4,ng on their hands. and not thinking about 

Ne.w Jersey or New York or Florida or an,y:place else., It 

has been proposed in Florida; it was defeated in Floridao 

And I .. would .assume, just assume, - I haven 1 t any information -

that organized crime was looking pretty close at that too., 

So, whether he did say it or whether it was repeated -

again 0 I repeat, rumorsu he may have heard that rumor. 

Th~re are rnany thousands of rllmors. When he was in that 

jobu we talked many times, he had many thousands of rumors 

and I guess you would know thiso 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Right. I just felt that 

when the Commissioner felt strongly enough about that rumor 

that :he repeated it this morning before this Committee that 

he probably transmitted it to somebody in officialdomo 

·. Tha.nk you, Colonel. 

COLo. KELLY: Thank you 0 Senatore 

SENATOR SEARS: hl.y other questions e gentlemen? 

Thank you very much, Colonel Kelly. 

COL •. KELLY: Thank youo 

SENATOR SEARS: Is Mro Ernest Alden still here? 

(No response) 
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SENATOR SEARS: Mrs e Hawkins; e 

Mrso Hawkins, you've been here all day and I am 

sure you know our procedure~ 

MRS. HAWKINS: Yes. 

SENATOR SEARS: Without desiring to limit in any 

way the witnesses that havE! yet to come, if you do put in 

a written statement, of course, it will be made a p:i.rt of 

the record. If you would care to summarize that statement, 

we would be glad to have you do that, but, of course, you 

are free to read the entire staternent, if you wish. 

MR S~ A R T HUR HA WK I N S: Well, it 1 s not 
~-

long and I think I will read ito I had planned to quote 

figures of a study that was made in 1964 and I will just 

quote some of them because you have had so many figures 

and things today. 

very 

My name is Mrs. Arthur Hawkins. I am a Legislative 

Consultant to the New Jersey Council of Churches Office of 

Government Concerns, 176 W. State Street, Trenton, New Jersey6 _ 

SCR 74 proposes a constitutional amendment to 

authorize the conduct and operating of gambling games in 

:Atlantic City. 

First let me spell out the position of our off~ce 

on the question. The New Jersey Council of Churches is a 

denominational organization.and, therefore, we have a 

diversified membershipo We have members who believe that 

gambling is a matter of individual conscience; we also have 

members who believe that gambling is a violation of the 

Christian ethics because it is a waste of money earned by 

the sweat of one's brow and should be used toward the 

benefit of Gme's family or for the poor or other distressed 

persons of which there are always many~ They consider that 

any other use is immoral as long as there are people in want 

in the world, therefore we consider this a moral question. 

In this statement we are talking about state permission for 

public garnbling establishrnents, not the enjoyment of small 

wagers on private games in the company of friendse 
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At a conf~rence on this subject:. in 19640. we 

covered every aspect of the problem of. legalized gamblingo 

From th~ point of view of the New .England Citizens Crime 

Commissiono Interstate Gambling Unit of the Department of 

Justice having to do with organized crime 0 a medical doctor 

and psycholog'ist, a Circuit Court Judge 0 all felt that 

gambling was not in the best interest of the Stat.ea. The 

crux of the question was that there would not be any need 

for legalized public gambling unless there was a lack. of 

public money and all other means to raise it had been 

exhaustedo So let us look at legalized public gambling as. 

a source of revenue for the states 

The most highly publicized legalized gambling in 

the United States is in the State of Nevada~ and I realize 

you have all heard a great .deal about this todayB But this 

was a very profound study made by Professor Ruben Zubrowo 

Professor of Economics at th.e University of Colorado. 

He presented a paper of considerable length, about that 

length (indicating) that compared the incomes of comparable 

states of the Union with that of Nevadao At that time, the 

increase in costs of state government had risen to several 

times higher than it was during the period immediately after 

World War.IIo All states searched for new means of revenue 

to pay for necessary serviceso They hoped to be able to 

find means to increase their income without having to impose 

new taxes o A.ccording to Zubrow O s figures, gambling a with its 

consequent need for more s·ecurity force's and constant vig

ila,rice ,., amounted to 19% of the income of the State of 

Nevada - See my testimony 0 Department of Christian Social 

Relationse Episcopal Diocese of Newark, in 1966 on 

Resolution SCR 7o I am going to give you all of thisa You 

can get it from the State Library but it 1 s far better to 

have it handed to youu I thinka This, of courseu was with 

the whole State of Nevada.· figures included. The proposal 

here would permit the addition of gambling games only in 

Atlantic City and on the Boarqwalta Ther~ is already a 

Game of Chance Commission in the StateQ Should this 
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referendum pass the electorate to change the. Constitution, 

it would in essence mean that the whole State of New Jersey 

would be open to legalized public gambling .. Not only of 

games of chance but of all kinds because of the change in 

the Constitution. 

What we have to face here is, would we like to 

have New Jersey be like the State of Nevada? I have not 

been all over the State of Nevada, but I have been to two 

places there, Reno and Ie,,s Vegas. To my mfnd a strip like 

Las Vegas is to be avoided at all costso The proliferation 

of gambling houses in Reno is depressing, so are the rows of 

men and women working the slot machines, 25¢, 50¢ and $1.00, 

silver dollars" 

We all have had moments of desperation ih our lives, 

when money was not forthcoming when we needed it. For the 

poor such moments come more often and more desperately. The 

temptation to take the milk money or the rent money 0 always 

with the intention to gain rather than to lose is to many 

people irresistible. This is the great temptation of 

legalized public gambling. 

Nobody really knows how many compulsive gamblers 

there are. Six million is one estimate - is an estimated 

number, I should say, not an estimate in that sense. One 

of the reason for this is that we have not had the 

opportunity to find out because we have not had legalized 

gambling. They have in England and the increase in the 

number of people gambling has tripled~ With legalized 

gambling many more people would be exposed to the compulsion 

to win back money lost or to make a killingo It is easy 

to argue that more people are exposed to alcoholic drinks 

than they were during prohibition and therefore more have 

become alcoholics. This may be true, but in that case 

widespread violation of the law and the increase in 

organized crime, plus the bad quality of bootleg liquor 

and corruption all conspired to bring about repeal" In 

this case legalized gambling would have an opposite effect. 
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It would increase publ_i_?, cor~':lption and play o_n :two 

psychol()gical weaknesses· of· the public,. and would encourage . ,: 

?rganized crime as such permission has encouraged it in. 

the Carribean. Even in Nevada there are suspicions that 
• ·- ' • • • • • ; > ,: 

the proprietors of gambling ho~ses take t_he cream off the 

take before reporting, it to the State.. How7ver, th_ey 

can u'f. prove· this a There is much temptation for the 

professionals· to move in and take over, as hc;1.ppened in 
~ . ·•· . ' 

Maryland, which fina_ll_y reP,ealed its gambling law., 

ltfuat happened_in Maryland w~s that at first local 

gas station. owners, lunch cotJ.nters, etc .. had a few slot 

machines to be played on their premises. It added 
. ' . 

additional revenue an_d gave the state a small revenue from 

the income.. Then t:.he professionals moved_ ino One after 

another the gas station at the crossroads was not o_wned 
. " 

by ~oe Cart~r who had been there. for years,_ or his father 

before him, but a man from Detroit,· a member of the mob._ 

Joe sold out because he didn 1 t want trouble·, it wasn °t 

worth troubleo It took Maryland five years to_repeal the 

State law because the mob had gotten to some important 

people.. The mob, incidentally, was from Detroit after 

that city had made it hard for.them to thriv~ there after 

the 1police scandleo We would not like to see this happen 

in New Jersey, even in one town in New Jersey., 

. The argument t3:sua_lly is that why should we let 

all of that money t;fO_over to Philadelphia, Puerto ~ico or 
. . . . : ' . 

New Y::>rk.. Besides· most of the p eopl,e in Atlantic City are , 

people from out of stat€: who pay their taxes elsewhere so 

it w~mld be a gold mine and wouldn't hur~ anyone. The 
. ' .· ,. . -· 

other argument_is that why should we.let all that money go 

to organized crime. The answer is that the games_ run.by 

organized crime are now illegal and can be stopped when 

discovered. The, owners can be fined, put in . j.ail, .or 
. . ·. . . '. . . : 

whatever.. If we made it iegal. _, as long as the.re .was no 

open crime, the games could go_o7:1, could be owned by the mob .. 
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There is always a' very fine line between what to 

control and what not to control.· Most activities that have 

an element of danger or harm to the individual have 

controls of some sort, be it a license, a test to pass, an 

outside accounting, by-laws and the extreme controls of 

prohibitiono One has to count the cost of extra police, 

the possibility of corruption, the high juvenile delinquency 

rate - Nevada had the highest in the country in 1964 -

and the change in neighborhoods where gambling is allowed. 

NeVada had a difficult time attractirig b~sinesses and 

factories because neither the principals or the employees 

wanted to rear children in the climate that gambling casinos 

brought with them. So the money brought by legalized gambling 

may not be worth the problems it can bring with it. We 

believe it would be a mistake to change the Constitution of 

the State of New Jersey, considered one of the best in the 

country and certainly one of the most modern, 1947a 

There was an outcry of anger in New Jersey when 

we were accused of being a haven for organized crime a few 

weeks·agoa Does anyone seriously believe that organized 

crime would stop whatever illegal games they have now if 

gambling were legalized in Atlantic Cityo More likely they 

would have a place in.Atlantic City where-it had all been 

made easy for them. 

Aid to the cities will have to count and should 

count in such a way that it does not corrupt them furthero 
' . 

Certainly legalized gambling in Atlantic City would not help 

the. reputation of the State, would not help the State to 

solve the problem of the citieso This resolution would 
.' ; ' . 

not only permit Atlantic City to have legalized gambling, 

but sooner or later other cities would ask to have it too .. 

Why should Atlantic City be the only one? Can the 

Constitution be changed to favor just one city? 

State revenue can be raised by better meanso The 

State can call a tax convention with both political ·parties, 

and interested persons. They could decide what New Jersey 
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neE;;!dS - in. the-. way . of:-. :;revenue,. ;could then, moderniz·e. our tax · 

structureo -from a land basedohe·t.o a more equitable 

structure, fairer to. all· and. with. no. dama.g~ to either party .. 

We :tiave-wat,ehed each Governor have to budget each year the 

increasing costs o,f administration and gov·ernment services o 

institutions and.inflation with.an increasing population., 

We believe that sucn a convention wou-ld be a re.sponsib le act 

on the part of this Legislature. to solve. -the hard fis-cal 

needs of the State o. - Furthermore, we will do_ all in our 

power- to help the people.of the State to,t;1nde-rstand that 

sucn a convention should be. held •. 

We deplore the attempt- to void a f)rovision of the. 

Constitu:t-ion of New Jersey that was put there to protect the 

people of New.Jersey. A referendum on this Constitutional 

Amendmen~ might pass simply because the consequences of 

this resolution will.at first only affect the people in 

Atlantic City .. We.do :not consie;ier this_ a resolution.that 

only affects, Atlantic City. A constitutional amendment·· 

affects the whole State of-New Jerseye It.cannot be. 

disguised .. Camden was.affected by the State referendum to 

.allow a race track .in that cityo. Camden voted against the 
\ 

referendumu the rest ·of the State ·voted for the referendum .. 

The Camden citizens had a race.track even if. they didn't 

want oneo Now its citizens. have to cope with higher welfare 

costs 0 delayed bill.collection shortly after the race track 

opens each season, as wel.l as high traffic cos.ts .. 

This _resolution wi:j..l · af_fect the entire State of 

New Jersey and we would hope that _it would be the considered 

judgment;. .of the CoIQmitte_e that .i,.ts e:f;fects would be bad for 

Atlantic City and New Jersey .. We hope _that: the Committee 

will have the wisdom to protect its citizens from this kind 

of exploitation. In the Principality of Monaco, the citizens 

are prohibited from entering the g.ambling casino. except as 

employees.. If gambling. were beneficial-, one _would think that 

ther_e would, be no .ne:ed for this prohibitiQn., "' \ . ' . 

We oppose_ thi-;s. re_s·olution an.d .asko with all due 



respect, :for the attempt to solve a problem that we believe 

can be solved by far better and less destructive means~ 

Thank you for your attention. 

I would al~o like to put in here the figures on 

Nevada that Professor Zubrow had gotten together. This was, 

of course, 1964 figures, which is six or seven years ago, 

but he did it by percentageo And I would like to add this 

to the quotes on other Nevada figurese 

First, Nevada is not a one-tax statea On the 

state level, gambling taxes provided less than one-fifth of 

the total state tax collection and only 13% of the total 

state revenues. This is for the whole state .. 

Grants and subsidies received from the Federal 

Government account for 27% of Nevada 1 s total general 

revenues, or more than twice as much as its gambling revenues. 

Moreover, if we consider taxes alone, abstracting the 

Federal grants and other non-tax revenues, we would find 

that Nevada actually relies more on general sales and excise 

taxes than on gambling taxes. For example, the fiscal year 

of 1964, Nevada's general sales tax alone accounted for 

34% of its total tax collection, and it's excises on tobacco 

and liquor and gasoline and insurance accounted for 28%. 

In contrast, gambling taxes accounted for only 

19% of the totals Nevada does. not use either income or 

inheritance taxation and the detail of State tax collections 

for the fiscal year 1964 was as follows: General sales 

taxes - Iall give the percentages because the figures would 

be obsolete now - ..:. General sales·taxes percent distribution, 

34.4; excises, tobacco, liquor, gasoline, insurance, 28.4r 

gambling taxes and licenses, 19 .. 0; licenses, motor and other, 

14~01 property and all other taxes, 4.,2; total, 100% 

distribution., 

With regard to the effects of Nevada '-s allegedly 

favorable tax climate on business location and the ability 

of the State to attract.new industry, 'it may be noted that 

the number of manufacturing establishments in Nevada, 
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according to the u .. Sc Census of manufacturers was exactly 

the sa:rne·in 1904 and 19540 In other words~ after a half 

century of a favorable tax climate bas~d on taxation of 

legalized gambling 0 Nevada ha.snot been able to attract 

any basic new industry into its state 0 notwithstanding 

th~ widely held belief that state taxes significantly 

affect business"location and decision making$ 

Of cou·rse 8 it· then goes into the close proximity 

of California. And'then it also goes into details which 

you have heard today;, already 0 about the Nevada State 

gambling taxes mainly are in the form of gross winnings 

taxes e graduated rates from 3 to 5 a 5%. There are about 

a thousand licensees but only sane 2% of these 0 about 20 

casinos, account for approximately 70% of the gambling 

revenues and taxeso These might be characterized as large 

supermarket' casinos o. 

Then there was another aspect of this on the 

local government revenues the revenues are obtained from 

licensing fees imposed by counties and cities and in 

recent years has averaged about· $4 million annually, or 

about 16% of the total local taxes 0 but only 7% of the 

total local government's revenueso 

Net result, when one compares Nevada 0 s tax 

structure with that which characterizes the nation as a 

whole, the following picture emerges; One 0 on the State 

levelu Nevada 0 s sales and excise taxes are relatively 

about the same as the national average 0 but its gambling 

taxes, which are about 13% of its total revenues O may be 

thought of ·as a substitute for the income tax which 

averages about 13% in other state tax structures. 

Two, on the local level, Nevada 1 s ratio of total 

taxes to total revenues, 55%, is a.bout the same as the 

national averagea However, it 0 s local gambling tax takeu 

which comprises about 7% of the total. local revenue, is 

roughly equivalent to the amount by.which its property 

taxes are below the national level, eoga, property taxes 

repr~sent 39% of the total local revenues in Nevadau about 
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48% for the nation as a . .whole. 

In conclusion, it appears that notwithstanding 

Nevada's unique history, resoU+ces, climate and geog!aphic 

proximity to California, gambling taxation by itself has 

not been able to ~olve all of the state's fiscal difficulties; 

instead, Nevada also has to rely on a broad base sales tax 

which includes food, extensive non-gambling excises, and 

property taxes, to meet its financial obligations on both 

a state and local level. With regard to the rest of the 

nation, it should be patently clear that if. athe legalized 

gambling tax take were to double or even triple, amount to 

$1 billion, it still would only represent the very minor 

source of additional reven4e relative to the magnitude of 

the fiscal needs of the. state and local juris.dictions, 

which it must finance, _and ever-expanding volume of public 

services in an increasingly urbanized and economically 

affluent society. 

I would like to read a few more statistics -

SENATOR SEARS: Mrsp Hawkins, may I interrupt just 

a moment. I really have a problem because we have ten 

more witnesses registeredo That is a record of a hearing, 

is it not? 

MRSe HAWKINS: Yeso 

SENATOR SEARS: Could we not save some time by 

separating that by reference? 

MRS o HAWKINS: . Yes. I will;, 

Three things, Nevada has the highest crime rate 

in the country, at least it did in 1964& Reno and Las Vegas 

have police forces three times that of other communities 

their size,, Las Vegas suicide rate is the highest in the 

world, 3Ool per 100,000, as opposed to a national average 

of 1~9o Prositution in Las Vegas is second only to gambling 

in income .. Nevada's juvenile delinquency rate is twice 

the national average, 

. So, 2·1ere is my testimony and thank you for 

listeningo 
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· ·SENATOR. SEARS: : Thank you. 

: · Senator Mc.Dermott, do ycfo:'have a -ques·tioh? 

SEN~TOR McD.ERMOTT;: .. Yes ... · Mrs .. Hawkins has your 

Council previously opposed .other ameridrrtents· to· the';_: -

Constitution regarding gambling 1 ·-:3uch as· lottery:~ race 

tracks, bingo? 

MR.Se HAWKINS: - Yes.·· 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: You oppos•ed them totally? 

MRS .. -HAWKINS:. Lottery; yes e 

· SENATOR McDERMOTT: What about race tracks? 

MR$e _HA,WKJ:NS: · ,-Yes., usually. 

-_SENATOR McDERMOTT: In other words, -- your· opposition 

is not based on.casino gambling, itus against gambling 

its elf •. 

MRS~ _HAWKINS: It I s against any kind 0f gambling 

for the simple reason - except for; youknowu a card game 

at home 0 - a bridge game, or. something like ·that, but public 

gambling, no, -we do not like public gambling. 

SENATOR McDERMOTT:· Does your Council·. also take 

the pos.ition that we should repeal· existing- forms of public 

gambling? 

, MRS., HAWKINS: I think eventually·- you will. I 

mean, I think you will have to try it.. ,I think sometimes 

_ people have to do things to find out that they don °t want 

them, just as they did in Maryland., ButI do believe that 

of these. things, the. casino gambling. is,' I' think_, one of 

the most tempting, for the same. reasons that Mr. Miller 

said this morning. He said·, all -right, how>many lottery 

tickets can you, .. buy,._ but you. can lose your whole shirt in 

a casino .. 

S~ATOR Mcl;>ERMOTT: Thank -you .. 

SENA'l;'QR SEARS: Thank you v-e,ry much, Mrs. Hawkins .. 

Are. Mrs. )-Iospodor and Mrs o Ammond both here? 

Are either of -them here? ·- Rose ·Marie .Hospodor and Aline 

Ammonci? (Nq response). 

,Beryl Kutri~b .. 
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BE RY L K U T R I E B: . Mr.·· Chairman and 

members of the Senate Judiciary Committee, I am Mrs. 

Beryl Kutrieb, Legislation Director of the Women's 

Christian Temperance Union of New Jersey, which has local 

groups throughout the State. I reside in Hamilton Township 

in Mercer County New Jersey. 

For many years gambling was a violation of our laws 

and offenders were prosecuted .. However, the State has legal

ized many exceptions to that basic law and now is considering 

casino gambling as a further means of taxation. But we 

believe that the lawmakers should exercise their power to 

encourage economy in government and to raise revenue through 

honest taxation .. Must we continue to encourage people to 

spend vast sums of money on gambling which could be much 

better spent for improving .their family lives? Must we 

take advantage of the weaknesses of our people? Legalization 

of gambling in any form starts more people in the habit of 

gamblinge Gambling does have a demoralizing effect upon 

people in that it encourages them to try to get something 

for nothing or much for little, with the end result that 

most of the people get nothing for something. Gambling can 

destroy personality and moral strength. It does weaken 

character,, The gambler places his confidence in luck or 

chance. He becomes eager to get rich without labor. Men 

and women find themselves fiendishly addicted to gambling:, 

as can be verified by the existence of organizations such 

as Gamblers Anonymous". Gambling sub~titutes. private gain 

for public service and it subverts respect for law and 

order. Basing financial structure on the weaknesses of 

the people is surely not profitable .. 

Gambling stiffles ·business and industry and at 

the same time serves no community need. Gambling with its 

artificial risks does not house 0 feed, nor finance any 

enterprise that adds to our gross national products It 

adds no new wealth and performs no useful service. The 

money gambled is actually taken from the goods and services 
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produced by our residents.. Because of gQbl1n5-., vast WI!ounts of mona:v 

,1nfnvo1·ubla a tmosphe~"e f,..r plant looe tions because 3runbl :1ng 6.t. i..r•c ctio:ne 
,. 

creat,e a great dEwl of a.baentee1.sm a.-nd uni'avorable ecc.n::.md.,1 ri:l."i.;1.,w.t:lona 

for management and employees~ nevada, for &xampl0 i- he.d axa<:;tly the 

BB.me :number of manufo.ctur'-ns estsbl1shments ov<.;r ;1 fLn.y yanr porlod .. 

.Perhaps it is tinie for our law ma.1-:ers to d,~tenrdrrn1 how the 

continued increaae in publ:l.c s.saiet.ance h&.a been ef::'ected. by ou:t· 

ext,ena1on of ga1T~bling.. Many families are left dest3.tut.e by gambling 

loaseir, .. 

Some may contend that some gambling is recreation.. Hcwc-rrer,. 

it ia quite another matter to legalize something that has the potant.;.U·"l 

to bankrupt the fe.mily,) It bas been este.bl:lshed the.t if iiho gaI!Jbler 

plays long enough~ be can't win and t.he operator oan't lose .. Me:r·t1er 

County .. elfare · Direct.or Haymond Dougherty baa recently et,a.ted that 

one m.rt. of every thirt.een people in New J er2.ay w:i.ll. be on the ffelf.c-~::·e 

rolla th.ls yev.r·~ It certainly is t.1ma tht.t, taha state tscl-':e some 

pos1 ti ve action to properly a.nd truly ha1p the poor by r.emcvi11g :forml 

of gambling that. contr11."Ute to povert:l rather than :).ddine: n:~,.,, for-ma 

of Jambling.. Gambl1113 is d1ocr1m1natory be~ause it taxes t:ne poo1·, 

those lea at able to pay, and those acldioted t.o gamblin3.. 'I'hus 

gam·olirJg paradoxically serves to weal~en the economy- of the jtnt.e by 

ei.multaneously burden1J16 that segment of society which the .. 3tn te 

should seek. to assist t,be moat. The dtate, 1f 1 t contir .. uas to le.;a11ze 

gambling, increases the gap between the r1cb !And t.he poor .. 

New Jersey bas rece1vea. so muoh au.verse publ1c1t.y t,ho:t. charges 

the existence ot oorruption and implies that some public ottic;1ala 
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have been asaoo1at,ed with or1m1nal element.a 1n our aooiet.y.. The ~>tate 

as well as the United Jtatee Attorney ~ve already bro1_-tght some 

Violat,ors "to Just1oe., Certainly there ia still more to be done~. we 

must never forget what, the late Robert :Kennedy st:'dcl when he was 

Attorney General, "American people, throu5h go.mbll:ng ........ are putting 

up the money for the cor:r"Uption of public offlclals,1 '' 

New .Englandta famed Citizens' Crime Gomm,.ssion found. t,ha.t., 

0 1.egalized gambling car.mot be oontrolled. •. '' It e,lwr:.ys gi vos way to 

illegal operations~ Furthermor,e.:. legallzed gambling does not, deorease 

illegs.l betting; it enooure.gea 1th once a gambling ha.bit :la developed, 

a bookie :ls oft.en much nearer than the caaino .. To legalize gambling 

1a to increase gambling an.d to foster more ari:i,e.. Any advarrt.age 

from gambling is ~Dre than offset by the great expenae to control 

the add1 t1onal crime a.nd c~imi11als and the welfare payments.. Thea a 

additional expenses mua1t. be paid through even higher taxes'} Former 

Senator Alexander ~dley of ~~1aoons1n said, ''Every dollar raised from 

(legalized gambling) means five dollars spent in highQr police costa 3 

higher court costs, higher penitentiary costs and higher relief costs.d 

United states Circuit Court Judge and 1,,ormer .vet.roit Cit.y· Ma.yor~ 

George ,i!;dward ae.1d, t'Rather tli..an getting rid of crime by legalizing 

gambling, you put organized crime in cha1~e 1n a.n ever big0er way•" 

Let's not multiply our problems by encouraging a new fo.rm of ge.mbling 

1.n Ne\·1 Jersey. To legalize more gambling is to take a step closer to 

the complete bankruptcy of our already f'loundering city economies and 

to add to the grow1rig woes of our :Jta.t.e and Nation. 

~~e are eduoo:t1ng and encouraging more a.nd more people to 

gamble. It almost seems that. our law makers want. to gamble on gambling 

as 'the wa7 to solve our Jtate' s economic woes. There are always more 
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. . . ~-

losers than w1nnera in gambling and if we follow thla dangerous; .. 1 .. lak.y- __ · 

course we may be pushed 1nttc, eoooom1-c ohQoe. aa lmv.a many oth9r nat.1ona 

tha.t have followed t.h1a path~ 

The responsibility of gover·nment is to provide for the general 

well be1tg of- thE!! people~ our Cons ti tut.j.ona1 heritage under (lod has . . . . . ' ' ' 

provided that all men should ba free~· -This :i.nclud:es t'reecloni .from ·r.he 

t.yrcanny of b,iins po~ae$sed br their 1pdulgences tor which the state 

has a publio respone.ibility... It New· Jersey 1.s to rise. above its 
( 

present economic and social problems; it our State 1s to ba a credit 
.: ' i . 

to our Nation and a commendable exzimple for her o1ater stateu, then 

1 t.s lea.tiers muut refrain from o.pr,rovins that which cm1 b® a p}r-<iblem 
. ' . . . / . 

tor many. The eeoriomic future of this state l~tEJS in the spending and 

saving habits of its people~ You~ our ele~ted leaders, are entrusted 

with-the reapons1b1l1ty of exemplifying to our citizens, through 

sound legislation, the-wise usa.:;e and investment of our resources~ 

To further embrace gambling 1r.1 to reJress from progress and 

enl1ghtenment..o More gambl1fl8. will serve to. divert, people from the 

great.er issues iuid values o·t lite which must be vigilantly observed 

it the greatness.of this state is to.be prese~ed$ We must encourage 

our people to SAVE and not to gamble; .tp .l:lve by I:NDU~l'RY .and not by 

luckc 

Gentlemen of the· Committee, upon Your ~boulders .lies the 

future of this :.,~ate. ,,e re£,pecttully urge you ·to defeat SCH 74 

and any other reao1u·t1on or hill that would. turther axtmtd legalized 

gambling in New Jersey. Thu'llt· you. 
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JOHN 

SENATOR SEARS: · Thank you· ·very much o. 

Any questioos, gentlemen? (No questions) 

Thank you for your views. 

Mrw Crowell will be.nexte 

B., CR O W'E LL: I am John B. Crowell, 

President, the Ne.w Jersey Christian Conference on Legislation, 

and a Trustee of the Lord's Day Alliance of New Jersey. 

I have put in your hands my statement. I am not 

going to read it all. I will mention two c,r three items in. 

it which I would like to emphasize. (Statement~ See p.151) 

On page 1, Assemblyman Ralph Caputo, as you know, 

has introduced ACR 2004, which would extend the privilege 

of casino gambling, plus the legalization of betting parlors, 

to the City of Newarko And you have. heard enough today to 

know that the tendency is to involve many other cities in 

addition to Atlantic Cityi 

Then, in a report in the New York Times which made 

quite a study of gambling in Nevada, not many years ago, 

are these quotes: "Some of this money went from Las Vegas 
. . 

by couriers to men in Flor1.da and New Jersey." ,. ,. .. 11 The .· 

recipienfs are professional criminals, leaders of criminal 

organizations~ u;; .. 11 It is fed o.irectly · into criminal activities. 

It may buy heroin or bribe a public official, or hire a 

killer .. 11 

Then, we've heard a g1reat deal from former Attorney 

Frederick B. Lacey and he has shown the criminal elements 

have purchased police and judges, business men and union 

leaders, all over New Jersey, and has declared, 11 We are in 

danger of being taken over. i, With the additional sums that 

vyide-open gambling.would pour into.the hands of the crime 

syndicate its pow:er to buy its way into control of the 

State would be enhanced~ And I would remind you that back 
I 

in the 1890's the gamblers controlled the New Jersey Legis-

lature. Let not this happen again, please, Senators. 

I have also said quite a bit about the cheating 

that goes on, but you've heard a lot about that today. I 
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will skip its And then I. want to conclude by pointing out, 

on page 4 0 this: 

''For the State to put its stamp of approval on 

gambling dens would be another.step in the modern erosion of 

ethical standardsG It cares not whether a person is urged 

to waste his time and money seeking something for nothing u 

and is debased or destroyed in the process. It says, in 

effect, that any tax can be justified so long as it helps to 

fill the coffers of the State, that the end is revenue and 

that the means are relatively unimportante Whatever produces 

more revenue is all right. But such an approach is all 

wrongo We obviously need laws to protect us from ourselves. 

It would be most unfortunate if, in the name of liberty, 

unlimited license were to be given to commercialized gamblingo 

He who would prey upon my purse or my person surely must be 

restrained; the professional gambler does both.'" 

So the New Jersey Christ~an Conference on Legislation 

and the Lord 1 s Day Alliance of New Jersey respectfully urge 

you to hold in Committee SCR 74. 

SENATOR SEARS: Thank you, sir. 

Any questions? (No questions) 

All right, we appreciate having the benefit of 

your views and those of your organization~ 

The next name that I have, in the order in which 

they registered 8 is M. Curtis Younh, President of the Chamber 

of Commerce of Atlantic Cityo 

M. CURTIS YOUN H: Thank you. My name is M. 

Curtis Younh. I appear before you today wearing two hats. 

First, I am President of the Greater Chamber of Commerce. 

As such; I am concerned with the welfare and economy of the 

people in our County. Secondly; I am President of the 

Allegheny Commuter Airline op~rating between Philadelphia 

and Atlantic City Bader Field, the nation's first airport., 

I also hold the operati6ns franchise in modern Atlantic 

City Jetport at Pamona, l~cated 13 miles from the Boardwalko 

The Atlantic City Municipal Terminal is.now operated in 
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conjunction with the FAA installation known as NAFC, :or 

the National Aviation Facility Center. I think you will 

agree that the combination of these two airports gives 

Atlantic City some of the finest air facilities in the 

worlda The Municipal Airport is capable of handling all 

modern jet aircraft O including the new 74 7, and there 

isn ° t another airport in New Jersey that can handle the 

747a 

This, coupled with the new passenger buildings 

made available, made t.ravel to Atlant.ic City a real 

pleasure.. Bader Field 0 .with its unmatched proximity to 

the. center of the City, allows executives u ~maller aircraft 

to land within five blocks of th.e beach, the hotel complexes, 

the Atlantic City Convention Hall ... 

In addition, the airport facilities, the Atlantic 

City Expressway, the Garden State Parkway, and other major 

roads are more than adequate to handle the millions of 

anticipated guests entering our Cify, should we be permitted 

to have casino gaming as it is proposedo 

In addition to those arriving by air and auto

mobile, there is an excellent express bus service from 

Philadelphia, .New York and Washington. This, plus the 

proposed extension of the Lindenwold High Speed Rapid 

Transit Line, offers rail service to our City and will bring 

untold millions of visitors from out of State whose 

spending at casinos, entertainment, will offer very sub

stantial income to our State and to our present area" 

Speaking of income 0 I think you will agree that 

the need for more money to operate our State is more 

critical now than ever. It's difficult to find new sources 

of taxes; everyone is being taxed to t.he limit of his 

capabilities a We have financial troubles in our municipalities 

just as we have financial problems in the Statea Unemploy

ment. is a very high poipt and so. are prices and taxes. 

More money is neede.d for all of these items 8 

I hate the thought of a State income tax, but I 
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would just wonder how long it will be before this ·.will 

become an absolute necessity if new sources of revenueu 

such as those derived from casino gaming 11 cannot be foundo 

We must find these new sources of revenue or tax our 

businesses out of existencea There are those who do not 

feel that casino gambling in our State would he the answer 

to our financial ills 0 ·but I think you will agree that this 

would be a giant step in bringing additional revenues into 

the State~ · I say, let ihe people of our State have the 

final wordo 

Although we salute those who speak honorably and 

objectively 0 fulfilling their responsibilities as elected 

officials, for those who feel that gaming would bring an 

undesirable to our State may I say that I personally have 

resided in Washoe County, Reno 0 Nevada, and saw more com= 

munity spirit there and more evidence of home life than 

I have seen in any other place I have livedo Franklyu I felt 

more comfortable walking the streets of Reno than I do in 

most cities that I have vis.itedo And I will agree that any 

city has a small majority who operate outside the lawp Even 

our respected SIC finds plenty of conditions to investigate 

in affairs far removed from legalized gambling. 

I am not happy to see the figures .of seasonal 

unemployment o . They are shocking and sad a Let Os do something 

about it and now see how big theiretu:rns can be to our State 

with legalized gamblingo Let 0 s see how many jobs can be 

created, how much merchandise, food·and other consumer goodso 

can be moved by the new people visiting our Statee But 0 

above allu let 1 s remove time-worn notions or Damon Runyon 

images that may be lingering in our mindso Let us look 

realistically 0 optimistically, at steps that are-honest, 

bold and rewarding,, Le~ 1 s put the issue of legalized 

gaming before the people of New Jersey, not in the future, 

not after New York, Pennsylvania and other states take action 

on the issue; now is the time to let the people of New Jersey 

decideo Thank youo 
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SENATOR BEARS: Thank you, sir. 

Any questions? (No questions) 

We. appreciate having the benefit of your thoughts .. 

MR .. YOUNH: · Thank you. 

SENATOR SEARS: Mr. Malamut. I assume, sir, that 

what you have to say will be by way of supptement to what 

you gave us at the first hearing, because 

MR .. MALAMUT: Yes,. sir, but not as vitriolic. 

SENATOR SEARS: this is the same hearing. 

MR. MALAMUT: I believe this is the third hearing, 

sir. 

. SENA'i'OR SEARS: I say, this is the same hearing,, 

This is a continuation.of that hearing .. So that what you 

said at that time is already in the record and I can only 

ask that you not,repeat yourself, to the extent that that's 

possible., 

GARY P. MAL AM U~T:~ Yes, sir. My name is 

Gary Malamut and I am Chairman of the Board of the New 

Jersey Hotel Motel Association. 

The publicity accorded the question of the social 

propriety of casino gaming in Atlantic City has created 

an emphasis that obscures what I believe to be the more 

'important issue of economics. In a certain sense, it is 

academic to argue for or against the principle of legalized 

gambling in New Jerseyo That question has received re

peated public and legislative approval with the sanction of 

pari,-mutual racetrack betting, the. legalization of various 

games of chance and raffles and, most recently, the highly

successful introduction of a State Lotteryo As a result of 

this considerable involvement in legalized gambling, the 

State of New Jersey currently realizes $35~3 million annually 

in tax .revenuese The req.l question, th~n, is not whether 

the State can endorse the principle of legalized gambling, 

but rather how would the State replace the more than $35 

million it receives from a.practice that it not·only endorses 

but, in the case of the State Lottery, a practice in 
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which the State itself has b~corne an active entre

preneur. It might be.well at this time to clear the 
I 

air, as it were, and direct some attention to the 

economic issues involved~- revenue for the State and 

prosperity for Atlantic City -- which were the original 

inspirations for the casino gaming proposal. 
I 

I hardly need to remind this hearing that the State 

of New Jersey find~ itself in a growing fiscal bind .. 

And, without indulging in an economic report to defend 

my argument, I think that we can all accept the premise 

that the demands being made upon the State's revenue 

producing apparatus will increase rather than diminish 

as time goes on. 

If the State is to continue to fund basic facilities 

and services for its 7 m.illion citizens, then additional 

tax revenue must be generated; that is obvious. There 

are three avenues available for that generation; a broad 

base levy, which would certainly be a personal income tax; 

increases in existing taxes, or the utilization of 

new and as yet, untapped sources of revenue. 

I am no fortune teller. It may well be that the future 

will reveal New Jersey being forced to accept the im

position of more than one of these tax plans. but, at 

the moment, it seems obvious that the most desirable of 

these alternatives~is the third avenue, which finds its 

practical expression in Senate Concurrent Resolution #74, 

the propos~l calling for a public referendum on the 
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issue of casino gaming in Atl~ntic City. 

The raising of additional, necessary revenue by casino 

gaming would not be a new statewide tax, nor would it 

call for increases in existing levi~s. Rather, it would 

permit the State to retain the maximum flexibility in 

approaches to future revenue needs. In the happy event 

that the persistent inflationary spiral now troubling 

our economy can be brought under restraint, we may even 

be spared the need for further increases in present taxes 

or the imposition of an income tax. But relief such as 

this can oniy be had by the ready application of off~ 

setting revenue-producing sources for the needs are real 

and will not be denied. I submit that casino gaming 

represents an ideal model for a source of additional 

revenue of the type that I have just described. The taxes 

collected on casino gaming operations are completely 

discretionary in nature, being levied only upon those 

who make use of the casino facilities. Further, these 

taxes are dedicated to three of the State's most pressing 

needs -- provisions for senior citizens' housing, im

provement in the operations of municipal police and fire 

departments and a program of business incentives in 

areas of higher unemployment concentration. 

In addition to the economic importance of this matter as 

it relates to taxation, there is the equally legitimate 

concern of Atlantic City as the foremost resort and 

convention community on the New Jersey coast. The advent 

of modern jet travel has compressed time for the traveller 

while increasing competition among those who would serve· 
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him. Journies that formerly took days and weeks.are now-

m:ade overnight. The exotic has become the commonplace 

and a trip that would have cost a king's ransom just a 

few years ago is now available to a young secretary on 

her £irst two week's vacation~ 
., 

What this means for a resort like Atlantic City is that 

we must compete effectively. Unless we can bring to the 

New Jersey shore some of the advantages for which people 

are traveling to the Caribbean or to Europe, then we 

must face the real possibility of a massive, continuing 

drain on the traditional tourist and convention business 

that is the lifeblood of Atlantic City. 

Naturally, it will take money to develop the kind of 

facilities we wish to offer visitors to Atlantic City~ 

Those of us engaged in this project have no illusions 

about the fiscal problems involved. And we see in casino 

gaming the best possible opportunity'to realize our 

goals. With casino gaming, Atlantic City could in one 

stroke ehhance the entertainment package we can offer to 

visitors, thus immediately competing with newer, 

sophisticated resorts, and, at the same time, provide the 

dollar influx to fin~nce_the creation of a new Atlantic 

City. 

The peaks and valleys of seasona.i·employinent have lorig 

bedeviled the Atl t· c·t .. ' . an 1c. 1 y economy. In c,t very real sense, 

the community has· been denied reaching_· its fullest 
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potential because of the chronic problem of unemployment 

directly attributable to the riie and fall of tourist and 

convention activity. The institution of casino gaming 

would be a godsend to our residents. It would mean a 

steady, predicatable flow of salary-generating capital 

into the community and would be the best possible remedy 

for much of Atlantic City's economic problems. 

In addition to the resort itself, _the economy of New 

Jersey would be a principal beneficiary of casino gaming 

in Atlantic City. Dollars attracted to casino gaming 

would turn over as payment for increased services, 

equipment, more tax revenues, and other facilities. A 

score of New Jersey industries would share in tne bounty 

generated in an Atlantic City revitalized by casino 

gaming. The question might be raised a_t this point of 

how sure we are that casino gaming would stimulate the 

kind of tourist and convention traffic we have been 
.·:) 

mentioning. 

In 1971 the following conventions will be held in Las 

Vegas. These are only the larger conventions consisting of 

a minimum of 1,000 delegates. 

1. Independent Orive-In Operators of America_ 
2. Association of Operating Room Nurses 
3. National Asphalt Pavement Association 
4. American Society of Clinical Pathologists 
5 •. Equitable Life Assurance Society 
6. Yo1;1ng :Presidentp Organizati9n 
7. National Assn. of Building Service Contracto~s. 
8. Natio_nal Institute. of Drycleaning 
9. American Institute of Laundering 

10. Am~rican Drive-In Operators Assn. 
11. Associ~ti6n of Western Hospitals 
12. American, Urological Association 
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13. 
14. 
15. 
16 • 

Variety Clubs International 
Automatic Car Wash Association 
American Research Me:i::-9handising Institute 
Mass. Retailing Institute 

'GUIDE 
American Society of Medical Technologists 
Lions International 
Alpha Kappa Pse Fraternity 
National Apartment Assn. 
Amalgamated Transit Union 
American· Academy of Ophthalmology 
National Water Well Association 
Survival and Flight Equipment Association 
Aircraft Owners and Pilot Association 
American Supply Association 
American Mining Congress 
National Hardware Convention 
U. s. Civil Defense Council 

. 17. 
18. 
19. 
2C., 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 

National Electrical Contractors Association 
Alliance for Engineering in Medicine and Biology 
Fall Joint Computer Conference 
National Council of Teachers of English 
Skal Clubs International · 
National Aviation Trades_ Association 

OVER 35 LARGE MEETINGS ARE REPRESENTED. 
IN THE PRECEEDING LIST. 

This is not a bad record for a community that was nothing 

but.desert a mere 20 years ago. There is now a permanent 

population of 125,000 people. In Nevada there are 75,000 

people employed in tourism and this is expected to double 

in the next t~n years. Nevada currently employs 4% of 

the total number of people in the tourism field. 

A related economic benefit 
·, 

the airline industry. lS 

Mccarron Field in Las Vegas is in the top 30 ot all air-

ports in the United States. Not bad for a city with 

125., 000 popul,ation. 

In summary, the question of casino gaming in Atlantic City 

is one of economics, not one of p~opriety; New Jersey 

has-made its decision to recognize, legitimize and, indeed, 

even participate in gaming enterprises. Further, to raise 

the question of surveillance and sinister influence, 
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which is a: natural extension of the issue of proprietyi 

if New Jersey can attest to honesty at the racetrack, 

fairness at the raffle board and integrity in the lotteryu 

then surely it can promise confidence in the casinoo 

I respectfully urge that this Committee give SCR-74 every 

sympathetic considerationo I ask that you permit the 

electorate to make the final decision on whether casino 

gaming should be permitted in Atlantic City~ I ask this 

because 0 gentlemen 0 it is the same citizens who will 

pay in increased or new taxes the very revenue that will 

be lost.· if their right to a referendum on Senate Concurrent 

Resolution Noe 74 is denied. 

Let the people voteo I repeat11 · let the people voteo 

SENATOR SEARS: Thank you very muche Mr. Malamuto 

May I ask you if you have any feelings about the 

provision in this Resolution that we limit casinos to 

Atla r.t.ic City? 

MRo MALAMUT~ No 0 sir. 

SENATOR SEARS~ In other words 0 you would have no 

objection to other parts of the state or other· resort 

areas qualifying? 

MRe MALAMUT: If the public referendum and the 

people should decideo I think'soe 

SENATOR SEARS: In other words 0 you have no 

objection to the question being framed in that way, so that 

it would note when put to the people 0 be limited to Atlantic 

City? 

MR o MALAMUT: Not at all, sir o 

S.EtfATOR WOODCOCK: Well, would you then think that 

the great benefit that you described that would come to 

Atlantic City as a result of casino gambling would be lessened? 

MRo MALAMUT: No 0 Senator Woodcocko It 1 s the 

opinion of the people that reside in the Atlantic City 

community that the beneficial aspects of casino gaming 

would be prevalent for the convention tradeo the convention 

industry 0 moreso than the resort and family tradeo We find 
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that. the con verition · delegate/ is•-- the orie 'that· wants the 

entert~inment package moreso than the family-o~ierited 

tourist who already has the beach and boardwalk and 

race tracks and the steel pier; movie theatres, etc., 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: · But if . you were to take and 

pute for instance/ a casino in Wildwood and you had orie 

in Spring Lake and you had one in Great· Gorge and you 

had one in Newark or Jersey Cityu you still would say 

that the benefits that you say would accrue to Atlantic 

City would still be there d.espite the proliferation of 

casinos throughout the State?· 

MRa MALAMUT: Yes. - But·I don't believe.,;, I 

believe' that· the program at the very inception should be 

limited to resort areas· at the experimental stage and 

perhaps implemented or supplemented in the future .. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: Well 0 in that rega'i:·d theme 

siru how would you so limit? In other words, taking 

Atlantic City as being the biggest resort city,· how would 

you then limit what other resort city is allowed to have 

casino gambling and which resort city-is not? 

'MRo MALAMUT: Oh, I am sure there could be 

certain criteria established .. An example would be fourth 

class cities .. 

cities.,·· 

cities? 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: I 0 m sorry, I didriut get thata 

MR., MALAMUT: An example would be fourth class· 

SENATOR SEARS: You mean, limited to fourth class 

MRo"MALAMUT: As one criteria .. That 8 s only a 

suggestion, sir,, Or;, as the gentleman this morning from 

England mentioned certain ·tax assessment criteria or 

number of properties.. I am sure that the Legisl.ature could 

establish criteria that would be acceptable to the general 

public after· it wereapprovea·next November. 

SENATOR WOODCOCK: Welle since New Jersey is such 

a compact and small state, would there be An absolute number 
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that.you would consider as the absolute limit for casinos 

in the· State of New Jersey O .or have you no idea with 

regard to.that? 

MRo MALAMUT: I would say that the Gaming Commissim 

would establish the rules 0 the same as the Lottery Commission 

established the implementation of the. lottery plano 

SENATOR WOODCOCK~ I have no other questionso 

SENATOR SEARS: Thank you very much 0 . Mr. Malamut o 

Mrso Fox., 

M I L··D R ED FOX: 

opportunity to be heardo 

Thank.you, gentlemene for the 

My name is Mildred Foxo I am 

President of the Atlantic County Women°s Chamber of 

Commerce that was organized, chartered and recorded by the 

State of New Jersey twelve years.ago for the sole purpose 

of trying to legalize gambling in New Jersey and especially 

in Atlantic City a The officers and board members have 

periodically met ever s.ince for the prime purpose of being 

sure that the only way to legalize any games of chance 

would be for the State to control themg and the stateu countyu 

and cities of New Jersey to share the profitso 

We also went on record to state that each munici~ 

pality be given the opportunity to vote on a local option 

on whether or not the people of their particular municipalities 

want gambling .in their communities. At no time.did we want 

gambling to be legalized to issue licenses to make it legitimate 
I 

for the persons that are now involved, as we did with pro-

hibition., 

Our main purpose is to tap a source of revenue that 

everyone knows exists in every community. We all know how 

costly it is to the state and local governments to try to 

enforce the lawo And what an insult to the intelligence of 

the people to have raids every now and then on some minor 

operators while the big operators and the powers behind them 

still are left untouched to dominate our politicso our 

. people and our economyo 
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Gambling :Ln New 'Jersey 'today :Ls a billion dollar 

industry and the entire amount going to illegal professional 

gamblers and racketeers .. What easier and less painful way 

is there than to tap this tremendous resource of funds which 

all of us know exists 0 and has made a certain few persons 

in every community the Czars with enough money to dominate 

and monopolize the very economy of our peoplec 

We owe this to the people of this State and we 

als.o owe them a future free of indebtedness rather than one 

that is dom:inated by taxation for the rest of their liveso 

Let 0 s make it possible to pay a:s we go rather than accumulate 

such an indebtedness which will take generations that will 

be taxed to the hilt to make it possible to accomplish the 

many necessary problems confronting our municipalities and 

Stateo Io being a mother of four children and a grandmother 

with eleven grandchildren 0 sure object to leave them such a 

legacy of indebtedness because we could not look aheado 

If the people of New Jersey are sincerely interested 

in helping themselvesu they can stop this treacherous 

gambling situation that exists today. For only in legalizing 

gambling will we do away with the hoodlums 0 racketeers and 

criminals that are so objectionable in our societyo 

The key to this very serious problem is state 

controlled and supervised gambling with a local optiona 

The ordinary bettor will thus be protected in a way that he 

is not today and the hoodlums 0 racketeers and criminals will 

disappear like a foul disease which has been cureds And the 

State and municipalities will have the necessary funds needed 

in their budgets to progress with the times and make living 

in our respected communities worthwhile, without any for:ms 

of additional taxation to the people or.industries of our 

State., 

Letis stop the apathy and hypocrisy·in this wonder= 

ful state and give our Legislators the necessary tools to 

work with~ If the State of Nevada is realizing $42 million 

for 1970 on just tax revenue from gambling and the State of 
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New Jersey has realized $2,910 0 000 in just five weeks of 

the State Lottery, can you imagine what the State of New 

Jersey would receive from profits as well as.taxes from 

this very lucrative business of gambling. 

We are very much in favor of legalized gambling 
. . . 

but let I s be very careful to make the people of New Jersey 

the stockholders and the State 0 counties, cities and 

municipali£ie~ receive all the dividends. 

Letus not legalize gamblers, let 0 s legalize gambling. 

Let 1 s place this referendum on the ballot and let the people 

of New Jersey make the decision and decide their own destiny. 

Thank you 0 gentlemena 

SENATOR SEARS: Thank you very much, Mrs., Fox. 

Any questions? (No questions) 

Is Mrse Struhl here? 

DOROTHY ST RUHL: I am Dorothy Struhl. Gentlemeno 

I have no written statement. I just want to speak to you 

as a mother, grandmother, greatgrandmotheru b,usinesswoman, 

and a very active civic worker. I am President of the 

Chelsea Sisterhood consisting of over 400 members. I am 

Past President of the American Medical Center of Denver that 

has over 100 auxiliaries and a membership in Atlantic City 

of 500a I am Vice President of Atlantic City Chapter of 

B 0 Nai Brith. I am also Recording Secretary for B 0 Nai Brith 

Council for the Third District,· Southern New Jersey, consisting 

of maybe close to 2,000 women~ I am a businesswoman for 

45 years. 

SENATOR SEARS: The only thing I find difficult 

to believe is that you're a grElatgrandmothero 

MRS. STRUHL: Well, it 0 s true, siro I 1 m 68 

years old. I don 1 t mind saying that.I am. And I have been 

very active all of my life, and with the public, and 0 therefore, 

I think I can speak to you as an active laymane And having 

the concensus, the feeling, close contact with as mahy people 

as I have 9 I know their feelings.and I know their reactions. 

And I was sitting here listening tq a good many speakers 

previous to me and wondering where their imagination is. We 
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don° t have any crime; we don° t )'1ave any prostitution, we 

have everything wonderful.except if. we get gambling then 

it 0 s going to be a different story. I would like to know 

what city in New Jersey doesn't have prostitution or gamblingo 

I 0 myself, am not a gambler., I don°t even have 

a weekly.game .. But I do know that .in my travels - I have 

been to Las Vegaso I make a yearly trip to Hot Springs, 

Arkansas where they have beautiful casinos 0 and I am not 

tempted to gamble& Ohe I've lost $2 .. 00 on the machinese 

That 0 s as far as I'll go and I have a lot of fun on thato 

But I take advantage of the very nice meal.that I can get· 

very reasonably and the wonderful show that I can see very 

cheaplyo But it hasn°t·stopped me from observing that the 

habitual gambler is going to find a way to gamble and, if 

it 1 s not going to be legal, that poor person is going to be 

taken over the hurdles by this very mob that you say is not 

in existence now but will become very active~ And our policeu 

who are needed to protect our citizens= right now, I have 

difficulty in holding meetings because my women are afraid 

to come out at nighte they won°t go out at night unless I 

have a pool of cars, a transportation pool, to take them to 

the.meetingg That 0 s how safe our streets are now without 

the legalized gamblingo 

Now 0 I do think 0 if our police were released from 

babysitting and watching the gambling places that are hiddeno 

I know, where you read in the paper 0 it takes months and 

months of surveillance of that place and then they make a 

raid and they take in these gamblers, then our courts have 

the case that has t.o have time for. these people = and they 

are fined and they are out againa And it still goes ono 

re pea ting its elf" I mean O if we have it legalized o and I 

know that you gentlemen have enough experience in investigating 

and finding out what is the proper waya When you take temptation 

away - the youngsters think it O s cute to gamble becaus.e it O s 

not allowed but if it is permitted there won°t be the 

challenge there., We have that with narcotics; we have that 
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in everything else., You take the challenge away from it 

and you will be able to do much more in safeguarding our 

children and safeguarding our citizens~ 

And, as I said, we can 9 t be ostriches and hide 

our heads .. The gambler will find a way to gamble unless you 

are going to make nature over, and I don 1 t think any o:t: 

us can be the God to make people over .. 

Thank youu gentlemen .. 

SENATOR SEARS: Thank you very mucha 

The last witness I have registered is Mr" Keels0 

Is he still here? 

Mr .. Keels, you are a resident of Atlantic City, 

I believe? 

MRe KEELS: Yes, I am, sir" 

SENATOR SEARS: Will you state your full name 
I 

for the recorde pleaseo 

WASH EDWARD K E E L S : My name is Was.h 

Edward Keels, Jro, of Atlantic City. I did not come prepared 

to speak but I sat here all day and at the previous hearing 

listening to testimony from~various people opposed and those 

that were for this proposed amendment .. 

I would like to echo some of the sentiments of 

some of the people that realize the possibility of this 

proposal and the little people that don 1 t have anyone to 

speak for them, who echo their sentiments on the street on 

in some restauranto 

Although you are elected of£icials, it seems as 

though the little people don°t have no voice no more .. I 

mean, it becomes so, apparently 1 when it comes to the 

Legislature they make all the decisions whether the people 

want it or not. So. I was just thinking that I would like 

to say something for the little peoplee like I feel I am, 

that we should be able to make the decision. In other 

words, this bill, with all of the pros and cons, you 0 re 

putting the horse before the cart. If people decide they 

want it, they sh.ould be the ones to say so 1 then it comes 
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back to you people to make the'' decision as to how it is 

to be run or who is to be licensed and whether the State 

should take· it over or not o But 'all of the sentiment one 

way or the other '- I fe~l that the little people a re being 

ignored and I feel that they should make the ultimate decision" 

And the process of legalizing things today seems to be so 

slow because in the Legislature it takes so long for it to 

come outo And today 0 s'economy doesn°t stand and wait for 

the Legislature to make it; the problems _crop up every day@ 

We have situations in our county right now that 

need to be dealt with right ·away, not in November or not 

next Novembere they need to be dealt with now. The people 

are overtaxed because it 0 s the criteria of today because 

today 0 s taxes·- everything is higher 0 people·need higher 

wages 9 the cost of living is highere so today is todayu 

you must do it todaye not tomorrow 0 you should have done 

it yesterday., 

I don°t want to say too much more because I wasn°t 

prepared to speak 0 as I say, but I would just like to speak 

for the little peoplev We feel as though we should make 

the decisions., 

Thank you Very much .. 

SENATOR SEARS: Thank you 0 sir0 

That 0 s the last witness we have registeredo 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: For the recordu could I merely 
'-

convey a brief communication from a Mr o Ernest Alden who 

had signed up to be a speaker. but couldn't stay this late. 

He is President of the Bloomfield Senior Citizens Associationu 

some 1300 members; and of the Retired Members Council of 

Local 416 of Westinghouse 0 which has 350 mernbers. He had 

hoped to speak in support but was unable to stay for the 

sessiono He and 49 other senior ·citizens from Bloomfield 

attended the morning session to indicate their support for 

SCR-74 and for the principle that the public should be able 

to vote d_irectly on this matter.. He urges .the Legislature 

to approve the referendum proposal. 
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Then I have for the record, two communications, 

one is a Resolution from the Town of Irvingtono New Jersey, 

in Essex County, and. on behalf of the President of the 

Council, Mr. Alexander A& Trento:, I am introducing a 

Resolution in support of SCR-74. (See Po 155) 

And I am also introducing a similar resolution 

in support of SCR-74 which was passed by the Union County 

Board of Chosen Freeholders •. (See P• 156) 

Thank you o 

SENATOR SEARS: Before we close, I just have one 

other item for the recordo Rev@ David Mellon, Executive 

Director of the Council of Churches of Greater Trenton, 

was here this morning and left a note indicating that he 

couldn 1 t stay. He said that he would mail his testiclony 

in& When his statement is received, it will be made a 

part of the record~ (See Po 159) 

If there is nothing further, gentlemen, we will 

declare the hearing closed and thank those who are still 

here who came to participatea And thank you, gentlemeno 

SENATOR McDERMOTT: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

(Hearing concluded) 
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Statement, of: 

Rev,. John B. Croweil::i D&D~, President, the New Jers'"ey Christian 
Ooni'erence on Legislation,; and Trustee., the Lord's Day All.iance 
of New Jersey 
be.fore the Senate Judiciary·Committee Public Heari.ng., Wednesday, 
Febru.ar;y 10., 1971, at the State House., Trenton, New Jersey 
in ~position to 
SOR 74, introduced by Senator Frank X. McDenrott of Union County, to 
amend the state Constitution to legalize the conduct and operation ot 
all kinds of gambling (casino gambling) at Atlantic City., New.Jersey 

The successful passage of this resolution and the amendment 0£ the State 

Constitution to permit wide-open gamhling would indeed make Atlantic City the Las 

Vegas of the East, as has been held out as a desirable prospect.. But this is just 

a begi.nn.ing. Al.ready Assemblyman Ralph Caputo has introduced ACR 2004, which would 

extend the .Privilege o.f casino gambl j ng, plus the legalization 0£ betting parlors, 

to the City ot Newark. And other shore resorts and other .municipall ties might 

cJ.amor that they also be included., if ther were convinced there woul.d be another 

source of taxation income, or of business profit, in such lega.liza.tion • 

.a.it be.tore we get carried away by the rosy prospects which have been painted 

concerning all the advantages in the legalization of wide-open gambling in the way 

ot business revival tor Atlantic City, and a oornucopia of tax mney !'lowing from 

the casinos operating around the state, let us take a look at Las Vegas itself'. 

What beautiful. hotels, golf courses, sw.iJmDing pools, there are! What bright 

lights I 'What entertainment by the stars ot stage and screen! And what monq losses 

to 99% of the people who patronize the Strip. And they get nothing in return for th~ 

money they spend, but the exicitement. ottered by- the futile hope ot winning more than . 

. th.er lose. · Senators, do you think the State should further exploit the weakness of 

gamblers by tempting them to spend more great sums of money so that the State can 

collect more gambllng taxes, on u,p of the $32,000.,000., or thereabouts, which the 

state gathers in from horse-racing? ShouJ.d government seek more advantages from a 

dirty business? 

Yes., look at Las VegasJ It is., in spite ot outward appearance., a dirty 

business. In Jiovember, 1963 the New York Times printed a series or five articles on 

It pointed out that it was very difficult to til'ld. out · the 
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profits of the casinos., for those profits were sld.mmed off the top each day. Neithe.1'." 

the State of Nevada., nor the federal government can secure any tax money on the skim.. 

I quote., "Same of this iooney went from Las Vegas by couriers to men in Florida. and 

New Jersey. 11 ..... "The recipients are professional criminals., leaders of criminal 

organizations." ..... "It is fed directly into criminal activities. It may buy heroin., 

or bribe a public official., or hire a killer." .such names a.re included among those 

who have had an interest in the casinos at various times as Bugsy Seigal., removed 

from the management of the Flamingo Club by murder., Meyer Lansky-., Little Augies 
. -~ 

Casano., Frank Costallo., Joe Adonis, Frank Erickson, Longie ~i]Jman., Greasy Thumb 

Guzik., and lllcq Luciano. Many of those are now dead., but their ilk ~ve carried on. 

ot course., Atl.am,ic City., at present., isn't much better., according to the 

article in the February., 1971 issue of Readers' Digest. I quote - "Rackets -

controlled by Angelo Bruno and veteran mobster Herman (Stl.UlJ>y) Orman - nourish. 

Policemen complain that they are not allowed to enforce the law against ~jor 

gamblers and racketeers ••••• The public-safety commissioner meets regularly with 

ex-convict Paul (Skinny) D•Amato, whose 500 Club is described by federal agents as 

the local headqUarters for Bruno's Cosa Nostra family." 

But, Senators., because that sort or situation exists now., certainly is no 

justification for allowing increased corruption which nmst occur if wide-open 

gambling is legalized in AtJ.antic City. Former u.s. Attorney Frederick B. Lacey 

has shown that the criminal. elements have purchased police and judges, business men 

and union leaders., all over New Jersey, and has declared., "We are in danger of being 

taken over." With the additional. sums that wide-open gambling would pour into the 

· hands or the crime syndicate its power to buy its way into control of the State 

would be enhanced. Back in the 1890s the gamblers controlled the New Jersey Legis

lature. Let not that happen again• Senators. 

And think not that if the casinos were mn by the State this situation would 

not arise. It wouldn't - immediately, but sooner or later officials would succumb 

to the large bribes that the underworld syndicate would off er. 

Richardson D:Uworth., former :mayor of Phi1adelphia., made this statement., 111 
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was District Attorney of Philadelphia for three years before I became Ma.yore My 

experience in that office confirmed -'belie£ that organized gambling cannot be 

tolerated in a.ey large city. 

"It is true that a substantial number of our citizens enjoy gambling in some 

form or other., but to legalize gambling would neither eJ.iminate racketeers nor make 

them respectable; nor would it bring honest or respectable men into that occupation. 

"The v,ice of organized gambling is _that it involves so much money and such a 

tremendous profit that it puts into the hands of racketeers enormous sums of money 

with which to corrupt the community. 

11! do not say that even the most vigorous law enforcement will ever end 

organized gambling, but, if such enforcement were abandoned., the racketeers., would 

soon make honest and decent government in-our big cities impossible. 11 

Another thing I would point out and I haven1t heard this from other sources 

on this current matter., is that the opportunity for cheating the players in cards., 

dice., roulette., slot-ma.chines.,·etc. is limitless. The 11House 11 must win. Naturally., 

the House can•t leave everything to the fiok.le whim of Lady Lucic., even though the 

odds are in the favor of the House because of its staying power. None ever broke the 

bank at Monte Carlo., and none has at Las Vegas. The big houses keep $500.,000 in 

reserve on week-ends. And the temptation to cheat for a bigger profit is very great., 

Some years ago Michael Mac Dougall wrote a book "Gamblers Don't Gamble". He was a 

card detective. He said., "There are hundreds of ways of manipulating cards •••• A 

good mechanic can deal. anybo~ any hand he.likes at any time., or stack the cards so 

his opponent .will deal him the card he wants. 11 In his own position as a card.

detective he had to be able to tell by the mere feel of a deck that its edges had 

been microscopically shaved off so that the pattern on the back isn't quite the same 

in a1J. the cards. He wrote., 11I must catch the lightning-flicker ot a card dealt 

from the bottom. · I must be able to detect the odor of wax which has made a 11s.lick 

ace" ready for slip-cutting". And on and on he offered tascinating expJ.anations.· of 
'I 

methods of cheating., for what can be done with cards can also be done with dice., 
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- 4· ... 
. the roulette wheel and slot-machines. These· last are usually set to make a 70-.30, . 

or 80-a> return to the House. 
. .. , . . . 

You have yourselves ref'uted the i'~ta.stic claims of $2)(),ooo;ooo.ill tax 

revenue that AtJ.antic City wide-open gambling would bring. And of the aD)unt that 

would be realized, instead of going mostly for old-age housing, public safety, and. 

business incentives., as the resolution calls for, mch would be needed tor increased 

welfare costs· and crime prevention. 

~ last Tuesday's New York Times (2/2/71) is a letter to the &ii.tor written 

by Rev. William H. Hudnut., interim pastor of the Brick Presbyterian Church of New 

York. The Editor entitled it "Casino Gambling Evils. 11 He showed that economicaJ.ly., 

legalized gambling simply served to involve and impoverish more people. He pointed 

out that: the legalization of gambling does not make it law abiding. I wish to quote 

what Dr.:Hudnut wrote concerning its moral effects. 

'f- "For the State to put its stamp of approval on gambling dens would be another 

step in the modern erosion of ethical standards. If reverence for the individual 

is right., ii' it matters whether private persons are hurt by public policies, if com

cern for human welfare is indeed to be placed above tinanoial profit, then "State-
( 

sponsored commercialized gamhJ i ng is wrong., for it contravenes all the above 

principles. 

"It cares not whether a person is urged to waste his ti.me and money seeking 

something for nothing., and is debased or destroyed in the process. It says in ef

fect that any- tax can be justified so long as it helps to fill the coffers of the · 

State., that the end is revenue and that the means are relatively uninportant. 'L'Jhat

ever produces more revenue is all right. · 

"Bu.t such an approach is all. wrong •. We obviousl;r need laws to protect us 

from ourselves. -It would be most unfortunate if, in the name of liberty., unlimitei 

license were to be given to commercialized gamb.lil1g. He 'llho would prey upon DW 
. purse or nw- person surely must be restrained; the professional. gambler does both. 

The New Jersey Christian Coni"erence on Legislation and the Lord's Day 
\ 

AJJiance of New Jersey respecttully urge you to hold in Committee SOR 74 or any 
' .., . 

other resolution of its kind which may be lat;er introduced. 
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Approved a; to~~gality o~in o~~ta Set Forth! Factual contents certified to by 
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Co~_ron Couwel, Date 

Councilman ......... Trento ............ , ... P,resents the. following Re1olution Seconded b'.- Councilman ...... G.alluzzi. ... :······· 

WHEREAS, the State of New Jersey has created a very successful 
Lottery which should substantially rechice the tax burden of the 
Citizens of the State of New Jersey: and 

WHEREAS, Senator Frank x. McDermott of Union County has intro
duced legislation before the legislature of Trenton, New Jersey• 
to permit legalized gambling in Atlantic city, which legisla
tion should further reduce the tax burden on all the Citizens 
of-the State; and 

WHEREAS, the legislature has not acted on Senator McDermott's 
Bill to permit legalized gambling in Atlantic City; and 

WHEREAS, the· Municipal Council of the Town of Irvington 
recognizes the plight of the taxpayer and is in favor of 
granting the ta,xpayers ofthe State.of New Jersey as much 
relief as possible and further recognizes that the State's 
Le>ttery appears very successful and the MunicipalCouncil has 
every reason to b~lieve that legalized gambling in Atlantic 
City would also be very successful: and 

WHEREAS, the question of legalized gambling is se> vital th:,,t 
the issue .of legalized gambling should be submittE!d to the 
Citizens of the State of New Jersey in the form of a public 
referendum to be decided at the November 2, 1971 General 
Election; 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF THE 
TOWN OF IRVINGTON, NEW JERSEY that the Legislature of the 
State of New Jersey prepare a public question to decide whether 
or not legalized gambling should be permitted in Atlantic City, 
which question should be submitted to the Voters at the 
November 2, 1971 General Election. 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this resolution be sent 
to the Legislature of Essex County, Senator Francis X. McDermott 
and Governor William T. Cahill. 

DO NOT USE SPACE BELOW THIS LINE 

RECORD OF COUNCIL VOTE 
COUNCILMAN YES NO N.V. A.B. COUNCILMAN YES NO N.V. A.B. ---- ------

SKIRBST X BLASI _x_ ----------
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GALLUZZI y TRENTO, Pres. X --
MEAD X 

X-Indicale Vote A.B.-Absent N.V.-Not Votmg X.O.R. Indicates Vote o l Override Veto 

.rtn. at~ meeting of the M/)cipal Council of the Town of I~ .. : .. :.~~~-~!.~-·-~~.~--···~~!..: ............ . 
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- ---JP- .. ,, 

ur~mt.A..J, lJe~ Jer'l!iey ilomitc eenc1.u·r,1nt R.~~oJ.ut. ion 

No. 74 propose.a to a.~~"nd Art,icle rl,, s~e. Vtl. ps.rat;1·aph 2 

or t.ho Com:rt.1.tution of the Stiit.e o.t m.rw- Jer&ey t.o enable 

the Le5lulatul"C w i:):1.1thorita f;';~bl.lr-.cg in th1e 5tate \1!"~re 

tr1u ~peelt1e kind,. :rectrlc-tions and control t.hiaroo1" nave 

theretofore been &Ub1t1.it~d to and author.t:::ad by a i~Jority 

o:t the votes caat by the pa.ople at, a s~n~ral o~ li.1)8Cit\l 

elect.ton; and 

WBtR;:As 1 said p:ropoii«d ~~nam.ent al.1110 provl.deu 

'that c4u·t~o.1t1 or41;anti~~tiom1, elut11.:a, tire c(.J.-npa.nl'1$ ~nd 

:rescu.e {'Jqt:uiau nhAJ.l be pe1"~i.tteri to e.011.duet t.ho g:une of 

e:,uincia kr.own. ~ binr.o or lat to under I'tH.at.,r1et ion:. arid 

controls prescirlb«1d by the J,;.egl~lature • in aey ~unici,pality 

in whi~n a J,it\Jority of tho qualified: v.otera 1rot,ln~ thereon 
,, 

at a iem,r.o.l or special elee:tion }'\&Ve authori:zad tllO· ~a; 

_ that certa.:u1 org&n:1.r..ationa., clubs,. ti:rc eo1':'~0.tl.io:;;; tuld rc:;eu@ 

tn;uadsa. $l't&ll be P-¢'t"".dtted to conduct the ea~e or chai-.ce 
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,/ 

or the qual.1.ti•d. veter~ voting t,hct~on -at • ~:ral or 

spec1al election l~vu ~ut.horixot!l the. ~Atl,ii.; .and 

~utnAAs, aaJ..(! propoc;ea ~~nt providoa that 

i.t &hl'..l.l.. bo l&.Ktt.ll tor tne Lest1·i41at't.U"e ·to authorize th.e 

conduct ot State l.otter1ea w~• t·tu. M't p:rQcode ot $Uch 

lotterlas ah4ll 'be for State 1nstitut1-0M and Staw aid. 

~or ~ducat1on1 and 

is11&EAS,. .aa1a prt:.-pose4 amendulent Uao provi,lea 

tna.·t th& Leg.is.la.ture ae.y authorize t~ cond.uot. and opora:ttcm 

under St~te control ot gambling ea.mes 1n tho Citf ot At.lan·Ue 

C1tyit tl~ not revenue thereof to be approprJ.Ated b:,r tho 

State exc.luatve'.ly tor at.rte e.id to municipal.1ties -.rut. otliar 

pul:.>11~ ptirJn>se;is 9ecitiod the~inJ a.nd 

snmaEA.S, ,atd. propoaod qe-ndl-.ant al1ao requirea 

Uio approva.l ot a ll&.JOl'it:t ot tho q-1U1ctd vot•r• or the 

City ot .Atlantic- ·City voting tnertton •t. t.be e.lection 

approvil'lcS sa.14 proposed emem.tmont i 

JfOlr,. 1::uin1-xuu:,. llE IT rutSOLV'ml, by tbe BOO.rd ot 

t,"ho:aen 1freebolderB of Union Cotu1t7, that. 1 t C,O· ori ncord. 

approv1~ &n4 •uppo:rt,11'g ~aid Jew· Jeraey :le-n.a.t-. Ooncttl"rent 

· .Rei&olution ffo. 'fl;,, wnton w:1.11 permit the· :people o-t the State 

o-r llew Joraey· and ot tl'.u:t re»pecttve -z=un.lcipalttie$ or this 

st.ate to detem1no 1~or tbem·Gelve:. whetbo7 e;aiabl.1ns as 

de.acr1bed ·and e.ata.bliuhed in $Aid 1rropoaecl amenwneut ~l".&ll 

be legalized in tbe Sf;e.te or t{ew Jer3e-:,1 

:rnl :rr 1Uf(.f.t1r.!ll REfJOLVElJ J that i\· cop7 ot thi3 

!{esolu\ion b• tona:rded to Honorahle Willi.am 1'. Ca.h.111. 
I 

Ooverno~J the Clerks ot t.1\0 D~w Je~sey SeMt'1 a.nd House or 

Aasel'Ab~J the JtHt.G\b,6:01.1 ·ot the · Union Couniy- Legisl.a.t1vo 

DeJ.egat:ton •• tne h«w Jcu.•101· Aae-ocai.t.on 9.t_~Choectn 11.roebolder• •· 
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COUNCIL OF CHURCHES OF GREATER TRENTON 
1235 GREENWOOD AVENUE • ; • TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08609 

Telephone (609) 396-9166 and 396-9167 

nl• lfiipp~a~leAfHu'fY ~fi Sears 
714 Main .Street' ; j 

Boonton, New Jersey 07005 

Dear Senator Sears,) 

February 11th, 1971 

The following is my teqtimony for your Commission on casino gambling •. 
I trust that it will be included in your records and shared with the 
other members of the Commission. 

"I am the Reverend David D. Mellon, Executive Director of the Council 
of Churches of Greater Trenton. We have approximately sixty Protestant 
member churches with around 30,000 members. 

I do not pretend to speak for all 30,000 Council of Churches members, 
but I would claim that I could speak for a substantial majorityo 

I am opposed categorically to the State of New Jersey permitting casino 
gambling in Atlantic City, Newark, Trenton or any other city or munici
pality in this 3tate. 

My reasons for opposing legalized gambling are in part as follows:-

1. 'Ihis kind of situation is an open invitation to some undesirable. 
persons. and criminal elements. Nevada, which might be considered ae a 
model, ranks fourth among states in • umber of major crimes per 100,000 
population (1968), i.e. 3,020.8 crimes per 100,000. New Jersey by com• 
parison ranked tenth with 2,437.6 crimes per 100,000. 

A corollary is the amount spent by state and local governments for 
police protection. Nevada ranks first with $33.75 per capita. New 
York is second with $29.64, California $25.21 and New Jersey fourth 
with $21.75. ;If one might compare and project, it would seem that a 
part of the anticipated tax revenue would be needed to pay for increased 
police protection, plus the placing of additional strains on our already 
overtaxed judicial and penal systems. 

I am also concerned about the influence of open, legalized gambling and 
the persons drawn to same, on the children and youth in the target and 
adjacent areas. Thia kind of negative influence is difficult to measure, 
as is the effect on relief roles and the draining off of' funds from some 
community businesses and services. I am in a sense, raising the moral 
question in the broadest and deepest sense. 

2. Secondly, it is claimed that anticipated tax revenue would help 
alleviate the money shortages for the obvious needs of state_govern
inent. At best, the tax ;yield would not be eufficient. Again using the 
Nevada model and the inco1ne from their amusement ta1tes we discover the 
foll.wing:. 
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Gamblinc 
Cui.no Entertaimlctnt 

Total 

.aii 
i 26,9,,,ooo. ,,,,,.z,000. 

I 

1222 
3 S 27,S:,8,ooo. 

61o1t1,ooo. 

-, ,,,s19,ooo. 
Nev Jeruey pan.mutuals bring 1n·135,J48,ooo. (1969). New Jerae1 sal•• 
tax yiel~ iioo,000,000 tor each 1,;. 

At beat, tax yields from gambling would only ltriefiy postpoae the real 
financial ae.ede currentl7 con:f'ronting our state. 

3. I'm wondering what can be done to asaure the citiaene that the in• 
t_ended. legalized gambling can be stopped if it prove. tc be a disaster 

'In l96o, .;}rite.in authorised legal gamblin& and set off a boom in which 
billions of dollars changed hands• moat of it iindin& its way illto th 
pockets of betting ahop ownero and gambling house proprietors. 

1'ith the boom ca.me a.u influx of cri.millala, inc:ludiJlg • embers of the 
Mafia, either acting on their ow or obaorv:l.ng the gublia& scene fort, 
posaibl• mge•acale inveotment by foreign organiaations, 

Now in 1967, worried by reports of protection rackets and other nolH 
the Bd.tiah ,;overmnent is preparing legialatia intcded to reatriot 
profits 1A such a f•shion as to eliminate - orgreatl7 di• inisb - the 
attraction to crime ay•a!catea. 

This:pathetic" act, the Betting and Guiing Act of 1960, u oae com
mentator called it - wa• designed to,hoad oft illegal gubling by 
authorizing clube to stage gues·in which all playera _theoMU.cally 
had an equal chance Wld wheie the "house" did not h.ol4 the bank but 
only took a fee for pro-Yidiq the 1reaiaea ud. parapllernalia. 

At firat, cautiou gubling house operators peraitte4 oaly oh•min•d•
fer iA which each. player takes the bank in tun. Thea NM club• 
stretched the law a bit adding roulette alona with an 1nY1tation to a. 
player to take the bank if he could afford it. IA practice this- meu 
the hone kept the bulllk all the time. 

Crap•••• tollowecl u dicl 'blackjack and baccarat. About 1,000 olllN 
ope•••~ a delqe that utonislled. legialaton. ·Some of the highest 
stake gn'bling in th•.worlcl weat • lliahtl.J in stately h•• cea,rert,e 
into luxurious· betting clubs. · 

l• the lut · iwo years the aise of the play hu clecliu4 parll.J' -becawi 
the clubs haye akiinN4 oft a11eb.· of the •JtU'• IIOlleJ aroad ud th• at, 
ot tile Moaoay ie'.aot coactt.aoi•• to ertNftl&no••• ht the.-e an atil 
big prot1ta, Yirt11&lly ao goYffDllnt ooatnl or iaapeotion or Teto b~ 
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February 11. 1971 

tli,;;, police ov-..r peoFle tmrhing in g~mbling eatablisfr-r;:nt::,.' 
Information from New&d·, ;.unc.ay News. lL@vieions in 1968 have 
;: .. ;.rt.ially corrected some of th~ rroblems. 

.,e all lrnow it is notc,riously d:i fficult to r:1tor t>omethinc 
that is enc& etarted and permitted aud J. ,uri eertldn tr.is 
issue ~ould be no ditfe~ent. 

ln CQncluGion, I would urge j;be r,ew Jersey :ta.tu legir:.-
1..iture to not permit legalized i:;;anibling ill any of its ffl'Ull
ici;-,alt tiea. 

.:..incerely, 

ce: 'I'he Hon. vfilliam '1'. Cahill 
'Mr. !ae1 Ali to ✓ 
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